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public speaks out: 
Citizens gather to gripe about the 
state of health care in 
Terrace\NEWS A13 
Us  afine a we 'd? 
You bet! Walter Raedeke used it 
earlier this month in the Scrabble 
tournament \OOMIVIUNITY BX 
Test ef strength 
Terrace Bantams skate circles 
around Triple-A teams in 
QuesneI\SPORTS BS 
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Does to close off admissions 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
LOCAL DOCTORS won't admit out of town pa- 
tients to Mills Memorial Hospital Dec. 1 unless 
the province gives the facility more money. 
They're also taking the action in support of 
nurses at Mills who say they're understaffed to 
the point that those who are on shift are over- 
worked. 
The decision brings to a head the long stand- 
ing position of doctors and nurses that the hospi- 
tal .doesn't receive money for the regional servic- 
es It provides. 
[] Nurses want to be nurses, Page A2 
[] Citizens rally to the cause, Page A13 
where in the northwest who are too sick to be 
cared for in their home hospitals, more pressure 
is put on Mills. said Kenyon. 
not function at that love. They can't possibly 
cope." 
The nurses shortage has been a problem here 
since June, when a number of nurses retired or 
quit to work elsewhere. Hospital officials have 
previously said there isn't enough money to hire 
"To be a patient here you have to be the sick- more full time nurses and have been relying on 
est of the sick and that requires care. Particularly hiring casuals (on-call nurses who will work only 
with nurses, it's at the point of no return." he ad- when needed.) 
ded. "There are too few of them.'" Doctors say it's ridiculous to advertise tbr ca- 
sual nurses since no-one is going to be willing to Traditionally, doctors here have admitted pa- 
move up to the north ~vilhout guaranteed full "We're all tired of dancing the dance. We've ,tents from Kit!mat, Prince Rupert, Smithers, 
been doing that for 10 or 15 years now," said sur- l-Iazelton, the Nass Valley, Dense Lake and Ste- 
geon Dr. Michael Kenyon last week. wan. 
"If the government wants to fund this as a vii- A second physician, Dr. Lani Almas. said hos- 
lage hospital and not recognize its regional role, pital nurses have been short staffed for the past 
that's fine. We've been bled out," he said. six inonths. 
Because Terrace takes patients from else- "They're burnt out," Almas said. "'They can- 
time employment. 
Almas doesn't understand how the hospital 
can't afford to hire more full time nurses, and 
theretbre provide more beds for patients. 
"We used to staff for an 85 bed hospital, why 
can we not afford to staff for ~ 35 bed ward?" A1- 
mas wondered 
Over the past two and a half months, the hos- 
pital has managed to keep admissions below 32 
beds, aver~lging 23 beds in September, 26 beds 
in October, aud 24 beds from November I- 13. 
"We haven't operated as a fully operating 
hospital in six months, Almas said "Every day 
there is a push to get people out, to send people 
honle." 
"I want to be funded so I can practise medi- 
cine and not practice politics anymore," she 
said. 
Doctors will take in outside patients who are 
emergency cases. 
"There is no way that I can turn them away 
medically, legally or morally," Almas said. 
"However, we would be telling people that you 
don'. transfer people here, you send them to 
Vancouver . "  
Cont'd Page A2 
I I  Cry me a river! 
Julie Jacobs, Dennis Hannam and Annette Martindale are actors the McColl Playhouse at 8 p.m. on November 181 i9, 20, 25, 26, 
in The Odd Coup~e, Terrace Little Theatre's season opener. The 27, and December 2, 3, and 4. Tickets can be purchased at Uni- 
play, which is directed by Marianne Brorup Weston, is showing at globe Courtesy Travel. 
Mayoral contenders tangle 
NO KNOCKOUT punches were 
landed in Friday night's debate 
between the mayoral candidates, 
but voters did witness a tough test 
of the three contenders in advance 
of Saturday's election. 
Challenger Garry Pryce, one- 
watershed. 
"It plain and simple doesn't 
work," she said. "It's Crown land, 
stumpage goes to the government 
and that's it." 
Pryce played up his status as 
the only candidate who doesn't 
term city councillor Linda Flawes have their eye on the B.C. Liberal 
and veteran mayor Jack Talstra nomination for Skeena: . . . .  
fielded questions from the floor " I f  either one of these candi- 
and from a media panel Friday dates wins this election you can 
night at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre in be sure that by 2001 we'll have tO 
front of an audience of about 80, refill the position of mayor," he  
The most heated moment came said. 
when Talstra rebutted Hawes' There were also several ques- 
New 'plex 
plan pushed 
BY JEFF NAGEL 
THE CITY could get $I million to reduce the tax bite of 
the multiplex if Braun's Islanders can be persuaded to 
merge witb Terrace, says mayor Jack Talstra. 
in return for joining the city, be suggested, Braun's Is- 
land would gel a water system free of charge that would 
end problems with eontanfinated drinking water there, 
Talstra's plan reaches back to 1996 when a referen- 
dum to merge Terrace and Thornhill failed. Had that 
passed, Terrace would have received about $1.26 million 
from the provincial government. 
It's this anaount of money Talstra now wants to use on 
the premise Thornhill will indeed one day join Terrace 
and he says there'sa precedent in Quesnel 
Talstra suggested the city use about $250,000 of that 
money to ensure Braun's Islanders pay nothing for a 
water system. That would leave $1 million the city could 
then use to reduce the amount of borrowing required to 
construct he multiplex. 
Talstra noted that in the 1996 amalgamation referen- 
dum the city had leaned toward using its share of re -  
s t ruc tur ing  grants for recreation. 
"1 just want the voters to know that we as a council 
are doing our best to make sure lhat 100 per cent of the 
burden of paying for the mulliplc~ won't be borne by the 
local taxpayer," Talstra added. "We will try to reduce 
that amount as much as we can." 
Cutting borrowing costs from $7.6 million to $6.6 mil- 
lion would Irim the annual property tax increase by 
about $5 and mighl boost voter confidence that further 
reductions can be found, he said. 
Talstra said there's probably eight to nine months to 
examine the idea and look for other money before con- 
struction of the multiplex would begin if the vote passes. 
1-1e added it could happen quickly if there's upport on 
Braun's Island. "1 don't believe it requires another vote 
in Terrace," he said, adding a vote would be needed on 
Braun's Island after it series of negotiations. 
Talslra conceded using the grant now, if that's pos- 
something he'd done in even meetings," he said. sible, would mean ihe city wouldn't be entitled to any 
blunter terms at a Chamber of The same "lack of vision and more if and when Thornhill or other rural areas decide to 
Commerce forum two days earlier initiative", Pryce said, was the join. He added that the city might not attempt a large 
scale amalgamation again, but rather look at cutting - that he was not happy about reason attempted .'unalgamation 
council 's decision in .August, with Thornhill also ill!led, deals with smaller areas to join the city. 
The first step of this lan IS u to Braun's Island spearheaded by Hawes while he Hawes rebutted that, insisting . ", P " P ,  • , Tal- 
., ' . : ,. ,,: ,_: stra stressed, noting tie idea won t go ahead if they re was out of town, to go to referen' there were pJenty o~ nluiHpJex . .  . 
. , . ,  . • not interested dum in November, open nouses anu diner opportunl, ~ ' 
Talstra had wanted to wait for ties to participate. ,councillor Linda Hawes, who is challenging Talstra 
a February referendum that would ,The public has been invited to for the mayoralty, called h s announcement a premature 
have allowed more time to t ry  to participate tn the pr0cess.every one that may falsely raise expectations. 
find olher sources of money to re' single solitary step o f  the way," How the city spends the $1 re!Ill!on under Talstra's 
duce tie Cost to taxpayers; ' s le shot back. i ' scenario will be up to the next council; she added, not 
"I tell you we've put the cart i . Talstra was asked Dy the media just the mayor. "The), may see other priorities are more 
before :the horse here;" Ta ls t ra  panel why he d idn ' t  keep his important attha ttime," she added' 
promise to bring in a policy guar' tions from Braun's Island residents told the Chamber forum; referring promise of three years ago that ,'This raises potentially false hopes on several differ- 
anteeing local suppliers will be toall three candidates pressing for to holding the referendum before he,d llold a ,vote on the:Nisga, a on! love!s,, Hawes sa!d, 'lhere s no firm offer on the 
invited to bid on city purchases clty action to resolve sewage and • , . . . . . . . . .  . • . . . .  . table, there s no conlract, there's noth n n writin getting a better fix on hnancmg, treaty If tt became ontroversml . g g. It's 
Hawes took aim at Talstra's duc~d: : city's failure to communicate the :about it, i advance i~," 
campaign claims that Ter race  I guarantee we,re not going to project's benefits oi how it would ! 'Th is  !ShOt a tiine to redebate Braun s Islnnd reacts, rage AIS. 
could get a cut of the proceeds -use  i00 per cent taxpayers money  becarred out i thiswho e issue, 'she sad "The  Nlsga'a cautious on multiplex money, Pa e AI$ 
from the sale of timber that blew., to budd It/ Talstra assured . . . .  " . . . .  People were unaware . . . .  of what federal government is gro nt,' to , More on multiplex financing Pa e A I4  
down over the summer~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m the city Talstra also made tt clear - was  gomg on  at mul t ip lex  pass: l tcome nell or h gh ware And tile 'no' I~)rees~ gatlml,: Page A14 
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Nurses start a campaign 
to become nurses again 
keeping work. 
Mills Memorial nurse 
Penny Henderson, said the 
hospital removes nurses 
from patient care to do a 
number of non-nursing du- 
ties, including portering 
patients, cleaning incuba- 
tors and beds, getting ice 
water, washing floors, 
emptying lati~dry bins and 
filing cha[t'~ and paper- 
work. 
THE B.C, Nurses Union is 
campaigning to stop nurses 
from doing non-nursing du- 
ties so they'll have more 
time to take care of pa- 
tients. 
Leanne Malthus, the 
ECNU's northwest repre- 
sentative, said at a time 
when there's an extreme 
nurses of shortage in B.C. 
-and  in Canada- ~rses 
shouldn't be spending~*time 
doing clerical or house- 
From front 
nurse to do these things, 
Henderson said. 
"But we're still doing 
it." 
She added that nurses 
have enough work to do 
simply taking care of pa- 
tients. 
"We're overworked," 
she said. "At times it's 
hectic." 
The hospital currently 
employs about 43 full time 
it doesn't require a nurses and 12 casual 
nurses, which isn't nearly 
enough according to Hen- 
derson. 
She said the hospital 
Docs to close noo,,,o hire about 10 more full tim  nurses and Penny Henderson 
10 more casual nurses to sing duties," she said. 
make life bearable. Local doctor Lani ] i i a,am ssnons Henderson explained Almas said it's ridiculous 
the hospital doesn't era- to have nurses cleaning 
piny support staff 24 hours floors when patients need 
Kenyon also said other hospitals appear to be taking 
advantage of Mills and that there is no system in place 
for the hospital to be compensated when people come 
from outside the area. 
"We've received the usual Christmas holiday notice 
from Kitimat General Hospital. It says due to the holi- 
days there will be no OR [operating room] between Dec. 
15 to Jan, 6. That's six weeks of not using their budget, 
Then it says go to Terrace if you have to. This has been 
going on for years and years and years." 
"But when we say let's have a regional authority, 
they say we can do without you. Fine, they can't have it 
.both ways," Kenyon sat& 
Almas, who also sits on the Terrace Area Community 
Health Council. which runs Mills Memorial Hospital, 
said acting council chief administrator Tom Novak is 
supposed to be organizing a meeting between local peo- 
ple and the provincial government before the end of the 
month. 
Vote Far 
Committed to 
the community 
that has been 
home to my 
family" .for 4 
generations• 
cvnne Christiansen 
. with a regh)nal hospital 
.enhanced parks, streets & 
historical sites 
. a healthy downtown business core  
. and  continuing success w~th our 
Farmers Market• 
Homestake  Canada Inc. 
ESKAY CREEK MINES 
Wishes to inform interested Residents of the 
Dense Lake, Telegraph Creek and Iskut Regions 
on the proposed 
The information on this change will be displayed 
in Open House Presentations 
November 21, 1999 
1:00 - 6:00 pm 
at Telegraph Creek 
in the new Tahltan 
Recreational Center 
(upstairs) 
November 23, 1999 
1:00 - 7:00 pm 
at lskut 
School Gymnasium 
November 22, 1999 November 24, 1999 
3:00 - 7:00 pm 2:00 - 8:00 pm 
at Dense Lake Smithers 
Tahltan Land Use Office Hudson Bay Lodge 
If you have any questions or concerns please 
a day, so nurses have to 
clean and take care of die- 
tary needs after 4 p.m. 
when housekeeping and 
dietary staff go home. 
Malthus said that hospi- 
tals should be hiring cleri- 
cal recruitments and more 
housekeepers to do this 
kind of work. 
"It seems like a waste 
of government wages to 
have nurses doing non-nur- 
attention. 
"You don't pay people 
with those brains to wash 
floors," she said. 
Malthus said it isn't the 
nurses fault when they 
don't have time in the day 
to spend time with pa- 
tients. 
By allowing nurses to 
do what they're trained to 
do it will improve patient 
care, she said. 
H O L I D A Y  
';i 
i l InStock :1t) 
Gift Certificates 
jL Available 
of Haxr .Salon 
~-109-4716 Lazelle Ave. Phone: 635-0030 
a n 
Se l f -mot ivated  s tudents  
fo r  a twe lve  month  
Pro fess iona l  Counse l l ing  P rogram 
lead ing  to  a 
Res ident ia l  Schoo l  Abuse  Counse l lo r  
Cer t i f i ca te  
START DATE: January 2000 
The Counsel lor  T ra in ing  Ins t i tu te  of 
Canada and  the Nor thwest  Band 
Social  Workers Assoc ia t ion  are  in 
par tnersh ip  for th is  once  a month  
(one week) p rogram.  There  is l imi ted 
seat ing  and  if you are in teres ted  or  
wou ld  l ike fu r ther  in format ion ,  
p lease  call 
(250) 638-0744 or  
1.888-655.6533 (out of town) .  
contact Marlin Murphy at (250) 847-4002, I~ ~, 
or mmurphy@homestake.com, Dead l ine  fo r  reg is t ra t ion  is 
• -1 or by fax (250) 847-3223. r~ ~ N o v e m b e r  30, 1999. 
,,. , 
~ . , "  , "  ~] i~i~ A n n  2O piece Portrait Package i 
':~ . ,O,~:,)~ ~ .~_~ . . , ,~~ i i _q_q  Offer Includes.2.8"xl0"/ 
h i# l , , /  .b5"xT".16Billlolds / 
i ! Plus7.49 t, raut~,~,~,.~.u~o.tt~,.ttn~ / 
, ' U sessi°nfee ~.,~r=~.~,,~%'~i=inl i 
~,"~,~,~,~L~,'~,~'.',~,V, ,~,~, .'~'~ ' 
Mon,]2"Nov. 10:30 am-  5 pm / 
Tues. 23 Nov. I0  am - 5 pm | 
Wed. 24 Nov. 10 am - 5 pm J 
Call for appomlment: 635 2786 . J 
Check out our new Digital Custom Portra,ts J 
Royal Canadian 
Legion 
Branch 13 
WAR VETERANS 
November 24th 
2:30pro at the Legion 
Transportation & Lunch provided 
Call the E~ranch to advise 
of your attendance 
635-5825 
l 
VAL GEORGE i s  
Exper ienced-  2 terms City Council 
2 terms School Trustee 
¢ommit ted to fine Community  - 23 years involvement 
in Terrace Community volunteer organizations. 
Retired and has the t ime to do an effective job. 
SOME OF THE MANY EXECUTIVE POSITIONS VAL GEORGE 
HAS HELD IN COMMUNITY'VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATIONS A1LE: 
• Chair, TerraceTourism & Economic Development Commission 
• President, Northwest Regional Arts Council 
• President,Terrace Concert Society 
• Chair, Sacred Heart Church Parish Council 
• Chair, Skeena Labour Market Development Committee 
• President, Nelson and District United Way 
• President,Terrace Arts Council • Board Member, Selldrk College 
FOR COUNCILLOR,  RE-E I ,ECT  
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=,~~t%1"~117~ un All bnmlted I:dltlOnS Prnnts, 
mJmg~aa~~~ramed Pr.~ts AND POsters.~,~ ..... 
UNDREDS nn stock 
• RI Bateman 
• Brenders 
• D. Casey 
• K. Daniel 
• B. Doolittle 
• T. Isaac 
• A. Kiss 
• L. Kromschroeder 
• S. Lyman 
• J. Mayol 
AND MANY, MANY OTHERS! 
Everything AT COST. Come early for the Best Selection. 
Sale starts on November 22nd and ends on December 24th 
Phone: 250 635-7681 
E-mail: emilecarol@telus.net 
. . . . .  tra 
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Dock strike 
forces mill 
to close 
'FILE LOCKOUT by en~ploycrs at the province's west 
coast ports forced Skeena Celh~lose to ten~r~orarily close 
its Terrace sawmill on Monday. 
The threat of back to work legislation did cause an 
end to Ihe lock out, but it was too late to save a produc- 
tion day at the mill. 
Production began to return to nornml after locked ou 
employees and ther~ their employers acccpled recom- 
mendations or a federal conciliator. The lock out h:ld 
lasted t'o1' a week. 
The Terrace nfill ships lumber out of the port at 
Prince Rupert and SCI has litt e room to stockpile lam- 
ber. Mosl of SCrs lumber production ts normal y sold It) 
Asian markets cut ofr by the port lockout. 
"There's only so much you can stockpile on site - if 
the wood isn't being picked up by the ships you're nol 
selling it," said SCI spokemsan Don McDonald said. 
SCI had been rnaking phtns for a lengthy closure 
although it was one of many coral)antes asking for the 
federal governtnent to legislate an end IO the lock out 
which was costing the economy an estimated $90 mil- 
lion a day. 
SCI is unable to boost its lumber shipments to the 
U.S. without penalty because of quota restriclitms under 
the Softwood Lumber Agreement. 
"If we had ,qn alternate place to sell to we would." 
McDonald added prior to the mill re-ol)ening. "We 
would switch gears very fast." 
Ahhough SCrs  Prince Rtlpert pulp mill sh i)s 100 per 
cent of its pulp through the Port of Prince Rupert. irs not 
affected to the same degree as the sawmills because it 
has greater capacity to store i)roducl, he saitl. 
The pulp mill is also in the middle of capita im- 
provements and has not yet returned to full production. 
McDonald said the work should be finished around 
nmnth's end at which time the B line will start up, 
bringing the pulp mill up to its full 1.250 tonne capacity 
fl~r the rirst tinge in n~ore than 18 months 
The mill has been switching betweml its two pulp 
lines while work proceeded over the past month. 
SCI isn't directly lobbying for an end to the port dis- 
rnption, but is a tnen~ber of the Council of Forest Indus- 
tries, which is calling on the federal government I ) lake 
immediate action. 
"We rely on thern to do those kinds of things." Mc- 
Dc, nald said of COFI. 
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Ii At the cenotaph 
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ROW OF Beavers stands just past one row of wreaths at the city hal ceno- 
taph during Nov. 11 ceremonies. A large crowd was on hand to witness the 
annual Remembrance Day ceremony, Warm weather helped the occasion. 
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News []a f 
Firearms workshop 
THE NATIVE courtworker and counselling asso-  
c iat ion hosts a firearrns legislation information 
workshop at tim Kitsumkalum Community Hall 
Thursday, Nov. 25. 
The all-day Ibrum slarls I'rorn 9 a.m. to 4 p.nl. and 
reatures presentations fron~ Troy Keen, Terrace 
RCMP firearms ,afficer, and federal official Anna 
Ilunler on adaptations to the law for aboriginal 
people. 
Bring ID 
DON'T forget to take yt~ur ID with you when you 
head to the polls Nov. 20. 
If you aren't already registered In vote you can 
do so at the polls; You will he asked far two pieces 
of ID. A wdid B.C. drivers licence, B.C. Care card 
or credit card all qualify - as long as they carry 
your signature and either confirm who you are or 
where you live. 
To vote, you must be a Canadian citizen, be 18 
years of age, have ived in Ihe province for six 
months and in the area tbr at least 30 days. 
Polling booths will be open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Summit's over 
PEOPLE WANT lower taxes, a fiscally sound pro- 
vineM government, more flexibility for bus inesses  
and a different relationship between business and 
labour, says the B.C. Business Summit. 
It made the observations after finishing the last 
of its 14 regional sumnfits across the province to 
gather ideas on what to do ahout the economy. 
The Summit itself is celebrating its first anniver- 
sary of holding a conference in Vancouver atten- 
ded by more than 800 people. 
The first of the regional sure,nits was held here. 
Liquor laws tighten 
PROVINCIAL LIQUOR officials have refined what 
they mean by the definition of "producing" when it 
comes Io commercial hobby brewing outlets. 
Chief licensing official Bob Simpson says regu- 
lations coming inlo effect Ai)ril I will remove any 
uncertainty that those who use such outlets will 
have to perform beer and wine making duties. 
"They'll have to visit the oullct, pay for the pro- 
duct when they order il, add and mix the ingre- 
dients and return In bottle the product," he said. 
Customers will also be required to sign a form 
indicating the product will be for personal use and 
not tbr commercial purposes or used at a licensed 
event, said Simpson. 
"We're simply spelling out specifically what a 
customer must do," he said. 
B.C. and Ontario are the only two provinces per- 
retiring U-brew or U-via operations. 
With Only 9.25% Financing 
We Can Save You Over 
slO00 in Interest! 
You Get 
' P L V  ~&~ ~ ~:~ ~, ~,~ ~ 
 enu ne I CTICC T 
Parts And Accessories. 
700 Po~_~ ~cials 
We"ha~ a Tew re~ining modds ~'e're 
Selling At Cost 
Take Advantage of this Super Blowout Clearance 
&full manufacturers warranty, 
Offer In 
Effect Until 
Nov 30/99 
ARCTKCAT ° 
What Snowmobiling's AllAbout: 
?:~:i:!:i:!::: i i 
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Issue is money  
IT'S UNFORTUNATE two ideas to reduce mul- 
tiplex borrowing costs have surfaced so late in the 
game. There simply isn't enough time for voters 
to absorb the inibrmation, ask questions and add 
it to the mix of deciding whether the multiplex is 
worthy or not. 
The first idea comes from the Municipal Fi- 
nance Authority, the body which borrows money 
on behalf of local governments across B.C. for 
large-scale projects. 
It has in place a program in which local resi- 
dents can invest in local projects. The investment 
would pay more than money in a chequing or 
savings account but less than the interest the au- 
thority would pay if it issued bonds on the big 
money markets. That not only means a cost sav- 
ings but, since the investments are RRSP-eli- 
gible, there's a bonus for the local investor. 
The second idea comes from Mayor Jack Tal- 
stra and dates back to the failed 1996 bid to 
merge Terrace with Thornhill and other rural 
areas. 
If the merger had gone through, the city would 
have received $1.26 million from the province. 
Talstra's suggesting that $250,000 be used to 
give Braun's Island a water system, provided its 
residents agree to become part of Terrace. The re- 
maining $1 million would then be used to reduce 
the overall borrowing needed for the multiplex, 
providing a slight decrease in the city property tax 
hike needed to pay for the project. 
Ambitious and complicated, the Talstra plan 
leaves many questions hanging, not the least of 
which is whether a cash-stropped provincial gov- 
ernment has the money kicking, around.: And it 
places Braun's Island residents in tlie delicate po- 
sition of being a deal-breaker or deal-maker for 
the multiplex. 
These plans speak to the crucial multiplex fi- 
nancial issue - jus t  because voters are being 
asked for approval to borrow up to S7.6 million, 
does it mean the entire amount will be borrowed? 
Multiplex backers say every effort will be made 
to raise money in other ways to trim the amount 
to be borrowed as much as possible. They also 
say it's tough to line up alternate financing in ad- 
vance of voter approval. 
In other words, voters are being asked to say 
'yes' as a matter of faith that other sources will be 
found or, indeed, are there and are waiting for 
voter approval before being unveiled. 
That's a substantial request, given the natural 
reluctance voters have to accepting monetary pro- 
mises. As well, the multiplex vote is also wrap- 
ped up in the suspicions Thornhill and other rural 
voters have to any project requiring money they 
feel is city-driven. 
Had multiplex backers been able to demon- 
strate there is other money out there, voters just 
might be more comfortable this Saturday with the 
idea of voting 'yes'. 
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I I¢ that  FRBC a case of RIP 
VICTORIA - Forestry experts 
bave said it for years. So has 
the Liberal opposition. And so 
have I, for that matter. 
Now the province's fiscal 
watchdog, Auditor General 
George Morfitt, has made it 
official: Forest Renewal B.C. 
has been spending rnoney like 
a drunken sailor. 
He didn't quite put it that 
way, but in the language of 
accountants, his comments are 
as condemning as mine. 
"FRBC doesn't have a good 
handle on where it's going, 
what it's doing or what it has 
accomplished." Morfitt says 
in his report released last 
week. The Crown corpor:uinn, 
he says, "has struggled with 
the principles of wise 
spending." To me. that sounds 
pretty mucb like the descrip- 
tion of a drunken sailor's 
spending habits. 
Forest Renewal has spent 
about $1.8 billion since its in- 
ception five years ago. Of that. 
according to Morfitt. S 1.2 bil- 
lion was spent without FRBC 
knowing what it wanted to 
acMeve. Staff, Morfitt said, 
increased from an initial 30 to 
56 in early 1999. 
Like so many ideas gone 
awry, this one, too, was born 
of good intentions. Forest R.e- 
newal B.C. was set up in 1994 
\ 
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HUBERT BEYER 
by then premier Mike Harcourt 
to help forestry-dependent 
communities which were fac- 
ing a bleak future. 
Dwindling demartd for our 
lumber, coupled with drasti- 
cally reduced annual allow- 
able cuts. which were prompt- 
ed by the realization that our 
forests were no t "!orever. as 
jeers, such as retraining of job- 
less forest workers and small 
niche industries that could 
create more jobs with less tim- 
ber. 
Initially virtually everyone. 
including the industry, the op- 
position and the media were 
onboard. And why wouldn't 
they? It was a good plan that 
held great prorntse. 
Alas, problems developed 
early on. At one point, Forest 
Renewal had hundreds of mil- 
lions of dollars in the bank and 
few plans how to spend it. 
With all that beautiful mon- 
ey lying around, doing nothing, 
the government played with 
the idea of grabbing $200 mil- 
lion to reduce its deficit. Only 
after a public outcry did the 
government abandon that idea. 
Soon critics came out of the 
woodwork. One maa who had 
on the not entirely unjustified 
grounds that the opposition had 
a political ax to grind and the 
media were traditionally con- 
troversy-driven. 
It's ,'1 little more difficult to 
shrug off the auditor general's 
findings, though. Morfitt has no 
ax to grind. At least I hope the 
government and Forest Rene- 
wal won't stoop to that accusa- 
tion. At an rate, his term is up 
is year. This is probably his last 
major eport. 
Forest Renewal officials, of 
course, are trying bard to con- 
trol the damage to its image 
done by Morfitt's report. The 
statement that the corporation 
doesn't know where it's going, 
one official says, is "totally 
false." FRBC, he says, has a 
new five-year plan that sets Out 
exactly where it's going and 
how it's going to get there. 
" . . . . .  " .Well, Ive seen too'many fi"" the industry hart wanteu us tO .... done Some contract (york' for ' ........ ; ...... : :~'~; ' " 
believe, pushed t{umy forestry 'Forest: Ren'ewal said publicly ve:yi~iir oi;g~inizfi[iodM'i~h-ins,- 
communities to the brink of : that the organization was from the Ones the'Soviet Union 
economic ruin. spending money without ac- kept promising, to the NDP '  
o i Forest Renewal was to Countability, giving specific ,=overnments debt-management 
cha~ge all that or at least examples, plan that keeps being revised, 
some of. The plan was simple The opposition referred to to have any confidence in 
enot, gh: Forest companies Forest Renewal as an NDP FRBC's alleged blueprint for 
would pay a surcharge on roy- slush fund. The corporation, the future. 
allies payable to the govern- they said, gave preferential I have the distinct impres- 
meat for timber harvested on treatment to projects undertak- sio~ that Forest Renewal's days 
Crown land. That rnoney en by government friends, are as numbered as the NDP 
would be spent by Forest Re- Forest Renewal was able to government's. 1 wouldn't bet on 
nev.,al on any number of pro- fend off much of the criticism the future blueprint of either. 
 , fch MASH and fireworks 
After years of straining to 
lem'n what Terrace city coun- 
cil was nlunabling abottt, the 
new sound system in council 
chambers i a treat• 
Without it, I might have 
missed David Hull's tnotion 
to restrict the use of fire- 
works to those possessing a
pyrotechnics licence. 
A wise motion, long 
awaited. Now, if only the re- 
gional district backs up city 
council with a similar resolu- 
tion. Next year our Hal- 
l Iowe en could be a lot more 
peaceful and safe. 
Every year some B.C. kid 
loses an eye, a couple of fin- 
gers, or injures a friend by ig- 
noring commonsense rules 
for safe use of fireworks. 
And every year dozens of 
dogs are frightened out of 
their wits by the random ex- 
plosions of noisemakers. An- 
nually, on that single night, 
more dogs escape their yards 
in panic to become dog 
pound statistics, according to 
the SPCA. 
City council is equally 
I 
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CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
concerned a misdirected fire- 
work miglat intentionally or 
accidentally cause a fire, such 
as in Surrey where fire de- 
stroyed an entire elementary 
school. Although that fire 
may have been speeded along 
by the contents of a gas can 
seen carried by one arson 
suspect. 
With council chamber's 
better quality sound, council 
meetings can be more enter- 
taining than some Monday 
night programs, Council has 
certain s imi lar i t ies  to 
M.A.S.H. There's the Corpo- 
ral Klinger councillor who 
can get anything for you bet- 
ter than wholesale; he asks 
and he receives, whether it's 
six loads of gravel, 14 yards 
of concrete, or a fax machine. 
The mayor presides over 
operations like Colonel Pot- 
ter, keeping the team working 
together. Last week. fitced 
with an uprising of citizens 
over the cutbacks at Mills 
Memorial  Hospital, the 
rnayor cajoled, tryin g to prev- 
ent blood being spilled on the 
floor, 
Following the citizens' 
obvious support for council's 
efforts. 
Wheu cotmcil meets with 
government in Victoria, the 
health ministry counts them as 
seven dissenting voices. Big 
deal. But if Victoria sees do- 
zens of citizens taking the 
trouble to crowd council 
chambers or to pack a health 
council meeting, even this 
premier and health minister 
might clue in that Terrace, not 
just council, expects, nay de- 
mands, more funding for 
Mills. 
One delegate noted spend- 
ing seems out of whack when 
$40 million is to be spent 
presentation. TV viewers bttilding a highway forKinco- 
w.atc!aed a soundless inter- 
nnss~on, much like a muted 
commercM. Councillors, all 
up for re-election, spoke on- 
on-one with spectators..How 
I wished I could lip read. 
Summing up the delega- 
tion's impact on council, the 
mayor spoke one true thing: 
he said council's influence on 
d~e provincial government de- 
pends largely on taxpaye's'  
M'/CAtgCt~R PRoYf:c..'F ~ ' l  A~JP~Y 'OoU'r 
GoTA NR.SFAT , I I. "FR'AsH T'~e.F'LANEF' 1 ] 
sc, ,,jc  FA,RCLZ I PoqZR IS GOIN6..- ] I 
 llik 
lith's 600 citizens, when a 
hospital that serves the north- 
west region must fly patients 
to Vanc0ttver for routine care 
because we lack beds for our 
doctors to adlnit patients. 
In view of the sparks spit 
out by citizens angry over 
hospital cutbacks, Hull's mo- 
tion restricting fireworks was 
well timed. 
 EAPO Avp 
" I SMOKE OUT 
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Three seek mayor's chair 
LINDA HAWES 
First elected as a city councillor in 1996, 
Linda Hawes has been active on lhe city's So- 
cial Planning Commission and in working to- 
wards completion of the multiplex. 
It was Hawes who led 
the push in August to re- 
scind plans for a Febru. 
ary multiplex referendum 
- which the mayor want- 
ed to allow m~re time to 
find other sources of 
money - and persuaded 
council to go with the 
November referendum 
plan. 
She's an active B.C. 
Liberal and a supporter of 
Skeena MP Mike Scott. 
Hawes says she used her connections to get 
provincial Liberal opposition leader Gordon 
Campbell to ease off on Skeena Cellulose. 
She still maintains the government should 
never have bought he company. 
Hawes says she has more time and energy 
than mayor Talstra to devote to the mayor's 
job. "It's pretty close to a full time job to be 
done right," she said. "1 have a lot more time 
because i'm not running a full-time business.'" 
Hawes also said council debate under Tal- 
stra is sometimes massaged in advance to as- 
sure consensus - too much so for her liking, 
adding she'd allow more open debate. 
"Sometimes it feels quite predetermined," 
she said. "I think there is a strong guiding hand 
at work often." 
"Does the community want homogenization 
or do they want their various and diverse views 
represented?" 
Age: 43 
Occupation: Businesswoman. 
Activities: Northwest Communities Coali- 
tion, Northwest Loggers Association, Big 
Brothers and Sisters, Rotary Club, Terrace and 
District Community Services. 
Been here: 19 years in tolal. 
Family: Two grown children. 
Lives at: 4210 Kalum Lake Drive. 
Property/business interests: none. 
Statement: 
Is Terrace ready for its first female mayor? 
To me, it's not about gender, it's about ac- 
countability to the residents of Terrace. 1 feel 
that council has too long worked without a 
specific plan to guide the city's future. Terrace 
needs a strategy, a long-term vision and an ac- 
tive leader to help the city meet its goals. 
With vision and active leadership: 
[] Council would lobby vigourously to have 
Mills Memorial established as a recognized 
regional hospital. We would jom our efforts 
with citizens, health care providers and health 
councils on a local and regional level to en- 
sure the appropriate funding became a reality. 
[] The city would have a vision for long 
term growth and the enhancement of quality of 
life for every segment of our population. The 
needs of all ages and every walk of life would 
be integrated into all future planning. 
[] City council could make children and 
youth a priority and actively support initiatives 
such as Nights Alive, It Takes A Community, 
and D.A.R.E. Without priorities and direction, 
the city makes choices like granting $17,000 
to the Kitimal Cross Country Ski Club but de- 
nying $1,5(10 to Terrace Nights Alive to pro- 
vide safe, supervised entertainment for local 
youth 
[] Terrace could rework its L.1.P. (Local Im- 
provement Program) so that the city could pro- 
vide affordable, workable programs to the resi- 
dents to have their streets repaved. 
[] A reserve fund could be established, as 
forward-thinking councils do, for the much- 
needed firehall. Lanfear Hill improvement and 
even enhanced recreation facilities. 
[] Terrace would have an operative, dyna- 
nlic forestry commission- with representation 
from large industry, small value-added mills, 
loggers, truckers and forestry workers. This 
could be a forum for joint opportunity, prob- 
lem-solving, and an advisory body so council 
could heed these solutions and support them 
on a local and provincial evel. 
[] Regional partnerships would be made a 
priority in the city - opportunities for econom- 
ic development and industrial diversity de- 
mand this cooperation. 
[] You could have an approachable council 
to whom you could voice your concerns, ideas, 
and whose first priority is to represent you. 
Terrace is very fortunate to have ,'1 dedicat- 
ed, enthusiastic city staff working on your be- 
half, but they need active leadership to pro- 
vide direction. 
If you elect me, Linda Hawes, for Mayor on 
November 20, I promise to provide that leader- 
ship ;rod vision for the full three year term of 
office. You have my word on it. 
GARRY PRYCE 
Garry Pryce may not be as well known as 
the other two candidates, but says he's got 
something distinct to offer. 
"1 feel it's time for deci- 
sive leadership," he said. "'1 
feel there's been an awful 
lot of waffling and inconsis- 
tency going on at city coun- 
cil. I can change that. I 
don't waffle. I can take 
stands and be consistent." 
Pryce also stresses that 
he's an independent can- 
didate not interested in run- 
ning for provincial politics. 
He also goes considerably farther than Tal- 
stra or Bawes in criticizing the Nisga'a treaty, 
on which he says he would have sought a city 
referendum. 
"1 oppose it on humane grounds," Pryee 
said. "1 believi~'that everybody should be liv- 
ing together coi~patibly and that no one race 
of people should dominate the other." 
Pryce supports the Community Facilities 
Society that manages the REM Lee Theatre, 
Heritage Park and Ferry Island, adding all 
three could be used more creatively. 
He says the Skeena River is our key to ex- 
ploiting the tourism industry to create jobs. 
"Above all, the mayor must be able to lis- 
ten, to be compasionate, to be flexible and to 
be understanding.," he says. "1 have all of 
those qualifications." 
Age: 54 
Occupation: Businessman, formerly in 
steel fabrication, but off work due to health. 
Activities: Northwest Singers, former direc- 
tor of church and school choirs and bands. 
Been here: Four and a half years. 
Fami ly :  Partner Marjorie, thrce grown 
children. 
Lives at: 4403 Birch Avenue. 
Property/business interests: House. 
Statement: 
Drinking water should be not only safe to 
drink, but desirable to drink. The city has to be 
encouraged to grow with the safety of its resi- 
dents in mind. As your leader or the city, ! will 
be more conscious of all safety factors. 
Terrace cannot be a regional service centre 
until we have received increased health fund- 
ing. I would take forceful action to improve 
health care in Terracel Community health 
councils have no real power. We need a tailor- 
made regional health body. Council members 
My vision of the future of Terrace includes have travelled to Victoria on several occasions 
an accessible retirement community, an indus- over the last three years, returning with only 
trial park to attract more business activity in 
our community and reducing taxes for eveTy- 
one.  
It includes leadership that :s more respon- 
sive to the needs of residents by reducing in 
camera meetings at city hall. 
My vision includes exploring the tourism 
industry and using il to our fullest advantage. 
empty promises. I would initiate and conduct 
an organized petition through the mayor's of- 
fice on bellalf of the citizens of the city, pres- 
ent it to the current health minister and de- 
mand that a signed and wilnessed statemenl 
be released initiating financial support for our 
regional hospital immcdiately! 
1 have always favoured the present location 
It includes better forest • practices by ira- of tile Farmers' Market. 
proving~iihe s 'cond growth rate of trees. ' . . . .  We need the multiplex to further enhance 
My vision includes a cleaner'city. Substan- the viability of future development here. With 
dard housing will be either reduced or elimi- 
nated. There is no excuse for some of the ap- 
palling living conditions that presently exist in 
Terrace. 
I will fighl for the rights of tile residents in 
all areas of safety. People are not receiving 
proper medical care. Pedestrians need to feel 
safe in crosswalks. The crime rate is rising 
steadily. 
Residents hould feel safe in knowing there 
are less drugs in the city. 
alternate funding, Lhe tax burden will be less. 
Long lerm planning such as the multiplex 
will enable Terrace to progress into the new 
millennium. 1 will provide a vision for the fu- 
lure of our citizens and to promote Terrace as 
a destination location. The multiplex project is 
part of my vision tbr a successful city. 
1 am an independent candidate. It has been 
noted lhat both of my opponents have more 
than a passing interest in provincial politics. 1 
will stay in office for three full years! 
JACK TAL$'rRA 
Jack Talstra is far and away Terrace's most 
experienced municipal politician. 
He's been mayor for five 
terms - since 1985-  and 
he's seeking a sixth one. 
Before becoming mayor he 
had three terms as a coun- 
cillor under his belt dating 
back to 1975. 
Although Talstra is a fed- 
eral Liberal and considered 
a viable candidate for the 
B.C. Liberals as well, he's 
adept at crossing political 
boundaries when necessary. 
Now-premier Dan Miller praised Talstra as 
a key ally in the fight to save Skeena Cellu- 
lose and preserve jobs in the northwest. Talstra 
says he believes that work on SCI topped his 
list of accomplishments over the last term. 
"1 really think (Prince Rupert mayor) Jack 
Mussallem and myself and the minister made 
a difference there in keeping this operation 
going,, he said, adding the region would have 
faced economic disaster if they'd failed. 
"I think I 'm a better team player," he said. 
"I think 1 can deal with senior governments 
better. 1 think I can deal with the twists and 
turns of finances better." 
While Talstra doesn't rule out running for 
provincial politics, he says it's not really in his 
plan. "I am committed to Terrace," he said. 
Age: 53 
Occupation: Laywer. 
Activities:. 
Been here: 46 years. 
Family: Two grown children 
Lives at: 3801 Spring Creek Drive. 
Property/ business interests: Talstra and 
Company, Five Star Properties, share of the 
Almarlin building, housing development off 
Spring Creek Drive. 
Statement: 
There are many challenges facing our com- 
munity as we near the 21sl century. All of. 
them, one way or another, are linked to our 
economic well-being and therefore demand our 
attention. 
The future of publicly-owned Skeena Cellu- 
lose Inc. is one such ~ssue. 
Two years ago, SCI's sawmill in Terrace 
was scheduled to be shut down until a new 
buyer could be found, it was my belief that, 
had this closure gone ahead, it would have 
lasted a minimum of two years and created 
havoc in our local economy. 
As such, 1 worked extensively with Prince 
Rupert's mayor and the provincial forest min- 
ister to implement a temporary fix until a long- 
term solution could be found. 
The significance of this action went beyond 
tile affairs of one corporation, however. Every 
homeowner in Terrace stood to lose a signifi- 
cant amount of equity in their homes if SCI 
closed and collapsed the local real estate mar- 
ket. The same was true for every local busi- 
ness which stood to lose cuslomers, sales and 
Calling market backers 
Dear Sir: 
The Sept. 16. 1998 edi- 
tion of The Terrace Stan- 
dard reported a warning to 
the effect that the present 
city politicians could face 
the wrath of the voters if 
first place, namely moving 
the market. 
it appears city council 
settled with the farmers 
market and offered a five 
year lease as it has condi- 
tions that if broken allows 
they continue to insist that the. city to cancel; thus 
. the farmers market be pawng the way for a return 
• moved, to the market location 
it appears the current mentioned in their long 
where it was than voted in 
the last civic elcotion. 
Time is apparenlly on 
the side of the current city 
council, they can get what 
they first wanted (tile far- 
mers market moved)with- 
out alienating the voters. 
Unless those citizens 
that signed the petition to 
protect he farmers m'lrket 
:batch of city councillors range p lan .  And more get out and vote, those 
are taking a long term people signed the petition councillors will have won. 
view towards obtaining to keep the farmers market Stefka lialgh, Terrace 
what they wanted in the 
ultimately, value. This was in addition to the 
to all. Under my leadership, residential taxes 
have not risen in the past three years - yet im- 
provements were made without recurring debt. 
This was accomplished by trimming our op- 
erating costs and using lhe money saved for 
capital improvements such as street and side- 
walk reconstruction. 
There are many difficult issues facing us to- 
day, but I believe I have gained the knowledge 
and experience necessary to deal effectively 
with them. 
I enjoy the task of being your mayor and 
look forward to implementing a number of new 
ideas, i ask for your support on Nov. 20. 
hundreds of good jobs that would also have 
been lost. 
From my perspective as your mayor, Skee- 
na Cellulose is still a concern as a lasting so- 
lution has yet to be found. 
One of my key tasks, if re-elected, will be 
Io ensure that the interests of our community 
(of which SCI is a part) are not lost in "the big 
picture" of provincial affairs. 
Local health care funding is another issue 
which needs to be dealt with on an urgent ba- 
sis. 
Mills Memorial functions as a regional hos- 
pital yet is funded as a local facility. This has 
resulted in shortcomings in care. 
Terrace is well established as a regional 
commercial centre: for me, tile challenge lies 
m convincing Victoria that a regional designa- 
tion should apply to our hospilal as well. 
Taxes are another matter of obvious interest 
A lette~ 
Think, then vote 
Dear Sir: 
What will school district candidates do to sup- 
port teachers, public education and collective 
agreements? Will they advocate a return to local 
collective bargaining so lhat teachers and boards 
can negotiate all terms of employment, including a 
fair wage settlement, and remoter districts can at- 
tract and retain quality leachers? 
Let Us hope the new trustees will lead this 
school district into a new, happier era of co-opera- 
tion, sound management and clear vision. They 
will have many important decisions Io make, such 
asthe most appropriate configuration for the new 
Skeena Secondary School. 
Andrew Williams, Terrace and District Tea- 
chers,,, Union, Terrace, B,C. 
CORRESPONDENCEFOR THETERRACESTANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Multiplex benefits 
Dear Sir: 
While tbe multiplex project will cost taxpayers 
a fair sum over 20 years, especially business tax- 
payers, there will be inherent economic benefits. 
Terrace already suffers high property taxes for bu- 
sinesses because we have such a small industrial 
base to draw from, unlike say Kitimat. 
A study prepared by the Terrace Economic De- 
velopment Authority states the multiplex will bring 
an estimated $3.5 million annually to the commun- 
ity, not to mention direct employment and con- 
struction jobs during construction, it will also help 
attract professionals and labour to the area. 
This will help foster the economic development 
that is so badly needed in the Terrace area. 
Financing the project does not have to be borne 
by the taxpayer alone. Through corporate sponsor- 
ships, fund raising, and donations the $7.6 million 
potential cost could be reduced substantially. The 
Municipal Finance Authority's Community Bond 
strategy would allow local area residents to earn 
an investment return while saving interest costs for 
the municipality, a novel and excellent option. 
The proposed site may not be the most desir- 
able, however, it is the most feasible and cost ef- 
fective. 1 agree city forefathers didn't think when 
the arena and pool were built on that site, but 
sometimes you have to play the cards you're dealt. 
Finally, I think council needs to be positive and 
communicate o the voters the benefits this project 
will bring to the community at large. Now that the 
project has been largely defined, corporate spon- 
sors should be approached to support financing. To 
date this has not been done. 
Terrace wants to be seen as a growing commun- 
ity, a regional centre that provides all the ameni- 
ties. Should the referendum fail, countless hours of 
volunteer work will have been wasted, potential 
economic development hindered and the status quo 
retained. It would be a sad achievement for such a 
strong, vibrant community. 
Justin Rigsby, Terrace, B.C. 
And more benefits 
Dear Sir: 
Most of tile discussion I hear concerning the pro- 
posed multiplex focuses on the cost of the project 
and little seems to be aimed at its benefits. 
Although there is no single answer to the ills 
that befall modern society, the enhancement of so- 
cial, recreational nd cultural opportunities provide 
positive alternatives to destructive behaviours. The 
merits of wholesome recreation and social interac- 
tion are well understood in reducing health care 
costs, preventing anti-social behaviour and con- 
tributing to personal growth and development. 
The multiplex will be suitable for community 
celebrations, fairs, banquets, dances and other 
large events that are currently restricted by the 
lack of suitable space. People with disabilities will 
find user-friendly facilities for greater inclusion, 
and financially disadvantaged families will have 
access to reasonably ?riced recreation services. 
Steve Scott, 
Superintendent of Park~ and Recreation, 
Terrace, B.C. 
We can't afford it 
Dear Sir: 
1 speak for the no side of the multiplex vote. 
The debt financing cost is the principle at $7.6 
million, the borrowing cost of $135,000 and the in- 
terest over 20 years at $6.565 million. The opera- 
ting loss is said to be zero but 1 have difficulty bc- 
lieving there will be no operating lost during the 
first three years of start up. in total, the cost will be 
$14.3 million, paid by Terrace and Thornhill. 
Terrace residents currently pay the 20th highest 
taxes in the province. Where will we rank after this 
proposed increase ($60 a year on a $140,000 home 
over 20 years is $1200.) 
Terrace businesses currently pay the eighth 
highest axes in the province. Taxes for the Skeena 
Mall will increase by $15,400 a year, Safeway's 
by $5,600 a year. The citizens of Terrace and 
Thornhill, through increased costs of goods. 
Terrace's major industries pay the sixth highest 
taxes in the province. Skeena Cellulose (currently 
in arrears on their taxes) will see its taxes increase 
by $34,200 (over 20 years that's $686,000); and 
Skeena Sawmills (down to operating one shift) 
will increase by $15,000 (over 20 years lhat's 
$300,000) and the future of the forest industry does 
nol look brightl Where will the tax dollars come 
from when two of our major industries are suffenng 
from poor economic onditions, or no longer exist? 
We, as a community, must ask ourselves if we 
had $14,300,000 to spend, how would we spend it. 
Other needs of Ihe community include health care, 
drug and alcohol programs, Lanfear Hill, roads, 
education, 911 system, regional andfill, etc. 
Steve Scott has been quoted as saying the cost 
is only one movie rental a month for the average 
family. No, Steve, it is $14,300,000 for our com- 
munity. Can we afford this extravagance? No. 
J. Main, Terrace, B.C. 
Needed for youth 
Dear Sir: 
The multiplex referendum is vital to the growth 
of the area. When people choose a place to work, 
besides a job, they Io0k for what the area offers. 
Itcnlth, school% recreation and music opportunities 
play an Important part of why people come here. 
Thc proposed multiplex will permit youth not 
already in organized sports a gym for drop-in bas- 
ketball, or badminton, or as a teen centre. Already 
the school gyms are booked until after Easter 2000. 
Parents of youngsters not yet in school need a 
place to bring their children. There arc those living 
in trailers/small apartments that would love to 
bring their kids to such a centre and maybe burn 
off their energies, 
We often hear that workers want a shorter work 
week, more quality time off for recreation and fa- 
mily. It's time this is seriously considered. 
Norma King, Terrace, BC 
More letters, Page A6 
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It's about the future of facilities. 
Mr. Cook, are you really that deprived Dear Sir: 
As a homeowner, I have an investment 
in this city. I am not going to invest in 
another house, so I might as well throw a 
few bucks at infrastructure, and why not 
recreation facilities? There appears to bc 
a quantified need and a ready market. 
This will help my investment to recover. 
The volunteer committee that picked 
up the pieces after the hlst no vote has 
done an exemplary job. They followed 
duc process, and although they may have 
uttempted to accommodate too many, 
may have compromised too much (or not 
enough depending on wherc you staud) 
and seem to have had to do all this in a 
political vacuum, they deserve our re- 
spect and thanks. 
1 want this community to put the Ter- 
race vs. Thornhill isstlc behind us and 
build together. Too much of lho opposi- 
tion is focused on this. We cannot conti- 
nue with this mentality without destroying 
both communities, if we do continue to 
use this issue as a scupegoat, it will take 
a political miracle and generations to get 
us working together again. 
If the referendum were to fail, it will 
be very long time before we have the po- 
litical will to go down this road again and 
th0 costs to this community will be be- 
yond comprehension. 1 do not mean just 
the inflated cost of a new structure in 10- 
15 years tim0, but the resulting tears in 
our social and economic fabric. 
! want everything 1 have worked for 
and held on to during this last economic 
downturn to be worth something. 
I want my daughter to grow up in lhe 
same vital and optimistic ommunity that 
I was lucky enough to find during a snow- 
storm in Nov. 1992, a place that 1 arn 
proud to call my home and where 1 have 
chosen to build my life. 
Bruce Martindale, 'Skeena City' 
One cup of coffee 
Dear Sir: 
! am extremely shocked and appalled 
by what Steve Cook had to say about the 
raultiplex in the Nov. 3 issue of The Ter- 
race Standard. 
Mr. Cook obviously doesn't understand 
what the multiplcx will do. He probably 
doesn't understand because he's not a 15 
year-old teenager like I am, and doesn't 
know what it's like to find things to do 
nowadays. What do you want us to do 
during th0 winter? Hang out on the streets 
smoking, drinking, and vandalizing? 
He probably also don't understand what 
it's like to get up in the mornings for 
hockey practices, Myself, my younger 
brother, and my father all have to get up 
for early-morning hockey practices, 
sometimes at 4 a.m. Terrace's lack of fa- 
cilities is so bad that wc have to rent ice- 
time in Kitimat. That's stupid. 
Our neighbouring communities have 
n.ulti-purpose recreation complexes. We 
have an aging arena and an adequate 
pool. Terrace is the "hub" of the Pacific 
Northwest yet we have the fewesl number 
that you can't afford another $59 a year to 
pay for this facility This equates to one 
regular cup of coffee per week. You prob- 
ably have 2-3 cups of coffee per day. 
Tyler Noble, Terrace, B.C. 
It's affordable 
Dear Sir: 
Can we afford a new facility? The fig- 
ures we have seen from Johnston Sports 
seem to be accurate, the much debated 
peer review indicates that the figure of 
7.5 million is accurate and includes a 10 
per cent emcrgeney contingency f0e. This 
amount is the maximum allowed to build 
this facility and does not include any de- 
ductions for fund raising, corporate spon- 
sorships, donations or government grants. 
Can we afford it now? No thinking per- 
son can deny that the Terrace area bas 
been hard hit by the latest economic 
downturn but think of this facility as a $7 
million injection into the local economy. 
Is it the best location? This project 
will evolve into the heartbeat and social 
center of the area. There are problems 
with the proposed location but no more 
than there would be with any other loca- 
tion. It makes good sense for our recrea- 
tional facilities to be centrally located for 
ease of access for the public and admin- 
istration purposes. 
This project is one that the entire area 
can be proud of. This is not an issue of 
Terrace vs. Thornhill, as the entire region 
will benefit, from its construction and 
operation. It will pay social and economic 
benefits to the entire area. It is a chance 
to make a statement that we care about 
our community and particularly our youth. 
Steve Smyth, Terrace, B.C. 
Pretty sad 
Dear Sir: 
This is in response to Steve Cook's 
submission of Nov. 3, and his latest sup- 
porter in the Nov.10 issue of the Standard. 
It's pretty sad when certain stereotypes 
in Terrace bitch and complain about all 
the dilemmas our community is facing, 
only to turn around and write garbage 
about "the greatest afflictions and epide- 
mics affecting our society are due to fail- 
ure to hon0ur God ..." Yes, axing thc idea 
of a new multiplex will fix 
everything...right! 
If you had taken the time to read the 
pamphlet sent to you in the mail, you 
would conaprebend that no one ever sug- 
gcsted, nor did they promise, that the pro- 
posed multiplex would solve all of the 
world's problems that you mention 
Maybe if you were more informed 
about the minor tax increase vs. the bene- 
fits this multiplex will provide to the en- 
tire community, "not just the few propo- 
nents of organized sports who want the 
rest of tbe community to pay for their 
choices," you would realize that the less 
fortunate communities in the northwest 
without a multiplex would also benefit. 
Chris Kamlah, Terrace, B.C. 
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Doors 9:30 p.m, 
Games 1:00 p,m. ' 
Games 6:15 p,m. 
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SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
635.2411 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors 
Tax Law • Trusts. Carporafe & Commercial 
1330- 1075 West Georgia $1reet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
VOTE FOR 
Elected To Council 
March 1998 
ON NOVEMBER 201'I"! 
RE-ELECT Ilill mk POWERX~ 
N~.~I SOPHIA S N,~/  
DANCE STUDIO 
opening January4' 2000. 
OFFERING JAZZ DANCE CLASSES~ 
AGES 8-18yrs 
lhr classes twice per week, 565 per r~onth. 
Maximum 15 students per class. 
Instrudor Sophia Palahlcky 
17 years dance training, including professional 
performances in the Bahamas, international dante 
competitions and choreography in the United States~ ,~ // /,B 
Call for registration& further information "~.~,'~'~] 
From ~¢ 
 1304 
CAI) per person 
SHiP SAILING DATE 
Sun ................................. 15 Hay 
Sea ................................. 16 Sept: 
Dawn ............................. 18 Sept: 
Ocean ........................... 13 May 
THE RIGHT V.&CMION! 
THE RIGHT PRICE! 
THE RIGHT REW.~RD! 
Book by Nov. 27th & 
choose your ~lff reward/ 
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Suite 2 - 4736 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-2277 
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She'll vote 'no' 
Dear Sir: 
Why do we need a multiplex? Sure, it would be groat 
~ to have an extra sheet of ice, but even that seems a bit 
• ~ of a useless expense in our poor economic situation, 
I don't buy the "it's for our children" argument. Kids 
• : arc going to school 5 to 6 hours a day, they are in kar- 
, ate, basketball, soccer, baseball, hockey, ringette, vol- 
~' leyball and swimming. Some are in band, piano, violin, 
~. drama, voice and ballet. 
: Children of all ages are in Air Cadets, Scouts, Cubs, 
~'. Guides, and Brownies. Little children are in Kindergym, 
" Tiny Tot sports, parent-and-tot swimming, and preschool. 
: They all have access to the library and they surf the 
" web. Plus, according to statistics, they watch an average 
of 20 hours of television each week. 
Are these the individuals who need a multi-million 
dollar sports complex to fill in leisure time?l Our child. 
ren are kept so busy becoming jack of all trades, they 
. become masters of none. By the time most reach their 
teens, they are showing severe signs of stress: anger, 
"withdrawal, hyperactivity, and sleep disorders. 
' Only a very few really choose a specific-field to pur- 
: sue, the vast majority simply drop everything because 
i they can't cope. Our young people need encouragement, 
• respect, and work, they don't need yet anolher hang-oht. 
i They feel abandoned enough as it is. 
• Terrace is not exactly booming, we need to look at 
• our priorities. Look in the classifieds at all the renlals 
• avadable. If you Check with the local realtors, you will 
find that these places are not sitting empty because 
i people have bought homes. People have left, period. 
; Vote for people who will be willing and able to repre- 
• sent Terrace and pull together to make this city a major 
i center again. And vote no for multiplex. 
Joan Roy, Terrace, B.C. 
: They say 'yes' 
i Dear Sir: 
The Terrace Senior Men's Soccer Association sup- 
; ports the multiplex as it will fill a void. 
The TSMSA is a local group that organizes a futsal 
. (indoor soccer) league during the winter to provide an 
opportunity for adult soccer players to stay active and 
build their soccer skills. Our players are diverse in back- 
;.ground and age, with no membership requirement other 
• Ihan a desire to participate. 
Since starting futsal four years ago, it has been a 
~ ~;truggle to provide sufficient playing time for our mem- 
~bers. Gymnasiums in the Terrace area are fully booked, 
. and we continue to remain on gym waiting lists for naore 
;l,ym time: This situation has caused the TSMSA to set 
! limits on the number of teams and players. 
, Lack of gym time has meant that none of our teams 
i have practice times available, and that holding a futsal 
tournament in Terrace cannot be considered. 
i i  
• The multiplex will provide much needed gym time for 
"a wide variety o f  sports groups in the Terrace area. 
: When all sports such as basketball, floor hockey, volley- 
ball, etc. are considered it becomes obvious that the 
i multiplex will see continuous use. 
• Terrace Senior Men's Soccer As)s0ciati0n,:~ 
~: Jacques Corstanje, President 
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Talstra's doing just fine, 
says eimut Gies recht ANNUAL FARMERS' MARKET 
be one of its strongest ship, chair away from Oies- 
members. And whet that does brecht in 1985, a fact the 
Following some very happen, Giesbreehl said Skeena MLA now says 
complimentary things the Talstra does so in speaking was a beneficial. 
Terrace mayor had to say for his council which '1 went fishing and had 
about Giesbrecht several might want to take a parti- a good time on the river, 
weeks ago when hiunching san approach, said Giesbrecht. "I real- 
his election campaign, the "Jack has no control ized some one did me a 
Skeena MLA has respond, over where council wants favour, it saved my life. 
ed in a similar fashion, to take isstics at times. Then in a weaker moment, 
"Jack and 1 have 
worked well together on a 
number of issues," said 
Giesbrecht in citing the 
support he gave for a city 
millennium grant applica- 
lion which resulted in 
$200,000 for the city's lin- 
ear park. 
"He's essentially doing 
a good job. i don't detect a 
lot of concern out there on 
where the cily's going,'" 
Giesbrecht added. 
Talstra had compli- 
mented Giesbrecht on his 
work on behalf of the city 
and area, saying there 
there's no need at the 
present to unseal him from 
his provincial seat. 
Although Talstra is a 
Liberal and the two might 
not agree on political phi- 
losophy at times, Gies- 
Jack tries to avoid that, 
. . . . . . . . . .  some of his 
council members might 
take a partisan approach." 
"I have no quarrel with 
him," continued Gies- 
brecht. "i might even vote 
for him." 
The MLA said Talstra 
was a key player when 
Skeena Cellulose faced fi- 
nancial disaster several 
years ago and which re- 
sulted in the provincial 
government rescuing the 
company. 
"It clearly works better 
if there issome kind of co- 
operation between the two 
levels [of government]," 
said Giesbrecht. 
The political relation- 
ship between the two dates 
back to the 1980s when 
Giesbrecht was mayor of 
I got back into this." 
Oiesbrecht did concede 
that Talstra may seek the 
Liberal nomination for the 
next provincial election 
and could end up opposing 
him. 
"Jack will make up his 
own mind on this and we'll 
have to see what 
happens," he said. 
One of Talstra's mayor- 
al opponents is Linda 
. . . . . .  herself connected 
to the provincial Liberal 
party. 
She was one of the co- 
chairs of Kitimat mayor 
Rick Wozney's campaign 
when he ran as a Liberal 
against Giesbrecht in the 
1996 provincial election. 
-.k ,k Sr "k "& 
Talstra repeated his 
theme of trying to work 
Helmut  Giesbrecht 
cooperatively with Gies. 
brecht and the provincial 
government at a forum for 
the mayoral candidates 
hosted by the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Com. 
merce last Wednesday. 
"I'm trying to be nicer 
to our MLA," Taistra told 
the business group. "Three 
years of bashing has gotten 
us nowhere. So from now 
on I'm going to love him 
to death." 
About 65 people, main- 
ly business owners and 
managers, took in the for- 
um.  
At the lerrece Arena Banquet Room 
10 a .m. -4  p.m. 
~~ *(rafts, We avi.g, T01e P. in t in g, Pottery, "fJ~ 
Baked Goods, Fudge, Jams, Pine cone Wreaths, 
& inch much more. 
Everything You Need For 
Christmas And More!!! 
H U L L  DAVID D.. City Councillor 
what  a re  they  say ing . . .  
"B+...cornrnon sense is in short supp ly  these days, but  David Hul l  
must  have a secret vat  of the stuff in his basement ."  He is a lmost 
a lways the voice of reason that cuts through compl icat ions that 
befuddle others to get to the essence of an issue." 
Terrace Standard "Report Card", 1997 
"...he remains the counci l lor you can count  on to be  true to his 
convictions and not sail in whichever direction the political winds 
blow...Hull p rov ides  the most  creat ive ideas,  quest ions  and  
leadership of anyone on council." 
Terrace Standard "Report Card", 1998 
" I  promise to continue serving the City to the very best of my 
ability. I wi l l  work tirelessly to impr, ov, e facil ities and 
opportunities for our youth. I always have, and Will ConttilUe, to be' 
vigilant in protecting your tax dollars. 
Please support me to continue supporting you." 
David D. 
• 3.9L V6 Engine 
• Power Windows 
• Am/Fm Cassette 
• Privacy Glass 
• 4 SpeedAutomatic 
• Cruise Control 
*Box Liner/Box Rails 
*Air conditioning 
• Power Door Locks 
*Aluminum Rims 
*Remaining Manufacturer's Warranty" 
*Air/Cruise 
UYH!iiiBREEZE !~b~ ~ED~N ii 
! il ! 
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• Integrated Child Seat  •Tilt/Cassette 
.2,4L DOHC 16 Valve Engine •Automatic •Power Windows 
*Power Door Locks * 58,000kms 
*Remaining Manufacturer's Warranty* 
~i',ili 9i 8iiiNiSSANiilPATH'RNDERIi ¢HiLK DOT},!}, 
ill E 
*CDICassette .Roof Rack •A~r/Tilt/Cruise 
.4 Door 4x4 •Power Windows •6 CylAutomatic 
*Power Locks .Driving Lights •Power Windows 
*Rear Wiper w/Defraster *58,000kms 
*Remaining Manufacturer's Warranty* 
*We Feature Toyota, GM, Chrysler & Ford Products 
P l i lu i l l  n i l  1 O0 Air Miles with every purchase ,,,=,.,.."°<'~, '  
Put your Toyota in the 
hands of the experts 
TOYOTA BC DEALERS 
There's no better place to take your Toyota and 
no better trained or more experienced technicians 
to keep your vehicle running smoothly. 
Lube, Oil alld Filter 
• Complete oil change. 11 point inspection 
. Anti-freeze check. Brake, power steering a washer fluids check 
• Lubricate locks, latches & hinges 
Everyday Value S2495~ all Toyota Models 
The one to trust. 
www.toyota.ca 
Save $10 with this coupon when you spend $1OO at your Toyota BC service centre. 
~;, Use this coupon towards any Toyota Service or repair.* 
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Peggy Julseth Les Watrnoffgh Bob Cooper Mike Moore 
Candidates grapple 
with water and dump 
TAXES, COMMERCIAL the table on issues where Thornhill shouldn't conflict 
development, Braun's Is- she might stand to gain with the regional district, 
land and the site of a regio- some financial gain. but said he would consider 
nal landfill deminated the Several candidates run- stepping down at the fire 
regional district all candi- ning for the Thornhill seat, department iflhere was. 
dates forum at the R.E.M. also disputed city councillor Wyatt said he'd like to 
Lee Theatre Nov. 13. Ron Vanderlee's proposal improve housing standards 
After drilling mayoral to amalgamate Thornhili in Thornhill by encouraging 
candidates on Braun's Is- one sectionat atime, community pride. 
land drinking water, Jeff "I don't think that's On the topic of a regio- 
Dilley returned to the floor possible," said incumbent nal landfill, Juiseth said she 
to question Area C eandi- Los Watmough."It's one of favoured one in Thornhill, 
dates on the same subject, the most ridiculous things pending the site could be 
Calling safe drinking the I've heard." made environmentally safe Ted Wyatt 
"toughest question of the He said doing so would through aclay base and pro- 
night," Peggy Julseth criti- be equivalent to "eating a per filtration systems, master plan. 
cized Terrace mayor Jack lobster one claw at a time" As a'-rhornhill candidate, Julseth, in defence of 
Talstra's plan to bring or "doing a jigsaw puzzle Watmough confirmed his previous work during her 
Braun's Island into theeity with half the pieces preference for Onion Lake term as Thornhill director 
and use provincial money to missing." east, saying all northwest from 1993 to 1996, said Ihe 
improve their drinking Thomhill challenger Ted communities should chip in plan is"solid and good"and 
water before taking to Wyatt also questioned the and usethe new'location, a similar plan should be on- 
Braun's Islanders about it. feasibility of sectioning Watrnough also avoided couraged at Lakelse Lake. 
She questioned whether Thornhill off, and said the taking a position on the Bob Cooper highlighted 
residents would want Ter- residents wouldn't go forit, multiplex, saying it wasn't the difficulty of represent- 
race's fluoridated and chlor- Another challenger, an issue in this election, ing an area "nearly the size 
inated water supply. Mike Moore, said Thornhill And although e was in- of Prince Edward Island 
Area C opponent Bob residents he knows would volved in early planning which has 26 MLAs and 
Cooper admitted he didn't have appreciated more stages, ultimately the issue under 200,000people." 
know too much about the choice during the last arnal- would be decided via refer- Even though the area re-' 
problem, but said it didn't gamation vote. endum, presents people from Kita- 
appearlhe city was at fault. "It was assumed they "This thing belongs to maat Village to north Eby 
Dilley also questioned wanted to amalgamate not the people," he said. and Jackpine Flats, Cooper 
Julseth on conflict of inter- incorporate.'" Moore said. Both Julseth and Wat- said he could bring a perso- 
est procedures, causing her Moore also said his post- mough took on the issue of hal touch to the regional 
to say she'd step away from lion as assistant fire chief in Thornhill's water and sewer district board. 
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"Traditions are o blg pad 
of rn,/culture. ~ 
Unlorlunaloly, ,~i 
so IS dlaboles," 
Bernie, First Notions ; 
counsellor 
HELP SOMEONE YO KNOW. 
CALL 1-800.BANTING 
~l J  CANADIAN ASSOCIATION 
OIABE3"ES CANADIENNE 
ASSOCIATION DU OIABEI£ 
www,dlabetes.ca 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving 're/race, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments  Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaqutes service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium Since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8EI 1X7 
fA ~ds~ Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635.635-2160 ~octok~ 24 hour pager 
I £KK/ L,r 
COMMON ITY 8AND 
presents 
I A Musical Tour 
Through Europe 
directed by 
Bob Butchart 
also featuring the 
Big Band! 
7:30 pm 
3511 Eblj St. 
• ~ . . . . .  
Saturday, November 20,1999 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
. . °  
Tickets available at the door 
Adults: $8.00 * Seniors & Students: $5.00 * 
, Children (12 and under) Free 
Help Make Rural 
Canada Stronger! 
Improved support o rural areas is a priority for the federal 
govermnent. Federal and provincial representatives are
working together towards more effective programs and 
services in rural areas. Public input and dialogue has been 
an important part of this work 
A second ialogue workshop is planned for this area to 
provide an opportunity ohelp identify local priorities and 
direction. This meeting will be on: 
Nov. 23, 1999 
5 :00  - 9 :30  pin 
(pre-registratinn at 4:45 pro) 
at the Hudson Bay Lodge. 
If you would like to be involved or would like more 
information on the Canadian Rural Partnership, lease call: 
Brandon Hughes, Chair Gail Wallin 
BC Rural Team Project Assistant 
Phone (250) 352-3155 Phone: (250) 392-1400 
(ext. 158) or (call collect) 
Canad i 
i CeJ tulTd . J l o td  ~. .@)a 
/ Getting the job dbne 
DOES 
EXPERIENCE 
COUNT? 
Jack Talstra knows how to work productively. He knows how to 
listen. He knows how to work with Council. He knows how to 
deal with the people in senior government, the ones who must be 
convinced of an idea's worth before a decision can be made in our 
favour. He knows how to work with the other Northwest mayors tc 
solve regional problems. 
In short, he knows how to represent our community in a most effective way. 
Does experience count? Yes. 
COMMITMENTS 
The envkonment and a new landfill site: 
The provincial environment ministry 
is pressing to have our extsting refuse 
dump closed. When this happens, 
Jack T'alstra believes the new site must 
incorporate an innovative design 
with provision for on-site sorting and 
'blues boxes'. 
Development of scenic walkways: Jack 
Talstra is committed to the concept 
of 'green walks' along the banks of 
the Skeena nd Kalum rivers. I f  we 
act nave, the plan will be in place 
before more development occurs. 
Changes to encourage more paving: Jack 
Tidstra is in favour of revisinl~ (to the 
advantage of the homeowner) the 
cost-sharing formula for Local 
Im rovement Pro rains This, he 
b p g • eheves: will encourage.more street 
pawng ,n our commumty. 
/,lalntaining our downtown care: Jack 
Talstra believes our downtown retail 
area must be properly-and imagina- 
tively-maintained to ensure it stays 
competitive with other areas of town. 
The City and affected businesses both 
have a role to play. 
Mere public involvement in city govemmenl: 
Jack Talstra is committed to initiating 
a review of our Council s policy 
regarding closed meetings. The goal? 
More openness, 
Local crime prevention: Jack Talstra is 
committed to the plan to establish 
'drug-free zones' around schools. 
Contamination of ~vells an Braun's Island: 
While the island is outside the city, 
Jack is 'committed to finding a soh- 
tion, in cooperation with the provin- 
cial government, to this problem. 
Re-elect 
Jack lrulstra 
mayor 
Leadership that works 
' i 
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Skeena Cellulose cuts 
back on its logging 
LOGGING may already be 
over for the year for ~un- 
tractors working tbr Skee- 
na Cellulose. 
Company officials last 
week announced all log- 
ging operations are already 
going down and that saw- 
mill operations at Carnaby 
and Smithers will take 
downtime starting Nov. 22. 
The Terrace sawmill ;,~ 
on a temporary shutdown 
that started Monday be- 
cause of the port strike. 
If that's resolved quick- 
ly the Terrace sawmill 
should continue normal 
operations and will take its 
usual shutdown between 
Christmas and New 
Years's, said SCI spokes- 
man Don McDonald. 
Carnaby will restart 
Dec. 13, while Smithers 
will restart Jan. 10. 
There's no firm date for 
the restart of Ogging 
Don McDona ld  
places." 
Right now, however, 
the U.S. economy and 
housing market is boom- 
ing, he noted. 
"We could sell every- 
thing we could ship, but 
we can't with these artifi- 
cial barriers." 
Loggers 'for West Fraser 
so far are continuing to 
operations, he added, work. 
"'We're still running, al- McDonald said SCI is 
shutting down the upriver 
sawmills because of limi- 
tations on lumber exports 
to the U.S. market under 
the Softwood Lumber 
Agreement. 
SCI and many other 
producers get a certain 
quota they're allowed to 
ship to the U.S. Once the 
quota is exceeded, further 
shipments are charged stiff 
penalties - resulting in 
many mills taking down- 
time when the year's quota 
runs out. 
McDonald indicated 
SCI is opposing a renewal 
of the current agreement, 
which is set to expire next 
year. 
"Managed trade isn't 
working for us - free trade 
is lhe better way to go," 
McDonald said. 
"! think the Softwood 
Lumber Agreement works 
for some companies in the 
industry but generally 
speaking it doesn't work." 
McDonald said SCI is 
ordinarily more oriented to 
Asian niarkets, but added 
those are still recovering 
from their downturn in re- 
ccitt years. 
"We still have ,~ weak 
Japanese market," he said. 
"If those markets were 
booming there might be 
more opportunity for profit- 
ability to ship to those 
though we might get shut 
down for weather," West 
Fraser general manager 
Lou Poulin said last week. 
He said West Fraser 
has no plans to shut its 
Terrace sawmill for longer 
than the usual two-week 
Christmas closure. 
But he said olher West 
Fraser mills - in response 
to the lack of quota - are 
adopting the two-week he-: 
liday shutdown that in the  
past had been done only" 
here. 
Poulin added there has 
been no progress in talks 
with SCI to renew a chip- 
ping contract. 
He's still optimistic a 
new deal will be reached, 
but noted SCI has a lot of 
chips on hand right now. 
"1 think they're trying to 
reduce inventory, which 
makes sense from every- 
body's point of view," he 
said. 
Flights 
cut back 
THE TWO airlines serving 
Terrace have cancelled 
their New Year's Eve 
evening flights, citing lack 
of demand and perhaps 
some nervousness among 
passengers about Y2K. 
The cancellations by 
Canadian Regional and 
Air B.C. are in line with 
what their parent airline 
companies are doing 
across the country. 
"There's a drop in busi- 
ness traffic anyway over 
Christmas and New Year's 
and by New Year's Eve, 
most people are at their 
destinations," said Cana- 
dian Regional official 
Dennis Erickson last week. 
"Demand just isn't as 
great this year," said An- 
gola Mah from Air B.C. in 
adding there was little rea- 
son for it to schedule 
flights to connect to ones 
thai parent Air Canada had 
cancelled. 
Both regional airlines 
will resume regular service 
New Year's Day. 
Mah and Erickson said 
that while their airlines are 
ready for Y2K, there may 
be some residual nervous- 
ness from passengers about 
how computer systems will 
react when midnight Dee. 
31 dawns. 
As well, the millennial 
nature of this New Year's 
has resulted in people 
making special plans, said 
Erickson. 
"Who really wants to 
celebrate at 30,000 feet'/" 
he continued. 
Mah and Eriekson noted 
that air travel as a rule 
falls off over the holidays 
after a pro-Christmas rush 
for people to reach home 
or vacation destinations. 
SUNFIRE  2000 
VALUE PACKAGE 
DARRELL NORTON 
FOR 
TER  I CE CITY COUNCIL 
DEDICA TED TO: 
• SMALLER GOVERiVMENT AND LOWER TAXES BY 
IMPLEMENTING NEW MUNICIPAL ACT 
PRO VISIONS 
• FINDING LESS EXPENSIVE WAYS TO. DELIVER 
MUNICIPAL SERVICES 
• KEEPING OUR CIVIC PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE TO 
ALL RESIDENTS 
• EXPANDING OUR HIKING BIKING AND WALKING 
TRAILS AND PARK SPACES 
• ESTABLISHING A DIALOGUE ON A LONG RANGE 
COMMUNITY VISIOI~ AND ON THE WAYS AND 
MEANS TO MAKE IT HAPPEN 
[NORTON l 
PLEASE EXERCISE  YOUR R IGHT TO VOTE 
• 5-SPEED GETRAG TRANSMISSION 
• 6-SPEAKER CD PLAYER • Upgraded 15" 
Wheels . Anti-Lock Brake System - PassLock I 
Security System • 2.2L 115 HP engine ° Tinted 
Glass 
LEASE OPTIONS :-:" ~-': "".' ':'~:.~ '-"'-": . . . .  " "  : ....... • ........ "~".'~'~.~'~ ...... 
Down Payment Lease Payment ~ '~ ~,~{~',,"~':"~C~'~: ":' ' ' 't~;£t'~"*~ ' * ¢ '~ 
$0 $248 " ~ i~  :~, 7".~ ~.'~:'~,-..c~ !,~ ~: 
$3.000 
:~ ~ .~- ,~, ~ ,~',. :~, ,. . ~ ,-~ . . . .  .r~,;~:,~,F~.-,;r~; ~.. ~ . , .~  
"CENTURY 2000" SPECIAL EDITION BADGING AiND EMBROIDERY 
,3 ,1L  V6 175HP Engine • 4-Soeed Automatic Transmission with Enhanced Traction System 
, PASS-LocklP Theft.Deterrent System , Remote Keyless Entry with Panic Feature • AM/FM 
Stereo Cassette with Steering Wheel Controls • Special 15" Aluminum Wheels, 6-Way Power 
Driver's Seat • 6.Passenger Seating 
BUICK 
LEASE OPTIONS ~ ~ ~  
Down Payment Lease Payment 
$0 $409 ,':,~,~, )":~V ' "' 1~ 
,. .~~ ,~.~ ~' "~.~ 
$3,roo $298 
.... x,~ ~ d ~  ,~' ~ "" " 
$5,000 $258 
INTRODUCING THE JIMMY WHISTLER BLACKCOMB SPECIAL EDITION. 
• No Charge Running Boards • Whistler Blackcomb Emblem Package, Vortec 4300 V6 190HP 
Engine • Electronic Shift 4x4 o 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System • Air Conditioning • Power Door 
Locks/Windows/Mirrors • Remote Keyless Entry ° Tilt Wheel & Cruise Control. CD Stereo 
System with 6 Speakers 
t~H[STL | I I  OL&CKCOMB 
,165 DAYS A YEAR 
FEATURES: 
• 2.4L Twin Cam 150HP Engine • A-Speed Automatic Transmission with 
Enhanced Traction System • PASS-Lock TM II Theft-Deterrent System 
• Power Door Locks • Air Conditioning • Rear Spoiler 
LEASE OPTIONS 
Down Payment Lease Payment 
$0 $363 
$3~470 $258 
$5,000 $212 
PONTIAC MONTANA M2K MILLENNIUM APPEARANCE PACKAGE INCLU DES SPECIRC 
MILLENIglUM MONTANA IDENTIRCATION 
. Dual 51iding Doors • 3.4 Litre 3400 V6 185HP Engine • Air Conditioning . Deep Tint Glass 
, Tilt Wheel * Power Windows Door Locks and Mirrors 
* 'k**k  
FIVE STAR SAFETY RAT NG 
Pontiac Montana has been awarded ~o Stars (the top aafety rating) rn th ddver and rear.seat 
paseenger in side Impact testing**. 
LEASE OPTIONS 
Down Payment Lease Payment 
$0 $388 
$2D00 $330 
$4,5O0 $258 
~ h',C~NTAMA~BULI" ~ ~ o  
~-.~ " ~ ~. ,~..~,; ~ ,., , 
FEATURES: 
. Vortec 4300 V6 Engine • 200 Horsepower • 5.Speed Manual Transmission with Overdrive • 4 Wheel 
Disc Anti-Lock Braking System * Full Instrumentation including: Tachometer. Engne Hour Meter & Driver 
Mess<~ge Centre. Chrome ~',eels, Grille and Bumpers • Locking Differential • Automatic Headli~ts 
VORTEC 
V8 SAVE $150 ON GENUINE GM ACCESSORIES WHEN YOU PURCHASE A MINIMUM OF $750. 
,~ ~- ~r-,~:~ :~-~, ~-~ -~ ~ LEASE OPTIONS 
$o $343 ~ , 
$1~150 $308 
$3,000 $251 
ONLY AT YOUR Be PONTIAC BUICK GMC DEALER. 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635-4941o ,o, I w°k°u°°°C°m°vsua°uaea°ursi°tmcnac°m°caOOGRVEOa°naSuC°uPenZGnAmCnZnJm'z Cab R7B, Total obligation $8,884 / $12,756 / $14,4121 $13380 / $18,790 / $12,234, Annuat kilometre lim;t 20,000 kin, $0.12 per excess kltometre. Other lease options available. "tLIcence, insurance, admlfllstratlmlees, and t~es not IneJed- 
ed, Dealers are free to set Individual pdeee..tRouncing onapnroved GM~C credit only. Example: StO,000 at 1,9% / 4.9% ~R, the monthly payment Is$2t 6.52 / 229.84 for 48 mo~the. Cost of bonowleg is$392.96~1032,32. Total ObltgsUofl Is
$_10,13h9v2.9~11.032.32:, ~wnEay, nmnt rade and/or securit'/.(Jepos!t may be requlred. Monthly payment end cost_of bo~.0wlng will vat,/depending .onemoentborrownd and downpayment/trade. 'ttR~ the Sierra I Mo~line/Jlmmy Be ~narlLem 
m~lfl y paymen[ ano ~ne u~,~u vurcnase Hnanee rule IS nol ca¢olateo ~ I~e 'uaen Purchase price as sllown, ins dillereece baleen the prise rof the ~rnartLease/GMAC Purchase I-mance o,er end the'Cash Purcl~se' offer is deemed under 
I~o~n~lealdlsc~ur e I~ to be e ~ost of..bon'owlng, whe.~er ~'~ot the ,~e represen~ actual !nte mst and.ls roqulre.d to be expres~d as an annual percenlage ra!.e wfllch Is 5.92% Sle~114,51% Mo~to~ / 8.46% Jlrnnly. 'Lt;Offere q l~ to select 
~ , ~  ..... . . . .  ~1 oN_s~ a!~ m~o s. ane Io qUa, ll~,~,. R~.II cusrwners In [ne U ~, P~!lac uu.!cv, uM~ HeOloflel .Mar~eUn O P,,~ClaO(Y~ area omy. Limited Ume ofmm which may not be combined with other otlem. Dealer order et u~o may be 
rm~;essery. ~zdee your oemerlm conmuons ann oomns, "lOam10 coneucl0ci y [ne Na J~a onway Ira tc 53rely AflfllinJstnsllOrl (NIIt~J~}. 
1 j 
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BUSINESS R- EVlEW :( 
About mode!,,!or rest of B.C. Iv IIIII HOTAND ) 
nNewWcrU lnedSxn "!~rPh~otmtrh;o:ki~c~!teVi:! , ¢ ~ ~ h ~ O O ~  ;~i., COLD 
ii! iii:':oi :] ll COOLER 
changed by city council, 
The main difference is ern tour with a stop here -.Limited Quantities i i MODEL CH3910W 
the required vacancy rate Friday. and a meeting with i~ 
before sale of apartments organizers of the Skeena ( iil 
Valley Farmers' Market. i!i 
as condominium units is "It's the best farmers' Call Today , 1-800.474.7873 allowed. ' ~ 
In the past the: mini- market 1 know o f  in the 
mum vacancy rate for stra- north," Evans said. "The 
ta conversions has been province is trying to figure 
three per cent, out how to enhance that 
Council upped that re- share of the market." 
quirement o a vacancy One of the keys to its 
rate of five per cent on lhe success is a good relation- 
recommendation f  city ship between the market 
staff. ' and local health inspec- 
New~icargo 
THE PORT of Prince Ru- 
pert has landed a deal to 
start handling the import of 
slack wax from Asia bound 
for Alberta. 
The molten wax is a 
key ingredient used by 
Oriented Strand Board 
mills. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The regular shipments 
should start to arrive by 
tanker early in 2000 for 
rail shipment o Borden 
Chemicals' plant in Ed- 
monton. 
tars, Evans said, adding 
some other markets find 
themselves other consider- 
able pressure from food 
regulators. 
"There are areas where 
health inspectors take a 
dim view of farmers 
markets," he said, noting 
preserves and ethnic foods 
sometimes raise concerns. 
Specific ideas he'll ex- 
plore to help this market 
includes possible signage 
on the highway and fi- 
nancing the purchase of 
cloth shopping bags with 
the market logo embla- 
al 
~,~ 
~.,orKy ,-vans 
zoned on them that the 
market could then sell and 
repay the province. 
Evans said he thinks the 
Terrace area - which had 
been a hotbed for orchards 
and other agriculture in 
past decades- needs bet- 
ter contact with the minls- 
try to foster more agricul- 
dOIln Backhouse 
the farmers' market," he 
suggested. 
Also on the tour with 
Evans was northern devel- 
opment minister John 
Backhouse. 
They're looking for 
ways to foster agricultural 
expansion in  the north, 
where potential farm land 
ture here: i s  much more available 
"There's a real dearth and less contested by other 
of information coming out land-use pressures than in 
from our ministry t o tile 
Terrace area," he said, 
noting the district agricul- 
turalist is based in Smith- 
ers, 
"Maybe our ministry 
should set up a booth at 
the Lower Mainland. 
Backhouse said the 
main strategy is talking 
about the idea to make 
producers more aware of 
the opportunities in the 
north. 
Got a BC Student Loan? 
13. C's  Interest Relief 
Program will help 
students,get a good 
start in their careers. 
cBRmsH OLUMBIA  
Hon. Andrew Petter, 
Minister for Advanced Education, 
Training and Technology 
Need help with 
your payments? 
Effective November 1999, B.C.'s new Interest Relief Program 
allows qualifying students to temporarily defer their Ioa n 
payments. During the deferral period, the provincial government 
will pay the interest on the loan. 
To qualify, you must have been out of school at least six months 
previously and: 
• be incapable of work due to temporary illness or disability 
• have a monthly family income that makes repaying 
loans an exceptional hardsh p, and/or 
• be unemployed or underemployed. 
The new B.C. Interest Relier Program is part of British Columbia's 
commitment to: 
• expand access to post-secondary education 
• support students to complete their studies, and 
• help students get a good start in their careers. 
For more information call 1.877.BC.Touth 
or go to unuw.youth,gov.bc.e= 
i 11)11 S 
AH ANHUAL AFFAIR 
Thursday, November 18 
5pro - l Opm 
~OFF 
EVERYTHING 
REMEMBER... 
LADIES ONLY 
Can't Make It? Stop In 9am.9pm Friday, Moveaber 19th And 
Enjoy The Savings. Open To All. 
EV'S MENS WEAl.{ 
I I 
4605 Lakdse Avenue~ Terrace Ph: 635-5420 
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Tour i s ts  
look for 
more 
TOURISTS COMING to 
the northwest, especially 
those on tours, want more 
things to do, says the Ben - 
eral manager of ihe North- 
ern British Columbia Tour- 
ism Association. 
"We really only have a 
handful of attractions to 
stop the coach and not all 
community destinations 
offer evening cntertain- 
m~nt or activity," said 
Marilyn Quilley. 
"'Sure, the scenery is 
spectacular. But after a 
fcw days of the very best 
window views, stretch 
stops are in~portant." 
Ouilley's comments fol- 
low hcr attending a major 
tour association trade 
show. 
She said tour groups 
sizes will get smaller and 
more groups will use a 
variety of transportation 
means, including buses, 
trains and aircraft. 
More than 1,000 tour 
operators attended the 
trade show. 
I All together now 
MEMBERS FROM area fire departments and local search and rescue mem- 
bers participated recently in a slope rescue course offered by the Northern 
Emergency Services Training Academy. The eight-hour course provided the 
skills needed to work safely when dealing with vehicles or patients down 
highway and road embankments TERRACE FIRE DEPARTMENT PHOTO 
SANTA HAS FREE SHIPPING... 
AND SO DO YOU! 
WE'LL PAY THE POSTAGE (UP TO $5,00) 
ON ANY MAIL ORDER 
PLACED BETWEEN NOV. 17 & NOV30 
FOR A FREE CATALOGLIE CALL US OR IN TERRACE 
PICK ONE UP AT #5-5008 POHLE (635-1578) 
GINGERBREAD TOYS 
Parkwood P lace ,  P r ince  George  
1-888-521-TOYS (8697) 
"Cbombeof(~me¢e OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Cu~toner ~e~e E,~(deac e f~o!,st" 
ALTERNATE FUNDING 
= REDUCED TAXES 
City 
X HAMILTON,  Frank 
u~ interest, energy, experience 
t/~ controlling taxes  
promoting growth and 
development 
t/~ improving the care at our 
hospital 
- Government Grants 
- Corporate Sponsorships 
- In Kind Donations 
- Community Bond Issue 
- Local Service Clubs Support 
- Community Donations/Fundraising 
NOVEMBER 20 SAY 
2fN~ 
TO THE FUTURE 
•B Steak & Seafood Grill I (Bavarian Inn) 
PLANNING YOUR 
CHRISTMAS PARTY? 
Ify0u ai'e the one organising Ihe company 
TS :  . . Chrislmas parly 
-LOOK NO FURTHERI! 
/;': ~Cdl  us today for more information 
Special menus available for parties 
from 15 to 150 
c,rr cmm,cA~s AVA"An,~- 
k. -forthose ,hard:to-buy-for peopleon you r list 
(:':RING:: IN THE;: ~'1 
l MiLLENNmM I Ce ebrate~e turning of the centvn/ | '. ~:.,:,';~ c~r,, 
NOVEMBER 2 0 
MULTIPLEX 
Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine 
YES 
MEN'S LADLES 
.Dress Pants 
.Shirts 
,Sweaters 
.Jeans 
.Shoes 
.Leather & Oilskin 
.Ties, Belts, etc. 
.Dress & Casual Wear 
,'Shoes 
,Lingerie 
"Bridal & Grad Gowns 
.Jeans 
.Leather & Wool Coats 
.Gloves, Scarves, etc. 
.... . : : "  i . '":::d~ 
At BC Hydro, we've been preparing 
for the Year 2000 since 1994. 
We've done extensive testing 
throughout our system and have 
fixed al critical devices used to 
generate and deliver power. We 
remain cornrnitted to doing 
everything possible to ensure 
that our customers continue to 
receive reliable service up until, 
during and after midnight, As an 
added precaution, on December 31 
we will have extra staff on hand 
to operate our syster~ manually 
if necessary. 
~]P have C0tltlnt|ello,, 131ans lol each of our 
33 l-lenerc~|ltl q StcfllOnS and 260 SUbStdllOn5 
1/4l"re '¢¢o/k~n(] ~viIll Iho tltlldleS in tile 
Western Svstelns C~>ar dltl~ll tlg C ouncll to nreDare 
tt!O erlhre Pall|It r'J0flh~%,es| power gIiCl 
LJfl~XI)Of|P[] SIOrtl}S (.tll} kllO£~ OLJ~ ~O~V~[. 
M) [ % lml)oIT~lrl[ to  De rer}dy dt d HIn~s, 
J 
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People vent their frustration l lnjuries Stop Here. 
over the state of health care 
regional services are nee- 
ded in the northwest. It's 
report is expected to ass- 
ess whether Mills should 
become a regional hospi- 
tal. Findings should be 
complete by June 2000. 
Kenyon spoke out at the 
meeting saying doctors are 
offering a solution to 
Mills' budget problems by 
refusing admissions of out 
of town patients as of Dec. 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
STORIES OF problems 
with health care came 
spilling out Saturday as 
nearly 150 gathered to ex- 
press their frustration at 
what they feel is a system 
that is falling apart. 
And those present at the 
Elks Hall also took out 
their frustration with Skee. 
na NDP MLA Helmut 
Giesbreeht who held a 
staff position at Mills over 
budget cuts, said moral at 
the hospital is at an all 
time low because nurses 
are overworked. 
Yet, the ministry conti- 
nues to criticize the hospi- 
tal for being inefficient. 
"We think we're as ef- 
ficient as we're gonna' 
get," Dunfield said. "You 
can only scrape so much." 
c losed  meeting earlier 1 Kenyon added that doe- 
with those Who organized 
the session. 
The frustration took the 
form of criticizing Mills 
Memorial Hospital admis. 
sion restrictions and the 
shortage of nurses. 
The hospital has restric- 
ted hospital admissions 
since June because there 
aren't enough nurses avail- 
able to take care of pa-. 
tieats. 
"Our medical system is 
really going downhill," 
said Terrace resident Kae. 
leon Foote, who was ap- 
palled with the medical 
attention her seven-year- 
old son received at Mills 
Memorial this summer. 
Foote said she's disgus- 
ted with the hospital after 
her doctor refused to admit 
her son after he fell 15 feet 
off a household roof. Her 
son was rushed to the hos- 
pital for tests and X-rays of 
his jaw. 
However, doctors were 
unable to complete the 
tests because her son was 
in too much pain. 
Foote said doctors wan- 
ted to admit her son over- 
night for observation, but 
since his injury wasn't life 
threatening, there wouldn't 
be a bed available for him. 
So Foote's son was 
taken to Kitimat at 11:30 
p.m., where there was a 
bed available for the even- 
ing. 
The next morning, 
Foote said, she and her 
son had to return to Ter- 
race to complete the tests 
and X-rays. 
Once Ihe tests were 
complete, doctors realized 
her son had broken both 
sides of his jaw and suf- 
fered a slight skull frac- 
ture. 
He was immediately 
flown to "Vancouver where 
he received the attention 
he deserved, she said. 
"The point is my child 
was put at risk sent to Ki- 
timat and back," she said. 
"He should have been as- 
sessed here." 
"If  your child becomes 
ill or is seriously injured, 
and he can't be helped at 
this hospital, then there's 
something clearly wrong 
with this." 
Other residents at the 
meeting said they wanled 
the provincial government 
to increase the hospital's 
budget. 
Many were upset that 
MLA Hehm, t Giesbreeht 
refused to attend the pub- 
lic gathering, preferring to 
meet privately with Don 
Ritehey, Ida Mohler, Bill 
McRae and Mayor Jack 
Talstra, who helped orga- 
nize the meeting. 
"This is an exercise in 
futility if our MLA isn't 
here," said Erie Crawford. 
"We're all sitting waiting 
for someone to talk to us 
and do something." 
Reporting back from his 
meeting with Giesbreeht, 
Ritehey said the MLA 
blamed the doctors for 
Mills' budget problems. 
In the past, doctors 
have been accused of 
keeping patients in the 
hospital for too long and 
increasing referrals to 
boost their income. 
Ritchey said Giesbrecht 
said Mills would stand a 
better chance of receiving 
money for some regional 
services, such as the in- 
tensive care unit, if the 
eight other community 
health councils in the re- 
gion agree. 
According to Dr. Mi- 
chael Kenyon, who spoke 
at the meeting, only Kiti- 
mat and Prince Rupert 
health councils are against 
Mills becoming a regional 
hospital, 
A consulting firm from 
Alberta has been hired to 
recommend what kind of 
tots are putting their medi- 
He said it may even be col reputations at risk, 
better for out of town pa- 
tients to be turned away 
from Mills because it has 
become unsafe to look 
after them at the hospital. 
"Terrace has two nurses 
on night shift with 30 
beds," Kenyon said. 
"These inef f ic iencies 
come very close to inhu. 
inanity." 
Dr. Jim Dunfield, who 
resigned from his chief of 
while administrators aren't 
risking anything, He said 
it's time the health mini- 
stry acknowledged Mills 
as a regional centre. 
Kenyon explained that 
Kitimat hospital routinely 
closes its surgery and ob- 
stetrics during Christmas. 
"But we're not going to 
cover them anymore," Ke- 
nyon said. "We're going to 
make them bite the 
J im Dunfleld 
bullet." 
Mayor Jack Talstra 
urged everyone at the 
meeting to write letters to 
Helmut Giesbrecht with 
specific examples of how 
the hospital has deteriora- 
ted. 
 Chubb 
Secur i ty  Sys tems 
Finally, a security, system with the ~q~**  
power to protect :n one easy step 
w:th the Chubb Quick Key 
For a Limited Time Chubb is 
Offering the 
Security package for 6 
$99 installed 
*Professionally Installed 
*ULC 24 Hr Monitoring 
This offer is based on a 
3 year monitoring term 
Call for details 
Chubb Security Systems 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
Tel: (250)638-8321 0 i  ~ 
Fax: (250)638-1338 
Serving Northern B.C. 
A, , .  , .  
II 
Receive your choice of a 
D.V.D., T. I/.,, OR VCR 
with each new or used vehicle 
purchase. 
ENTER OUR TEST DRIVE DRAW. I 
when you lest drive a vehicle, your name will be entered for a chance I to win your choice of a D.V.D., 1"V or VCR. 
i)HL 5958 
TERRACE 
www.terraceautomall.com 
49161hvy 16, Terrace • 635-7187 o 1-800-313-7187 
MULTIPL  EX 
"It's more than just a sheet of ice. 
Its a new convention and events centre." 
v' Increases visitor revenue to our economy---S3.5 million per year/ 
Visitors attending additional or expanded conventions, sports tournaments and other 
special events spend more and stay longer compared to most travelers, making them a 
very desired tourist. Tourism studies indicate they spend a minimum average of $200 per 
and stay at least an average of three days. 
v' Improves our ability to recruit labour, professionals & 
entrepreneurs 
Due to Terrace's positioning as a commercial service centre, its ability to attract and retain 
a skilled labour force is key to its current and future economic success. Diversification into 
knowledge and technology-based industries is highly dependent upon labour force 
availability and quality. 
V' Provides construction work to our local industry 
$7.5 million dollar facility will be the largest construction project in Terrace in the 1990's. It 
is estimated to provide 30-40 person years of direct employment, in addition to sub- 
contractor and supplier opportunities. 
its more than just recreation. It's new business, new dollars and new 
jobs for our economy. That impacts everyone. 
ITS AN INVESTMENT YOUR COMMUNITY 
Make an informed decision-- 
Call Terrace Economic Development Authority for more information @ 635-4168 
teda  
TERRACE ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT ~,UTHORITY 
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SIGNS opposing the referendum to borrow up to 
$7.6 million for the multiplex popped up adjacent to 
the pro-multiplex s~gns. 
'No' campaign 
signs pop up 
OPPONENTS of the 
planned multiplex entered 
the battle of the signs last 
week. 
Darcy McKeown took 
contributions from other 
multiplex opponents and 
erected 14 signs urging 
voters to reject the refer- 
endum question to borrow 
up to $7.6 million to build 
the multiplex. 
MeKeown, who works 
in the construction indus- 
fry, says not everyone's 
happy with him, but insists 
he was exercising his right 
to tree speech. 
"1 figured somebody 
went out and put Yes signs 
up. I didn't want it so 1 
went out and put No signs 
up," he explained. 
Businesses will be hit 
very hard by the tax in- 
creases accompanying the 
project, he said. 
He also has serious 
doubts about the parking 
plans, the design, and the 
ability to find more money 
to reduce the cost to tax. 
payers. 
"I definitely think they 
Here's how 
to cut costs 
'THERE's several different 
ways that the cost to tax- 
payers for the multiplex 
will come down from the 
worst case scenario of $7.6 
million, say its backers. 
The main one is to raise 
funds from other sources, 
says city recreation super- 
intendent Steve Scott. 
That ineludes local 
contributions, in kind do- 
nations, government grants 
and corporate donations. 
"Everybody is hearing 
that the Liberals are gear- 
ing up to spend some seri- 
ous money," Scott said of 
the federal government. 
"We think now is the time 
to put our hand up and say 
we're ready." 
They also plan to try 
national corporations, par- 
tieularly ones with local 
branches or sales. 
"CN is a natural one to 
approach," Scott said. 
"Coca Cola, Pepsi Cola 
are very keen and general- 
ly quite interested in this 
kind of community project 
The flip side is they want 
some exposure - and that's 
f ine." 
Major industry is anoth- 
er possible donor. 
"Alcan almost 10 per 
cenl of their workforce liv- 
ing here in Terrace," Scott 
noted. "We know they've 
been a very good corporate 
citizen in Kitimat and 
we're hoping they would 
have a similar sentiment 
here i:l Terrace." 
ll's also important to 
note, he said, that there 
will be a two-year window 
of time while conslruction 
proceeds to look for other 
sources of money to re- 
duce the tax hit. 
"If this thing's approved 
that's going to be part o f  
my job," Scott added. "It's 
not going to be left to a 
volunteer who may or may 
hal get around to it." 
Other ways the cost can 
go down is through an in- 
crease in the elty's tax 
base over time. "The more 
properties being taxed the 
smaller the amount per 
property that will be 
charged," he said. 
Community bonds and 
an actuarial benefit the 
oily would reeelve from 
the Municipal Finance 
Authority are other ways 
borrowing costs can be re- 
duced, he said. 
should spend more time 
trying to ,get money from 
other sources before an y of 
this should take place," he 
said. 
By Friday, however, 
two-thirds of the signs he'd 
put up had simply dissap- 
peared. 
"I'm upset that most of 
them got collected," he 
said. "It's not very tolerant 
of someone e lse 's  
:~inions." 
NOVEMBER SPECIAL 
Curr ied  Ch icken  
on a bed  o I  r ice,  served  w i th  todays ,  
vegetable &. ..qarllc plta 
s12  
Christmas Staff Party 
• great food .friendly service 
"licensed festive decor 
• heavenly Hors d'oevres 
• decadent desserts 
private room available for 
~groups of 15-35 people 
Special Christmas menus 
available for luncheon or 
dinner reservations. 
I 
• Healthcare: working with the heahhcare society to have Terrace rec- 
ognized as the regional health center that it is, so that our hospital 
receives the appropriate funding necessary to service our community. 
• Recreational Activities: Indoor and winter sports are fundamental to 
Canadian culture, and our children should have the same access to 
these activities as children in larger cities. The multiplex will ensure 
this access and it will also attract large-scale events and activities to 
our city. However, if the multiplex is approved, finding alternate fund- 
ing must be made a priori~ Arts and music activities must also be 
supported. 
Sheets: reviewing the current financing structure for residential street 
upgrading and looking for opportunities to reduce the financial bur- 
den on the homeowner. 
• Economic Diversity: although our resource industries are vitally 
important to this region, Terrace needs to ~,ork with the Chamber of 
Commerce, the Terrace Economic Development Authority, and other 
interest groups to also promote our city to ne~v and diverse businesses 
to ensure Iongterm economic health for our community. 
• Parks: maintain and develop our parks and green space. Not only 
does this benefit current Terrace residents, it is an attraction to profes- 
sionals, businesses, and other people who Find green space scarce in 
larger cities. 
• Senior's Housing: assisted-living residences like Terraceview Lodge 
and the Willows apartments must be supported. 
~!;i! 
~.,~ ~. ,~ . 
BENCH ROUTER SHAPER 
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Model 9737 
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Tilting Tables 
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Model 14-650X 
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18 G AD 
NAILER KIT 
Model BN200 
with 89 
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~DELTA Case * 
Cutterhead Lock 
Easy Change Reversible 
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Model 690C 
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MITRE SAW 
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With Carbide Blade 
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~ Set 
Model 850205 
Carbide Tipped In 
Protective Wooden Case 
2" NARROW 
CROWN STAPLER 
Model NS 150 
ASSEMBLY EXTRA• Some units may not be exactly as illustrated• While quantities last. 
eenter  
All Major Credit Cards Accepted. 
Sale Ends Dec. 11, 1999. Sorry No Rain Checks. 
]°800-470-DO-IT 
7:30.6:00 
Nisga'a cautious on 'plex aid 
NISGA'A TRIBAL COUNCIL officials here in Terrace time that we can commit to that,"r said Adams. 
say they don't want to get hopes too high about the poss- 
ibility of a contribution to the multiplex if it gains voter 
approval this Saturday. 
"We don't want to get hopes up and have anyone be 
disappointed if it doesn't come together," said Martin 
Adams, a vice-president of the Nisga'a Tribal Council 
and head of the Terrace local of the tribal council. 
He was responding to mayor Jack Talstra's earlier 
statements hat the Nisga'a were talking about contribu. 
ring a sizable amount - possibly $100,000 or more - to 
the project. 
"We've had very preliminary discussions in that we 
wanled to have meetings to find out how we might assist 
in getting the multiplex in place," Adams said Friday. 
He stressed that the Terrace local doesn't have a 
large amount of money available for such a contribution, 
ndr is it planning to use treaty money. 
"We don't have any ready money that we have at this 
He said it's more likely the Nisga'a could instead 
harness federal grants for the multiplex that wouldn't 
otherwise be possible. 
That fits suggestions from Talstra that some sort of 
First Nations cultural component could be incorporated 
into the project if such grants are available. 
"We're going to be looking at that and seeing if 
there's any way we can access money to help it out," 
Adams said. 
The improved ability to host conventions, major cele- 
brations and gatherings, and sporting events like basket- 
ball tournaments are all reasons that the Nisga'a are 
much more supportive of the multiplex project than they 
had been of the 1995 second sheet of ice, he added. 
"The multiplex does mean something for the people 
we represent this time around," he said. "With the addi- 
tion of the gymnasium that brings us into the picture 
more," 
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Islanders leery of water plan 
SOME Braun's Islanders say they've become political 
pawns in the game of selling the multiplex to local vo- 
[ers. 
The community won't meet as a group until tonight to 
respond to mayor Jack Talstra's uggestion that they join 
the city and provincial restructuring rants that could 
follow to the city then be tapped to pay for an island 
water system and reduce the price of the multiplex. 
But Diana Penner, an island resident and vocal critic 
of the city over suspected water contamination, says 
she's horrified by the idea. 
"I feel sink to the stomach right now," she said, add- 
ing a $1 million reduction in the cost of the multiplex is 
being made to hang on the decision of islanders. 
"It won't make Braun's Island residents very popular 
with the people of Terrace.'" 
Penner said it's wrong to suggest he island would get 
a free water-system under the idea, because their proper- 
ty taxes would go up if they joined the city. 
She said residents do plan to look at the idea, along 
with a possihle independent community water system, 
and a continuation of their efforts to prove city liability 
in the contamination of island wells. 
Residents have been told by the regional district that 
a water system would cost each property around $9,000, 
she said. 
She added she fears the island will be forced to join 
'Terrace and take city water on the basis of health con- 
cerns. 
"Terrace water is terrible water," she said. "You can 
drink it and survive. Our water is far better than the City 
of Terrace water and that's pretty precious." 
Kathy Juba, one island resident present when Talstra 
Credit Union 
Term Deposits 
Your . . . . . . . . . .  ~, i ,  
- . .%~?, E'>. 
Sa~ings  Bond Al ter .a t ive  ~ 
WHY? 
Northern Savings Credit  Union Term 
Deposits offer Security, a Compet i t ive 
Rate of  Interest ,  Enhanced Rexibi l i ty 
features and when you invest in Northern 
Savings, you invest in Your Community. 
, ,o~o~le~r the  DifFe,,e~, 
Keep Your Money  in Our Community  
made the announcement, added a water system wouldn't 
address concerns about ditch and slough contamination 
by city sewage or runoff. 
She said islanders plan to meet and discuss Talstra's 
proposal tonight. 
Penner is also upset that some of the temporary pipes 
the city is using to channel sewage from the treatment 
plant to the river have washed away. 
That happened when the river rose quickly two weeks 
ago. 
"We now have the sewage running right along the 
shoreline," Penner said. 
Spice Up Your 
SpecialSomeone's 
Christmas 
CaIl nou, to have your pictures hz lime for Cbrislnzas 
II 
Ope~l IVeekday~" tmlil 7:00p.m. 
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Colmpaq P~r&~aii~b4~7 
Computer Specs: 
475MHzAMD K-6 Pro~essor 
512~ Levi2 Cache 
32X MAX CO-ROM Drive 
56~V9OModem 
64MB Syrm DRAM 
13.0GB Hard Drive 
2X AGP GraVies with Direct 3D 
S1579.00  
All systems Include: 
~7n;~.Monltor  & ( 
Speakers 
Compaq Presirlo 5837 
Computer Specs: 
500MIIz AMD Alhlofi Pr~:essot 
512KB Level2 Oa(t~ 
6,OM MAX DSI./,S6K Modem 
128M0 Syno DRAM 
MonJior and SPeakers no, exactly as shown S 3 0 9 g. O 0 
CD-RW Drive 
Compaq Presarlo 5477 
~omputer Specs: 
.J~OOMHzlntel Celem~ Processor 
128KB Level2 Cache 
64MB Syn¢ DRAM 
M4/24XCD-RW Drive 
13.0G B Hard Drive 
56~V.90 Modem 
2X AG P Graphics with Direct 3D 
$199g.O0 
6X DVD-ROM Drive 
20.OGB Hard Drive 
3dfx Voodoo3.1 O00 2X AGP Gra0hies 
' Some conditions apply ! 
.~slc,~oftware Packaqe; 
M~OSOIt Wlnclows 98 M~crosoft Money 99 Mirdosoll Encarta 99 McAIeo b, nbVirus 
I~crosoft In(elnel Explorer M~osoft Works 4.5 Ring Central Fax Mlorosoft Word 2000 
ComI~Q Oulckrastore 
ALUHA - KAUAII 
Th ,rsday Departu~e~ on Ro~'ol Airlines 
P a'Hation Hotei u ~r,. ~ ~,,. 
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K;dl S~W Free~ 
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Jon6.FebJO ~°,s999 ,~0,, 1439 
Kid~ SW & Eat flee 
CANCUN 
Sut dc¢ Departures or, Air Tronsat 
C,s ta Real (StdJSEMI.Aft INCWSIVE! 
Jen~.9.16~23 7o,, 1719 ,,0,,2599 
Hone~on Pack,e,, 
Oasis Vlaya ~s,~)Aa~Nctus~v~ 
,o,9~,6 ~o,,1779' ,~o,,2729' 
MAZATLAN 
Frk ay Deparluras on Royal Airlines 
Ri A.=ra Beach Resort IS,~E~. 
~o~,~ ~o,,879 ,,n,, 1129 
) US ~ee,oge C,ed,~ per ,:<,n ¢W sb;d 
]ya htazaflan (s,al~P. 
Kids Stay Fre~! 
VANCOUVB~ DE~kRTURE~ NEW ~KINGS ONLY 
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brochurefor te.mt & co~ %o~s B C.Ile~]O[ i,i. B ~9 E. 
PUERTO PLATA 
Thursday Departures on Air rransal 
Iberostar Costa Dorada 
[Stdl ALL INCLUSIVE! 
Jan6&13 7n~, 1469' ,4o,52099' 
LTI Sol De Plata Beach Resort IS,d~ ALl =~US~VE~ 
~n.,3 7o,,1329' ,,o,,1789' 
'. P,,ce Inches EBE 
PUERTO VALLARTA 
~ esd~y & Salu[day Departures on Air Transol aulilus H0te/(, BdrmJ A,, ,cws,wt 
~.a,,.,5.,B~ 7,,,1049" ,~o,, 1449' 
Hacienda Buenaventora ts,d~ E.P 
.,8 7o,,969' ],ol, 1329' 
• Orice lncl*~es BBB 
.MANZANILLO 
Tuesday Decor ures on Air Transo! 
Vista Club'Playa De0r0 ~Std ALl ~.CtUS~VE~ 
z0,, 1034' 1,0,, 1429' Jan4& II 
dub Maeva r, Bdr~n~ ArtINCLUSIVEt, 
,oo,.,,.,.25 ~0,. 1449 ,,oi, 2269 
"- Pnee Ir~b~s EBB 
I{ LD t~' 
CATIONS 
"111e l'rol)lcnl Soh, cr 
Call your UNIGLOBE cruise specialist today. 
UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
638-8522 & 800-668-0828 
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Around Town ] Nisg a'a give Peruvians advice 
Scholarships offered 
for high school abroad 
Imagine being a world traveller, living in a 
fascinating country, learning their language 
and culture, walking through ancient castles 
and courtyards where knights and ladies, gla- 
diators and explorers trod before you! 
Nacel Canada, a non-profit student ex- 
change organization, is currently offering 
scholarships to globally minded, flexible stu- 
dents who.could be suitable representatives for
our country and culture, while benefit form liv- 
ing with a foreign host family. 
You don't have to be a ',straight A" student; 
we're looking for mature teenagers (currently 
in Grade 10 and 11) who have good marks and 
social skills, plus a record of community in- 
volvement, while full credit is not guaranteed 
for completing Grade 11 or 12 abroad, most 
Canadian schools will recognise the high stan- 
dards of foreign education systems. 
Naeel has a strong support network in Ca- 
nada and abroad, ready to assist you with any 
problems that may arise. Selected students pay 
only their airfare and personal spending 
money; Naeel will take car of fees for school, 
textbooks, rnedieal insurance, orientation, 
transfers to the host family, full room and 
board, and any other expenses of the program. 
Naturally, you will need to purchase your own 
passport and visa; be aware your host family 
may with to take you with them on vacation to 
other countries nearby. 
Furthermore, we have many other exchange 
positions available and all applicants will be 
offered partial financial assistance if their fa- 
mily is willing and able to host one of our in- 
coming exchange students form abroad. 
But HURRY, the deadline for the initial ap- 
plication is December 1, 1999. If you or some- 
one you know, could take advantage of this 
opportunity, call Cancel coordinator Marian 
Ennis at 1-888-828.2288. 
Family storytime 
Family storytime takes place at the Terrace 
Public Library every Thursday night from 6:30 
-7 p.m. until the end of November for children 
and parents of all ages. Drop in for stories, 
songs, find puppets. FREE! Registration is not 
required. For more information call the library 
at 638-8177. 
Book launched 
Creekstone Press is launching on December 
3 a new book in Smithers, called Oar & Sail: 
An Odyssey of the West Coast. 
The book chronicles the adventures of the 
late Dr. Ken Leighton as he rowed from Van- 
couver to Prince Rupert in the mid-90's. 
At age 66, the late Dr. Leighton set off from 
Vancouver's Jericho Beach in a custom-built, 
open rowing boat. Two years and a full log- 
book later, with calloused hands and a joyful 
heart, he docked the Morag Anne in Prince 
Rupert, 500 miles north of his launching point• 
Dr. Leighton has since passed on, but he 
left behind a lively manuscript, which we are 
now publishing along with illustrations by his 
son, artist and physician, Dr. Rob Leighton. 
The book launch will take place at 7:30 
p.m. on December 3 at the Smithers Art Gall- 
cry. 
Mint cookies still 
available 
Brownies and guides are still selling the fa- 
mous mint cookies at Safeway and other loca- 
tions around town. Call 638-8879 to place an 
order. 
Talent search 
The Kinette Club of Terrace is raising funds 
for the CYSTIC FIBROSIS FOUNDATION by 
sponsoring a "Talent Nite" at the Northern 
Motor Inn (George's Pub). it will take place 
Sunday, November 28. Anyone (must be 19+) 
interested in entering an act, please contact 
Katherine Hicks at 615-9592 (days) or 638- 
1782 (evenings). 
• Eating disorders 
ANYONE WHO is interested in attending 
an eating disorder support group please call 
the Health Unit in Terrace at 638-2200, 
Warm clothing 
needed 
As temperatures drop, registered nurses in 
B.C. are inviting Northwest B.C. residents from 
Houston to the Queen Charlotte Islands to join 
them in donating warm clothing and blankets 
for the poor and homeless. . 
Locals are asked to donate blankets, socks, 
sweaters, coals, sleeping bags and hygiene 
items such as toothbrushesi toothpaste , sham- 
poo and combs: 
Cont!ibutionslshould be dropped off at Mtlls 
Memorial Hospital or the Northwest Health 
Unit before November i9. 
The Nisga'a are 
helping indigenous 
Peruvians set up a 
school in Peru that 
is modelled after a 
post secondary in- 
stitution in New 
Aiyansh. 
TAKE A MAP and draw an 
imaginary line from New 
Aiyansh, down along the 
North American coastli no. 
Head south past Vancou- 
ver, Seattle, California, 
Mexico and Central Ameri- 
ca. Don't stop until you hit 
the sandy shores Of South 
America. 
Then, follow your finger 
to the Amazon Basin in 
Peru, where 200,000 indige- 
nous people live. 
There, a confederation of
indigenous nations known 
in Peru as Confederaoion de 
Nacionalidades Amazonicas 
del Peru (CONAP) faces 
increasing pressure from 
multinational mining cor- 
porations interested indeve- 
loping their land. 
According to its own lea- 
ders, the people don't have 
A GOOD PLACE TO MEET: Deanna Nyce and representatives of Nisga'a post secondary institution and 
CONAP an association of First Nations people in Peru meet in Terrace for lunch before heading north on the 
Nisga'a highway to examine a grass roots education system at work in the Nass Valley, 
the technical or business 
training to negotiate with 
corporations on an equal 
footing. 
They need technical 
training. But they need 
training that would keep 
students in school (The uni- 
versity in Lima has a 71 per 
cent drop out rate for indi- 
genous tudents). 
So they're looking north 
to the Nisga'a and their 
post-secondary institution in 
New Aiyansh called Wilp 
Wilxoskhl Nisga'a, or 
WWN. 
And through help from 
the World Bank, a four-per- 
son CONAP delegation vi- 
sited the Nass Valley lasl 
week. 
"We are very honoured 
to meet you," said WWN 
CEO Deanna Nyce at an in- 
troductory luncheon in Ter- 
race Nov. 6. 
"1 believe in my heart 
that we have a story to tell, 
that we can contribute a 
very valid story to the world 
of academia." 
After a week touring 
Nass communities, meeting 
WWN dignitaries and feast- 
ing on traditional Nisga'a 
food, the group will have 
written a draft agreement, 
setting up a partnership be- 
tween the two indigenous 
nations. 
Nyoe and a delegation of 
three other Nisga'a will 
then travel south for a first- 
hand understanding of indi- 
genous territory and people 
m Peru. 
The agreement breaks 
north-south boundaries be- 
tween aboriginal people, 
who will develop a grass 
roots university in Peru in 
association with established 
Peruvian universities 
Using WWN's relation- 
slup with UNBC as a 
model, CONAP will ~,ork 
toward their ultimate goal 
of creating a new level of 
indigenous professionals in
the Amazon. 
Its people will be able to 
develop their own natural 
resources, administer their 
own businesses and control 
their own economies. 
Ideally, the setup will 
also foster a student ex- 
change program bet,.veen 
WWN and CONAP. 
GOOD AT HIS GAME: Walter Raedeke and Christine Koefed play a garneof Scrabble November 6 at a 
tournament at Northwest Community College. Raedeke won the tournament, undefeated in all seven of 
his games. Another tournament is scheduled for February 5, 2000, 
Scrabble wiz wins second 
Terrace tournament 
WALTER RAEDEKE is a typical 
Scrabble wizard. 
He's creative, imaginative, and 
s fascinated with words. 
he"l do love words," he admitted. 
" I 'm always looking at the etymo- 
logy (the root of the word.)" 
seven games. 
He averaged 364 points per game, 
which is incredibly high, considering 
a great score is anywhere from 400 
to 600 points. 
t ,  : 
But being a good Scrabble player 
doesn't necessarily come naturally. '7 do love words, I'm al. 
Raedeke practices playing and ways looking at the ety. 
studies the Scrabble vocabulary mology (the root of the 
book for about 45 minutes each day, wold, )"  
"1 generally play and studyon my 
own, , '  he added. - -  Walter Raedeke. 
What Raedeke likes about Scrub' 
Division Two was won by Rob 
Rolling (5-1) with runners up Brenda 
Silsebe and Larry Bollingbrokei both 
winning four out of their six games. 
Last minute entrant Karen Mc- 
Alhy, the unofficial Groundworks 
"champion", won the tough luck 
award, earning her a 0no year mem' 
bership to the National Scrabble As- 
sociation. 
High Game went to Rob Rolling 
with 465 points in his first game of 
the day. 
Musicians 
Joe Trio 
are comin' 
to town 
"THEY'RE young, 
they're hip, and they're 
music is timeless." 
That's how Concert 
Society president Karen 
Birkedal describes classic- 
ally trained musicians Joe 
Trio, performing here No- 
vember 25. 
Since this Vane0uver 
violin-cello-piano trio was 
formed in 1989, they have 
performed concerts across 
Canada and in the United 
States. 
Their repertoire consists 
of the classics - from 
Haydn to Shostakovieh. 
They also play new works 
by contemporary tempo. 
sers, as well as their own 
imaginative arrangements 
of popular jazz and rock 
tunes. 
"They're very user 
friendly," Birkedal said. 
"They can play a wide de- 
gree of music." 
In 1997, Joe Trio recor- 
ded their first CD, A Cttp of 
Joe, which is regularly 
played on the CBC. 
All three performers are 
top-notch musicians. Vio- 
linist Cameron Wilson is 
currently a member of the 
Vancouver Symphony Or- 
cheslra. Cellist Laura Me- 
Pheeters has played in 
Showboat and the orche- 
stras of the Vancouwer 
Opera and Modern Baro- 
que Opera Company. Pian- 
ist Allen Stiles has played 
in the Canadian and Inter- 
national produetlons of 
Phantotn of the Opera and 
Raedeke said special thanks go to the touring productions nf 
Karcn Chrysler, Angeletie Korutz, Andrew Lloyd Webher's 
Music of the Night and Jo- 
ble, is lhat notwo games are alike, . and Kelly Klinc for being word se,~h ,,,,t ,t,., a-n.; . , -  
"It's a creatiVe amc " he said . , :  . . . . .  , r. .- . .-  .,,~ . . . . . . . . .  ,,_ , . g , . . He explained that only phenoml, judges at Ibis event, as well as Phd Techmcolor D eanzcoat. 
It s a0out words and USln some • , . . ,, . . . . . .  g . . . .  nal players like World Scrabble . . . . . . . . .  Biaiobzyskl who ial es the scores The Concert Socte' y 
Imag!na!~°n, .. . Champion Joel Wapmek, who is Ca- The Terrace Scrabble Club meets will be selling wine and 
Considering his love for tlte hadian, often score 600 points, everySaturdaymornin,at l0am in • 
ame t . . . . .  . . . . .  ., g • . beer at this concert. g , t s no wonder that Raedeke • Runner up In the Terrace tourna, the Terrace Pubhc Lbrary . . . . .  Ti' . . . . .  " " - 
. . . . . .  : . . . .  CKe I f l  I o r  Je~ l r lO  cos!  
lead the Terrace Scrabble tourn!: ment was oeriMantel, who won four The  club has planned another $23 :at Uniglobe Courlesy 
ment November 6; winning all of his out of seven games, ...... tournament February 5. Travel 
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ITY CENE IWILD KATZ'I 
THEATRE: Have the autumn rains brought your spirits down? Let the joyful sounds of 
singing lift them up! Come hear the 
KERMODEI  CHORISTERS 
children's choir and vex  POLARIS 
DANCE: 
Big Brothers & Big Sisters o~ Terrace THEATRE presents "The Odd Couple", 
the first play of the season on November 
18, 19, 20,25,26, 27, and on December adult community choir in song Sunday, presents A FALL FLING DANCE ~(~ .. ,~ .... 
November concert will featuring music of the 50's, 60's, 70% ~:  ~ii~:; :~:~,.::~:~ 
and 80's. Come to the Kin Hut i I~ ;~ '  :~i7:"~"7 ~,  2, 3, and 4. Come to the McColl be held at Knox United Church, and will Saturday, November 20 from 8:30 p.m. '* ............ 
Playhouse to see the play directed by have music to chase away the November to 1 A~ml Tickets are $10 per persom ~ UlTII~AI'I¢~'- ?1 [ 79 J  
Marianne Weston. blues! Tickets at the door $8 adults/S6 Tickets are available at Sight and Sound FIGHTIN 
students and seniors. 
M U S I  C :  or from any board member. Door prizes, Frlda~ Nov 
Join THE TERRACE COMMUNITY return shuttle available by donation. 
ART 
GALLERY: 
(formerly Prairie Dust) 
Playing Tues - Sat 
November 16-20 ........ 
JOE TRIO: The Terrace Concert 
Society presents piano trio Joe Trio 
November 25 at 8 p.m. at the REM Lee 
Theatre. Their repertoire consists of the 
classics - from Haydn to Shostakovich - 
new works by contemporary composers, 
and their own imaginative arrangements 
of popular, jazz and rock tunes. Come 
enjoy a glass or wine or beer this evening 
at the theatre. 
COFFEEHOUSE: Terrace musicians 
Association present a coffeehouse 
Saturday, November 20 at 8 p.m. at 
Elks Hall, featuring Corcobado and 
Wayne Sheridan. 
BAND for its MUSICAL TOUR 
THROUGH EUROPE. They will 
warm your hearts and toes with their 
entertaining selections, Saturday,  
November 20 beginning at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 Eby 
Street. Also on the program, and always 
a hit, the Big Band. Tickets available at 
the door: Adults $8, senors/student $5, 
children 12 and under free. For more 
info call Carol at 635-4729. 
THORNHILL JUNIOR 
SECONDARY BAND will be 
performing November 26 at 7:30 p.m. 
p.m.at he Pentecostal Assembly. 
FUNCTIONAL ART November 12 to 
November 28: Art isn't just for hanging 
on your walls. Come and see a wide 
selection of art that you can cook with, sit 
on, sleep with, walk on and wear. 
CHRISTMAS CRAFT FAIR: Our 
Christmas craft fair will take place in the 
Gallery on Friday, December 3 from 6-9 
p.m. and Saturday, December 4 from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
EVE TICKETS 
ON SALE 
pick up and drop off playin9 
November your parLy at 
GeorgesPub 26 & 27 
KINETTES : Pool  
TALEN  SHOW Tournament 
! Each 
$umday Tuesday 
, Nov 28 Night  
.vO ~'~ '~!qc., 
i 3086 Highway 16  
Terrace, B.C, 
Ph: 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
t3~9 m'~zx~'~ 
www.terraceautomall.¢om 
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Wednesday. November 10 
Northwest Development Education 
Association and Terrace and District 
M[ulticuiture Association's annual gen- 
eral meeting will take place on Wednes- 
day, November 10 at 7 p.m. at the Ter- 
race Art Gallery. Dr. Isaac Sobol will pre- 
sent a slide show on his recent trip to 
Tibet entitled " Travels to Tibet with 
Shoes from Terrace" following the AGM. 
For more info call 638-8329. 
Saturday. November 1~ 
HOLIDAY SEASON BAZAAR at Kiti 
K'Shan Primary School (4730 Graham 
Ave). time: 10 a.m. to 4 p,m. Tables for 
rent for $20, Call Pete for mbre info 638- 
1056. All vendors welcome. Bring your 
crafts, wood works, pottery, toys, clothes, 
tapper wares, Avon, candles, bake goods, 
jewellery, or anything elsel Come join us 
for breakfast and lunch. 
Sunday. November 14 
Terrace Nisga'a Tribal Council local 
monthly membership meeting from 1-4 
p,m. at the N.T,C. meeting room. Mem- 
bers urged to attend, 
Monday. November ;I.~ 
Dry Grad meetings will be held on 
the third Monday of every month at 7:30 
p.m. in the Caledonia library. The next 
meeting is on Nov.15. All grad parents are 
encouraged to attend. For more info, call 
Thecla at 635-7872 or Karen at 638-1508. 
Yucca 
Through the ages Yucca (Yucca glauca) has been used 
by Native peoples for arthritis and rheumatism. As a poul- 
tice it was used for breaks and sp rains. It was also used for 
skin problems, to stop bleeding, as a laxative, and for 
childbirth. 
A study released in 1975 supported many historical uses 
of the herb, with benefits for arthritis, rheumatism, high 
blood pressure and high blood cholesterol evels. 
The study showed that Yucca contains non-toxic steroid 
saponins. These saponins promote our body's ability to pro- 
duce natural cortisone, which helps with Inflammation, heal- 
ing and pain. Those same saponins work on the natural 
intestinal balance, stimulating friendly flora and restricting 
others. Thus it may effect enhanced absorption of nutrients 
at the same time as relieving a toxic burden to your ellrnlna- 
tive systems. 
As well, the herb contains easily.used calcium to nourish 
the joints, The minerals zinc, selenium, magnesium, phos- 
phorus, potassium, iron, manganese and silicon are pro- 
serf. along with vitamins A, C, and niacin, Impressive 
results have been reported from certain clinics in the 
Sonoran desert, where Yucca is included in a routine pre- 
scription for arthritis. 
While its primary action Is on arthritic conditions, Yucca 
may additionally be helpful for bursitis, cataracts, colitis, 
dandruff, gallbladder, gout, liver problems, prostatitis, urn- 
thritis, and venereal disease. 
THE SOLUTION: As yucca can cause some Intestinal 
cramping due to its purgative nature, look for it In combina- 
tion with other complimentary herbs. A suggested formula 
might Include white willow;alfalfa, burdock, ~)lack cohosh 
sarsaparilla, parsley and slippery elm for best results. ' 
F lemernber~s ,  plays, and feels be~erl ) 
" < " r ' :  : ' : " : i '  : . . "  . . . .  " 
'The Terrace Churches Food Bank 
opens its doors for its November distribu- 
tion on the following dates: November 15- 
18. The distribution centre is located at 
4647 Lazelle, rear entrance. It is impor- 
tant to bring ID for you and your depen- 
dents. The food bank operates between 1- 
3 p.m. Monday is open to people with last 
names beginning with initials A-H. Tues- 
day is open for people with last names I- 
R. Wednesday is open to people S-Z and 
Thursday for anyone missed. 
'Tuesday. November ~6 
First Nations Council of Women in 
seeking new members and volunteers for 
a community Christmas dinner. Next 
meeting is Nov. 16 at 6:30 p.m. at the 
Terrace Resource Centre. For more info 
call Bonnie at 638-2088. 
First Nations Council of Women is 
organizing a focus group discussions on 
"It takes a community to raise a child," 
facilitated by Liza Haldane and Mary 
Ann Skill. Come to the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre at 7:30 p.m. 
All parents, grandparents, guardians and 
interested citizens are invited. We need 
to hear your voice. Our children are 
counting on you. For more info call Liza 
at 638-0228. 
Wednesday. November 17 
Northwest Community College from 9:30 
a.m. until noon. 
Clean Air  Coalition: Here is your 
chance to learn about how the January 
1,2000 Workers' Compensation Board 
Regulations on smoke-free workplaces 
will affect youl The Clean Air Coalition 
of Terrace is planning a Community In- 
formation Session Thursday, November 
18 from 7-9 p.m. at the Coast Inn of The 
West in the West Banquet Room. Re- 
freshments provided. 
Free Imfant Safety Course at 7 p.m. at 
the Health Unit. Learn prevention and in- 
tervention for falls, choking and more. To 
register, please call 635-2200 or come: 
into the 1North West Health Unit at 3412 
Kalum Street (Public Health Office.) 
Friday. November 19 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary is 
having its Annual Christmas Craft and 
Bake Sale from 1-5 p.m. and Nov. 20 from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the lobby at the hos- 
pital. 
Saturday. November 20 
70 celebrate Drug Awareness Week, 
the Northwest Addiction Services will bc 
sponsoring a "Fatal Vision Obstacle 
Course" from 11 a,m. to 4 p,m. at the 
Skeena Mall in Terrace. 
']'he Family Place invites children, 
youth and adults to celebrate National 
Child Day. Visit our mall display and 
children's activities from 11 a.m, to 3 p.m. 
for free face painting, play dough, story 
time. and balloons. Enjoy a free swim at 
the Terrace Aquatic Centre from 5-6 p.m, 
(Children 7 and under must be accompa- 
nied to the pool by and adult.) Please join 
us in celebrating our children. Make Na- 
tional Child Day special for the children 
in :your life. 
Join Eberle and Holly from the Terrace 
Public Library for some story telling at 
the Skeena Mall from 11 a.m, to 3 p,m. to 
celebrate National Child Day. Storytime 
will be presented on the hour, 
TERRACE PHOTO CLUB slide pre- 
sentation at Caledonia High School 
(projection room) at 7 p,m. For more info 
call Shav,-n at 638-6398. 
THE TERRACE HOMEBASED BU- 
SI1NESS FAIR presents a fall ['air in the 
Terrace Area Banquet Room from 10 a,m. 
to 4 p,m, For more information call Hea- 
ther at 635-2365 or Eireen at 635-9415. 
THE SALVATION ARMY will be 
having a Craft and Bake Sale from 1-3 
p,m, at the Salvation Army Hall at 4643 
Walsh &venue. There will bc baked 
goods, an(] homemade crafts available as 
well as a place for coffee arid treats. 
Cookbooks, T-shirts and baseball hats 
Canadian Women in Timber 9th An- will also be available. 
nual Christmas Bazaar from 6-10 p.m, in 
the Coast Inn of the West Banquet 
Rooms (Three Christmas basket raffles, 
free coffee and donuts, non-smoking 
event.) 
Thursday. November 1~ 
Terrace and Area Health Council' 
notice of regular board meeting at 7:15 
p.na, in the Education room, Mills Mem- 
orial Hospital, 
': The Terrace Standard offers tile com. 
rnurfity calendar, as a public service to its 
readers attd community organisations. 
This column is intended for non-profit 
organisati~ns and those events for which 
there is no admission charge,/tents will run 
two weelcs before each event, 
We ask that itezns be submitted by 5 p, nt, 
on the Thursday before the issue in which 
it is; to appear, 
To celebrate Drug Awareness Week, Sabmissions hould be typed or printed 
there will be a Drug Awareness display at neatly, 
HaStE,,,, 
Crafted. 
Original 
Designs 
New Hannel Dresses 
II:thy's N,unt': 
l.dt.~l~L Kt~a~maC. I~'ick,~)n 
Date & 1i ale t)f Ilirth: 
AUg. 15. 1999 ;It 5:37p.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs 10oz. Sex: Fern;fie 
ParenL, i: Carrie-Lee F.rickmn 
¢ 
ll;LI})".~ Name: 
l.attren Mik.zyh 
I)ate & 1'true of Birth: 
Oct. 25, 1999 at 6:44 p.m. 
Weight: 9Ibs, Sex: Fcm~fle 
IJttle sister for Nath;m 
¢ 
llaby's Name: 
n#;m Alex;ruder Clarence Holloa 
l)ale & 1into f Birth: 
Oct. 25 1999 at 9:28 a.nl 
Weight: 6 Ibs 10oz, Sex: Male 
Parenk,~: Jttlie Bolton & 
Dine Robinson 
Baby brother far Corey 
Baby's Name: 
Martina Kieley Clayton-See&me 
I)ate & 'Iixne of Birth: 
0ct.26, 1999 at 11:16 a.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs 15oz. Sex" Female 
l~trenL,~: Marly & Angle 
Baby sister for Ross 
Baby's Name: 
Konrad Edgar Perry 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct, 26, 1999 at 4:26 p.m, 
Weight: 7lbs. Sex: Male 
ParenL,~: Willi:uu & Detdse 
Bahy's Nmne: 
Riley Austin Skrabyk 
Date & Time of Birtb: 
Oct. 28, 1999 at 10:26 a.m. 
Weight: l0 lbs. fez. Sex: Mide 
P.'went, v Kevin & Lisa Skrabyk 
Lltde brother for P;ttgc 
F 
Get A 
ree  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
0verwattea 
| 
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ON NOVEMBER 20TH. . . . . .  
iqiW CC3MMUH! ULTIPLEX, 
L 
INVEST IN THE FUTURE: 
Scott Mulder  
Bloomquist Family 
Bob Park 
Kathleen Parry 
Mark Wi lcox  
John Bandstra 
Ron Smaha .... ~ ~ 
. .  , . . . .  . .  . . .  : . . . . .  
David Smyth .. . . . . .  
Amanda Hull . . . .  
Robert Penner 
David Earsiat 
Christian Gunnlaugson 
Alan Cote 
Lorna Brow,n 
Joy Stevenson 
Doug Sivyer 
Terry Morris 
Ken Gibson 
Joe Hanley 
Kevin Kennedy 
Bonn ie Armstrong 
Ron Titcomb 
lan MacLean 
Sue Simpson 
W. Hargrove . . . . . . . .  : '~' 
Steve Cullis .~ , ,. ,,,,, 
Liz Smaha 
Bob Goodvin 
Greg Ross 
Wi l l iam Lamb 
Glenn Biggs 
Rob Bell 
Allen Hampton 
Debbie Carruthers 
Harold Nolubowski 
Ken & Kerry Palagian 
.~  National Car Rental. 
Kristian Grey 
Audrey Kerr 
Dimitri Filtziakis 
Judy Fifield 
Darcy M allett 
Kim Kostelnik 
J,~h. fa.ylor . . . . . . . .  
Harry 'Rogers ........ 
:Bt:entRogers ": .... ": 
O lga Pow'er 
Andre Jean 
Cindy Lockhart 
Tom Turner 
Mar ie  Fletcher 
Lori Schulrneister 
Sandy Glendenning 
Len Froese 
Davin Harris 
Elaine Auriat 
Troy Stenquist 
Mike  Haworth 
Derek Phillips 
Roger Harris 
Brian Barwise 
Derek Tins!ey 
Valerie Glaser 
Linda Barg 
Clayton Lloyd-Jones 
Lisa Hampton 
Domingos Raposo 
John Amos Jr. 
Steve Schultz 
Trevor Gibson 
Herb Goriak 
Norm Denny 
Dave Warner 
- -  - .  • 
YOUR DECOR 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
TOTEM 
rr~ ~u 
FURNITURE & 
APPLIANCES 
f~GREYHOUND 
~J  COURIER EXPRESS e 
TERRACE 
NTERiORS 
Greer~ means go: 
Car & Truck 
Reutala 
Travel 
,7Y~""~"7",~, :  
SIGHT<i~SOUND 
f 
]~  AIJTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
~_'~ Ill lie] :#.,1; I I~'tL41~1:1 :kvJ [I,] :l[H =l ~ I I [| =11 
TERRACE 
TEM FORD 
Aqua 
P~~g & Heat~g Ltd. 
@ 
This advertisement paid for by the above supporters of the multiplex, 
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update Volunteers 
admired 
THE MONTHLY meeting of Branch #73 was held on I would like to add a 
Wednesday, November 9 ;it the Happy Gang Centre with 
president Mary Ann Dilley presiding. 
There was an exce~lenl turnout with 73 people in at- 
tendance. 
May McFarland, secretary, announced that in 1999 
there were 240 members and 2,1 life inembers, making 
the grand total of 26¢. 
New members introduced Betty Nexvlove, and Pat 
and Ran Jaeobs. 
A moment of silence was observed for Harold Wilcox 
who passes away since the last meeting. Silence was 
also observed for those who fought in world wars for their 
country. 
Plans for the Christmas Bazaar are well underway 
and members are urged to bring their crafts/knitting 
goods in soon so pricing can be done, Raffle tickets 
should be returned when books are finished - there are 
still a few books remaining to be sold. 
Election of vacancies on the eentres executive were 
conducted by member Olga Power. The nomination 
committee of Mary Martin, Corbi King and Olga Power 
put forward Cliff Best - Ist Vice president, May McFar- 
land - secretary, and for directors - Marge Drahorad, 
and Fern Gagnon. These people were duly elected. Out- 
going directors-  Betty Demmitt and Roy Nelson were 
thanked for their service to the organization. All workers 
at the centre are volunteers and their efforts are very 
much appreciated. 
Members please note the following dates: 
Bazaar Day: Saturday November 20th, from 2-4 p.m. 
at the centre 
Games Night: November 20th at 7:30 p.m. 
Next meeting is Thursday, December 9th at 2 p.m. 
few THANKS to the story 
in your last edition about 
the food donations to the 
shelter. 
Thank you to the Salva- 
tion Army who gave the 
mining company our name 
for this donation. 
The food was delivered 
on two separate dates. 
Thanks go out  to Joe, a 
shelter employee, for do- 
nating his time and truck 
to deliver, and unload the 
first three pallets of food to 
the shelter. 
Bandstra brought the 
second load of food to the 
shelter, the driver helped 
unload the three pallets 
then met me at two other 
locations and packed the 
meat into freezers. Thank 
you for ensuring we found 
enough freezer space for 
the meat. 
I would also like to 
thank my children, whom I 
Volunteered, to help un- 
load and deliver some of 
the donations. 
The Stepping Stone 
Clubhouse also received a 
Christmas Dinner is December 15th at 6 p.m. Sign up donation of the food. 
at the centre if attending so that no one is disappointed, Janet Costain 
your executive comnfittee needs to have an idea of 
numbers ASAP. Ooc grateful 
See you at the centre! 
Thank you for your arti- 
cle, "Tibetans receive 
shoes" (Wednesday, Oct. 
27, 1999). 
There is one correction 
and a few additions I'd 
like your readers to be 
aware of. The number of 
pairs of shoes delivered to 
poor youngsters was actu- 
ally 400. We took the best 
of the over 1000 pairs of 
shoes donated by residents 
of Terrace and Nisga'a 
communities in the Nass 
Valley. 
The great volume of do- 
nations made it impossible 
to take every pair donated. 
Some shoes have been 
kept for our next trip to 
Tibet, and others will be 
donated to local charity 
organizations. 
II was a fantastic re- 
sponse, which has brought 
.joy to many children in 
Tibet, and for which our 
communit ies should be 
proud. 
I thank all who assisted. 
Doctor Isaac Sobol 
, " r "  - - ,~ , ,2 . .  ;.-'2 ~.-: ~..~-~ ~ 
j -  
~vi|h: J ) t~l l l i J l  l l~ l l l l l ] l l l~  J J ln  I}l~l l l¢h~ l l r~ l l |  ~J~[llll~ l l l l l i |h t l l  J)oilile~ I lenry  
i / J k i l l l c l~  IleffVJll L I I I~ I I i~  JuJJe., l l l (O l ) i  l l i d  l l l l l l~ J J l~ F I I&I I i l I I I ; JhE 
Directed by Marianne Brorup West0n 
Produced by Betty Barton 
Nov. 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27 & Dec. 2, 3 & 4 
8pm at the McCall Playhouse, 3625 Kalum Street 
a~Tickets $14 available at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
K.,v 
I.)oldil~l Iby l deve  Mi l l ta i j lh  - I~}{)~ 
D 
. ~.:, ; 
; . . . .  ~., . j  .. ~,." 
i 
Sale Ends 12/31/99 
Give your family the greatest gift of all this holiday season 
v,,ilh beautiful new Queen Carpet made with Anso@ Brand 
Nylon. Select from a wide array of distinctive patterns, 
fashionable styles, designer colors, and intriguing textures-all 
designed to enhance and beautify your home for the 
holidays... And for years to come. 
~:~?,..,,,, t 0 
Your  Decor  
3202 Munroe St., Terrace 
Toll Free Out Of Town Call 1-800-665-1657 
635-2976 
OPEN TO YOUR IDEAS 
OPEN ~"OR BUSINESS 
OPEN GOVERNMENT 
¢ 
WITH YOUR SUPPORT, WE CAN MAKE TERRACE EVEN BETTER. 
It is, after all, ~ city. 
FULL TIME 
FULL COMMITMENT 
FULL THREE YEAR TERM 
vor  LINDA HAWES FOR WIL  LYOR 
FOR ACTIVE LEADERSHIP 
oN nov 2o. 
L 
i i i  i I • 
With  our  new 7a .m.  f l ight  to  Vancouver ,  you  can make it  back  the  same day. 
If you need to be in Vancouver for a meeting, schedule it first thing in the morning. 
With our new flight arriving at 8'.50 a,m., you can be in and out of the city with no time or money spent on overnight hotel stays, 
Call your Travel Agent or Air Canada Reservations at 1-888-AIR CANADA. 
A!  R CANADA @ airBC 
^nO~t^N @ 
! 
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F r ° ~  ;so. ~ ELAh~ 
- ' Z ~  w'-- i~--~rrom • ., t rave l  
, - - - -~  lerrace v 
12 N IGHTS IN BALI  & 3 
N IGHTS IN  KUALA LUMPUR 
Air/Hotel/Transfers 
3 Full Day & 2 Half Day Tours Included 
Come and talkto Gayle who just got back from Bali 
4553 I.akelse Ave 
635-2281 or !-800-772-6394 
q 
DOWNTOWN TERRACE 
The Heart 
o/ 
Our Cit  
r 
Im 
i = 
Ev~s k/e~s Wear 
4605 Lakelse Avenue 635-5420 
"Celebrating 40 years serving you" 
WESTERN SHIRTS 
M.W.G. since 1928. Made wi/h pride in Canada 
Sizes hbdium to 3XL Tall 
ONE DAY SALE ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Tues., NOV 23, 1999 ~ ~ 18  •~ 
ONLY '~ '  
"ff . G~ FELL/VgO ~ 
v the~r=es~ select=on ~" " 
=~j ~ of resh or szlk f lowers,  
~ plants, &g~ts, onzething 
~ ~~ for e~ery ~ccasion, 
~ ' ~ " ~ ~o~ :~%.;.g;:c~,~.c. 
BLUE MOON SAVINGS I - - - - ' -  . . . . . . . . .  - - - " - - ~ - - - - - - -  . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . .  
Friday, Nov 26 only v-~7/  ~ ~ ~)~C, OS _ ,/v3, :3 
50%  '""" : 20% - ~I 1 , ~ . . . .~~r~ ~- .  _ . _~ J:k,,,,,, ~,,~, 1 . 
OFF EVERYTHING Excluding artwork / ~ t~} ~) / ~ ~ ' ~ '  ~ lon-~. t l  
. ~;~. ~, ~ CENTKAL FLOWERS J ~"~""'"'~"~'~'"~'r~' , A'~.,:~; ,,:~0,,,,-0~,,,~ 
4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. / ~ ~alil0r.i~. m i ~ i . ~ . . ~  1o- 2 pm 
638-1900 ~ 1-888-325-6667~ / .......................................... 
VANS NEWS 
Terrace's Largest Selection of 
Magazines & Newspapers 
GIFTWARE *LOI"I'ERY--CONFECTIONARY J 
*SOUVENIRS *INTERNET-COMPUTER ACCESS [ 
4607 Lakelse Ave. 
635-8899 
Invest In The Future SEE US FOR ALL YOUR 
On Nov 20/99 DECORATING NEEDS 
. . . . . . . . .  * wa l lpaper  * custom drapermes 
V AND MOREl 
i . i  
For The N:~tiplex Community 
"~ All Seasons~ TERRACE INTERIORS 
Source For SpOrts. 4610 Lazelle 
_ /  635-6600 
Store 
~ Northern Lzghts Candles 
~ Flannel Night Gowns 
~ New Pottery & Furniture 
Great Gifts For 
Christmas. 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
Now Open weeknights until 8:00 p.m. 
Friday, November 19 ~ 
Saturday, November 20 
Wild Bill's Gold Giveaways are 
back every Thursday. 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
[I~.ORTHCOAST AN,GLE ~ L'rD.I 
3217 Kalm Terrace 635.6496 
IJ i I I ! I I I I  We Specialize Ill Hunting & Fishing 
Check0ut r ChristmasSpecials 
Dutch Raisin Currant Bun 
KRENTE BOLLEN 
Enter to win a "8x8" 
BLACK FOREST CAKE 
1 per week,  see in store 
for details 
454 grams 
FRENCH LOAF 
39& 89¢h 
NOVEMBER SPECIALS NOV. 18-24 
Call 635-7117 To Order Ahead! 
4641 Lazelle Avenue 
COMFORT THAT 
NEVER " ' " "  
Available in sizes 4-16 R[,O~,_w~rN'G 
Widths AA-EEEE I~.~ ~s" 
ALL  STAR 
Shoes & Repairs 
4617 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Ph./Fax 250-635-6703 
Men - Sat 9-6 
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Terraceview employee retires after 30 years 
VOTE 
OLGA 
HERE .'N THIERE 
YVONNE MOEN 
to help take care of her 
sister, Joan Dean, who 
now lives in Kitimai. 
Jim and his brother Ed. 
ward stayed behind with 
their grandmother, Maud 
Attwood. 
A year later in 1952, 
when Jim was 13, he and 
his brother travelled on the 
train all the way from Ha- 
lifax to Prince George, 
B.C. 
Arrangements were 
made with two nuns, who 
Terraceview. For the last 
30 years Jim has been 
working at. Terraceview 
Lodge in the housekeeping 
department. 
Over the years, Jim has 
been very involved in the 
community as a hard 
working volunteer. 
Jim has been a very de- 
dicated member of the 
Terrace Kinsmen since 
1967, and now he's a life 
member. 
Jim has also b~en a 
were also travelling on thc very hard working rhember 
After 30 years of dedi- train to Priace George, to of the Royal Canadian Le- 
cated service, Jim Mac- look after the two boys on 
Kenzie retired last month their long journey. 
from Terraceview Lodge, 
A retiretnent party was 
held for Jim last week at 
the Northern Motor Inn 
with about 100 co.workers 
and friends in attendance. 
Jim received a beautirul 
picture of both the former 
Skeenaview and the cur- 
rent Terraceview Lodge 
management and staff. 
He also received a che- 
que from the tlealth Care 
Society, which is given 
when employees retire. 
Hugh Power, represent- 
ing the K-40 group, pre- 
sented Jim with a lovely 
stainless teel mug Mayor 
Jack Talstra also gave Jim 
a special letter thanking 
him for his 30 years of ser- 
vice. 
Jim was born October 
15, 1938 in Loekeport, 
Nova Scotia. 
Jim's mother ~,vas Eve- 
lyn Frank. His step-father 
was Jack Frank, who was 
the first white child born in 
Kitsumkallurn. There were 
only two boys in the fami- 
ly - Jim's brother Edward 
MacKenzie also lives in 
Terrace. 
Jim grew up in Nova 
Scotia. In 1951, his mother 
Evelyn went to Vanderhoof 
While they lived in 
Vanderhoof, Jim's mother 
Evelyn met Jack Frank 
who was working there at 
the time. 
They then were married 
in Vanderhoof and in 1956 
the family moved to Ter- 
race. 
In Terrace, Jim conti- 
nued on in high school, at 
Skeena until 1957. Then 
he went to work for Skee- 
na Beverages, which was 
owned by Gordon Temple, 
on Grieg Avenue until 
1960 when the building 
burned own. 
After working at several 
different jobs in the city, 
Jim was hired in 1969 at 
the Home for the Aged, 
now called Terraceview 
Lodge. He worked at the 
seni;,r's residence for one 
year, until he was hired at 
Al's Laundry down by the 
Legion. 
After a couple years 
there, Jim then went back 
to work at the Home for 
the Aged as a cook's hel- 
per. He left there again to 
work at Simpson Sears for 
one year. 
Then in September 
1969, he went back up to 
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY  
FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
MASTERS OF EDUCATION DEG NEE i~ 
Educational Leadership ";~ '!' :" 
Curriculum and InstrUction . . . . .  ' 
or Counselling Psychology 
Simon Fraser University is investigating the possibility of offering 
an M.Ed degree in the Prince Rupertfferrace area beginning 
in the Fall 2000. 
IN FORMATION MEETINGS 
To present information about he degrees and to assess interest 
in these programs, the following meetings have been planned: 
PRINCE RUPERT TERRACE 
Monday Nov. 22nd at 4.:30 Tuesda). Nov. 23rd 
Room 230 Room 2001 
Northwest Community College Northwest Community College 
Prince Rupert Campus Terrace Campus 
DROP IN 
Wednesday November 24th 2:00 - 5:00 
Administration Area, Northwest Community College, Prince Rupert CamDus 
Those unable to attend the meeting who require information, may contact: 
Jean Warburton. SFU Off Campus Graduate Programs 
Phone: (604) 291.4166 E.mail: jwarburt @ slu.ca 
, [ .  
I ; I  
gion for 14 years. He is 
also a member of the Ter- 
race Happy Gang Centre, 
Citizens on Patrol and 
Zone 10 Seniors Games. 
This year, he won two 
gold medals competing in 
cribbage at the Seniors 
Games. 
I would like to wish Jim 
Mackenzie a very happy 
retirement. I'd also like to 
thaak him for all the vo- 
lunteer work h~ does. It's 
people like ~a[ who make 
Terrace a better place to 
live, 
Terrace Home Based Business Association 
. . . . . . . , : . - - . : . : . . . . . :  • . . . .  
I 
N 20 
TEll OOM 
Her 9415 
O 
C 
~_ Friday Nov. 26, 1999 
~You can our an enter draw for 
exciting holiday! 
{d~ ~ " 2 TICKETS to anywhere 
'~¢  Can adio~!n flies in North America 
Drawn on Nov. 27 
' "8 '  'aze"e .mr . _ .  . . .  
Terrace I I  ~ i, I 
638-8S22 
The deadline for advertising in the : 
Yellow Pages TM section of the I 
Kitimat/TerraceAreadi  " 
is November 26,19g 
If you've expanded your business, ta 
product lines o r made other improvemer 
time to make sure your TELUS Yellow Pa 
advertising is up to date, 
Consider the facts. There are over 19 
references to the TELUS Yellow Pages TM 
consumers every month, 
Double check that your businesses a 
represented so your customers can find' 
Re~nember, time is running out. Cal 
Directory Information Services at 1-800, 
~-~ TELU8 Yellow ~;. .~,  
.The Ultimate Source", :' 
A RES IDENT OF TERRACE S INCE 1965 
/ Former volunteer with 
Terrace Victims Assistance program 
Skeena-Kalum Housing Society 
Mills Memorial HospitalAuxil iary -past president 
Terrace Regional Health Care Society - past chair 
/ Currently a volunteer with 
Terrace Community Food Bank 
Terrace and Area Health Council 
Pacific Northwest Music Festisaal - past president 
IN 1999 YOUR REPRESENTATIVE ON: 
Riverboat Days committee 
- Greater Terrace Beautification Society 
• Terrace University Access Council 
Nechako Watershed Council 
- Alternate Director. Kitimat.Stikine Regional District 
ON NOVEMBER 201'tl RE -ELECT , , i ,  POWER,¢~ 
your ,   last.meal 
of the mdlennzum 
EAT LIKE A KING! 
New Year's Dinner at the Blackstone features Ostrich Consumme, Roasteg 
Venison, Braised Muskox, Warm Lobster Salad & much more. 
Book your table early & ring in this very special New Year in style. 
Let us do the work for you this Christmas. 
We will be serving Christmas Dinner Saturday, December 25th & 
Boxing Day Brunch Sunday, Decenzber 26th 
(at the Desiderata Inn) 
"The Art of Dininq" 
4035 Mdt-z Road  - -  
635-6667 
LI, 
Were:t, .ring  storm TM . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
HOW 'SDTERi CE 
OING? 
How is Terrace doing under Jack Talstra's leadership? One way to check is by 
looking at the other communities in our region. 
Jack Talstra has always sought to promote Terrace as a regional 
centre-both in terms of retail sales and industrial service & supply. With a 
business-friendly approach and reliable municipal services, the city has 
grown to a point where significant numbers of shoppers are now being 
drawn from Prince Rupert and Smithers. These people are in addition to the 
many visitors arrMng from Kitimat, the Nass and Stewart. 
Needless to say, a strong retail sector protects local jobs and our tax base. 
Population trends, always an indicator of economic health, summarize 
things best: Terrace has grown over the last few years to where it is now the 
largest city* in the Northwest. 
* Thornhili and Terrace 
Re-elect 
Jack Talstra 
mayor 
Leade  "s ,ip that works 
combined populations 
CHRISTIANA WIENS 
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ROB BROWN 
Quality angling 
T 
he Copper River is as good a steelhead 
river as any we have in this province. 
When fisheries managers assigned classi- 
fications to our steelhead rivers and 
streams they decreed that to qualify for class one 
status a river must offer a wilderness experience. 
The Dean was so designated, as was the Gitnadoix. 
The part of the Copper above Limonite Creek qual- 
ified too, and still holds that designation despite the 
tact that access to it is much easier now. 
I've never understood why remote wilderness was an 
essential ingredient in the recipe for angling of the highest 
order. Getting to the Dean, for example, is either expensive 
or difficult or both. Once there, the ~gler will have to tent 
unless he's booked a slot with one of the guiding outfits 
working the river. When the weather isvile, camping ets 
downright ugly. Sitting, soaked under a low lead coloured 
sky, rods propped up against the tent, watching logs course 
down a swollen, discoloured river for days on end is the 
polar opposite of quality angling. 
Decent access is an essential feature of top quality 
angling: I think so, and so do almost all the accomplished 
and devoted anglers I know. After a leisurely breakfast a
home 1 can go out to the Copper iver in the comfort of my 
vehicle, select a beautiful run in a non-threatening wilder- 
ness environment, catch a few steelhead then return to the 
comtbrts of lo~ ne before dark. Tourist anglers can return to 
their camper filer a day's fishing or stay in town where they 
can enjoy the anleniti~. 
When cobbling together the river chtssifieation system¢. 
environmet t ministry staff correctly underst~  ihat 
crowding was inimical tea first class angling experience. 
Despite the fact hat it can only be gained by plane, boat, or 
helicopter, the Dean sees many more anglers than the 
Copper. One afternoon this sea_son I counted 30 vehicles on 
the Copper River ',fl~ove the Clore, largely because the 
lower iver was dirty. On every other day I saw one or two 
other fishermen, and many days I saw none. 
All of the Copper is tirst class because it has lot~ of pro- 
ductive water, varied riverscapes, roajestie viewscapes, few 
fishers, and a strong, growing run of summer stcelhead, all
of it close to town, but if this superb fhshing experience is to 
be presewed strong measures must be taken soon. 
A number of factors will lead to overcrowding on the 
Copper. After a pair of fine seasons, reports on the good 
fishing have circulated widely. Many American anglers 
who now spend their time in the Bulkley Valley and the 
Kispiox will make their way to the Copper. Illegal guides 
have been working the river for years now, increasing the 
guiding pressure above the linails set by the fisheries min- 
istry while at the same time undermining the integrity of the 
fishing regulations. More and more non-resident fishers are 
s'taying at local hoteh or bed and breakfasts and making 
their way to the river on their own. Some foreign anglers 
hire a guide once then come back to fish the same runs with 
a guide on their own decreasing the guide's opportunities, 
or, at the very least making his job more difficult, while 
adding to the fishing pressure. Atpresent there is nothing to 
prevent a non-resident angler from hiring a guide then set-' 
ring up camp on the river and guiding himself. 
Preventing the possibility of overcrowding and the con- 
sequent diminution of angling excellence on the Copper 
can be easily accomplished bythe imposition of a regula- 
tion that requires all non-resident anglers to hire a guide. 
This simple change would immediately eliminate he para- 
sites who practise illegal guiding. Itwould also increase the 
economic benefits from the fishery while encouraging the 
participation fanglers who are willing to pay a reasonable 
price to partake in some of the world's best steelheading. 
F.conomies, like ecosystems, are healthier when they 
are diverse, We should be striving to create arobust, care- 
fully controlled guiding industry here to promote conom- 
ic diversity and 1o provide stable mployment to our com- 
munity. A guide requirement for non-residents on the 
Copper would go a long way toward acx:omplishing this. 
This change will require some kind of adjustment to he 
number of guided days on the Copper, but ultimately it 
would actually decrease the angling pressure by putting a
ceiling on the non-resident activity thereby ensuring that 
residents, whose numbers are relatively stable, will contin- 
ue to have access to fine angling, 
Guides rand to avoid other fishers. The last thing a 
guide wants to do is take his clients through water that is 
already fished, or risk conflicl and resentment byplacing 
them beside resident anglers. 
Non-resident anglem loose on a foreign river can be a 
threat to themselves and others. Putting these people under 
the watchful eye of a guide ensures compliance with reg- 
ulations, guarantees them a measure of safety, increases 
their likelihood of angling success, and promotes the prop- 
er handling of fish. 
Any idea that has the potential to increase wealth of a 
community, promote stability, while proteaing the inter- 
ests of its residents, deserves a very hard look. 
. • • ,- 
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NICE BREAKA~AY: That's Junior ringette player Danielle Billey during a tour- 
nament game against Houston earlier this month. Billey and her teammates 
beat Houston and Prince George and lost to Quesnel in three-game road trip. 
-',TE R RAG E~R ING E~E,,AgSOCI'A~ ONt;~ 
Juniors split wins 
in tough road trip 
TERRACE JUNIOR ring- 
ette players won two games 
and lost another on a road 
trip this month. 
Tlie team, beat Prince 
George and Houston but 
lost to a hard-to-heat team 
from Quesnel 11-5. 
The Terrace Petites had a 
disappointing tournament 
and lost both games to 
:Prince George (6-1, 10-5) 
and Quesnel, 7-2. 
The Novices, '~vho were 
strong enough to play in the 
Junior division at a tourna- 
nlenl here last month, 
played in their own division 
and won all of their ganres. 
Tlie Juniors feature a 
brand new goalie. Kristen 
Daumont. who comes to the 
sport with fresh eyes and a 
&st glove hand. 
Several Juniors are hop- 
ing to qualify for the host 
team at the Canadian Natio- 
nal Competitions in Prince 
George in February. 
Acceptance to the team 
means hard work and week- 
ly road trips east during the 
winter weekends leading up 
to the Canadians bul it's 
also a once-m a life-time 
opportunity said local 
spokesperson Dianne Bill- 
ey. 
Several older teammates 
may also qualify for the 
Belle (17 years old and up) 
All Star team. 
Those results will be re- 
leased in the first week of 
December. 
Bantams test strength 
against Triple-A 
teams in Quesnel 
THE TERRACE Inland Kenworth Bantam 
"AA" Reps ran into stiff competition at a 
tournament in Quesnel Nov. 5-7. 
They got off to a brutal start by drop- 
ping the opening game of the tournament 
to the host team, T.he Quesnel Thunder 
Bantam "AAA" Reps, 9-2. Kelly Steel 
and Jordin Kostelnik, 
scored Terrace's two Tournament Top Scorers.. 
goals. 
Terrace then faced Steven Cullis 
the Fort St. John Sean Mahoney 
Flyers "AAA" Rep J'J" Duben 
team and lost 8-3, Kelly Steel 
Jordir~ Kostelnik 
Terrace trailed 4-3 Josh Murray 
going into the third 
period when Fort St. Dan Mathews 
John scored on a long ~' 
screen shot that deflated Terrace's enthu- 
siasln Scan Mahoney, Steven Cullis and 
Kelly Steel scored Terrace's goals. 
Terrace then 10st 8-2 against The Wil- 
liam's Lake "AA" Bantam Reps. J.J. 
Duben and Josh Murray scored Terrace's 
goals. 
In their final game against The 100 
Mile House "AA" Bantam Reps Terrace 
won 8-Z 
Stephen Cullis paced the Terrace team 
with three goals, Including one on a pen- 
alty shot, Dan Mathews, J,J. Duben, Jo~/h 
Murray and Scan Mahoney scored other 
goals. 
Terrace assistant coach John Amos 
said Triple-A teams are always harder to 
play against. 
"They are about half a step faster and 
usually bigger than our guys, as they have 
so many more players to chose from." 
Amos also said Triple-A teams also 
have a distinct advantage over Terrace in 
practice time. 
"They're practising 
two to three times a 4 
2 week, where we norm- 
2 ally get one practice 
at 5 a,m" 1 
1 "Don't get me wrong," 
Amos said, "I 'm not 1 
1 making excuses for our 
team, I think . we 
should have done 
better." 
Amos added Terrace was "right in the, 
game" in their battle with Fort St. John 
until the Fort scored on a long drive. 
And, he said, Terrace is skilled enough 
to have beaten Williams Lake but the 
team spent more than 60 minutes in the 
penalty box. 
"That showed a definite lack of discip- 
line," he said. "We definitely have a lot 
of work to do over the next couple 
weeks." 
Terrace played Prince Rupert here last, 
weekend and will be attending a AAA 
bantam tournament in Wil l iams Lake 
Nov. 19-21. 
Sports Scope 
Recognize them? 
LAST WEEK the Ter- 
race Standard boasted 
about the skills of our 
very own Maxine 
Smallwood and Bob 
Goodvin, two of the 
area's B.C. Seniors 
Games competitors 
who won gold medals 
at the World Senior 
Games in St. George, 
Utah last month. 
This week, we've got 
pictures. 
Take a peek at Max- 
ine and Bob donned 
with their four gold 
medals. 
Maxine won hers in 
the discus, javelin and 
shot put events, while 
Bob won a gold medal 
in the discus. 
Although they both 
enjoyed the variety of 
events,  inc lud ing  
square dancing, at the 
games, the athletes ay 
they don't plan on at- 
tending the World 
Games again next year 
due to busy personal 
lives and a hectic se- 
nior game season. 
Once again, congra- 
tulations ! 
Maxine Smallwood 
Bob Goodvin 
Terrace Oldtimers 
get beat in Rupert 
THE TERRACE Tinlbermen and Terrace Subway 
Oidtimers hockey teams were out-skated at the Carlo 
Paolinelli Memorial Oldtimers Memorial Tournament 
in Prince Rupert earlier tlris mend1. 
Subway was squeezed out of first place in the 
Flounder division after racking in 19 points, one point 
short of Rupert Wood'n Steel. 
The Terrace Timbermen beat out A&G Auto Body 
Repairs in the Red Snapper division with 16 points, 
but fell short of Prince Rupert's Stingray Fishers and 
the Kitimat Eagles who topped their division with 19 
points. 
The Carlo Paolinelli Tournament is a 12-tealn tour- 
nament which pits teams from Hazelton and Stewar 
to Prince Rupert in a fun four-day tourlmment. 
Let the futsal 
begin 
THE TERRACE men's futsal season starts soon. 
Although some teams are still getting organized for 
the upcoming season, about seven teams should be 
registered to play come game time. 
All games run Mondays and Tuesdays at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary. 
Call Jacques 635-4368 or Trevor at 635-5674 for 
more information. 
Futsal is similar to indoor soccer and, if you want 
to try the sport in action head to Caledonia Mondays 
for a quick drop in round. 
The fun, co-ed games run every Monday at 6 p.m. 
to Nov. 29 and may be moved to Thornhill next 
month. 
A minimal fee is charged to cover gym rental. 
Caledonia wins Renaud 
Fontaine Memorial 
THE CALEDONIA Senior boys volleyball team took 
firsl in the Renaud Fontaine Memorial Volleyball 
Tournament at Caledonia Oct. 30 
The Caledonia boys beat out Bulkley Valley 
Chrislian School in the finals after beating Smithers 
Secondary two games to one in semi-final action. 
• Minor Hockey 
Atom House Division 
Nov, 7 Lazelle Mini Storage 9 
Terrace Rotary 6 
Nov. 6 Bargain Shop 4 
Copperside Stores 4 
Nov, 5 Centennial Lions 3 
Terrace Rotary 2 
Novice House Division 
Nov. 11 R-40 Construction 5 
IKON Office Solutions 3 
Long's Logg!ng 4 
Terrace Elks 2 
Nov, 6 Terrace Elks 10 
R-40 Construction 1 
Nov, 5 D.R, Holtom 4 
IKON Office Solutions 4 
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iWI~IIIIJ~II i The Uni-mount 
snow plow from 
~ Western. When 
you remove the 
plow,you remove 
the mount too. 
• If Ill j 1 Quick and easy. 
1 ~  t!~'-!~]1-!'-!- LI] cal l  us aL 635-6 ,34  
.I/._.~4641, Keith Avenue, Terrace, B,C. VSG 1K4 ~1 
AT THE RINK: Assistant coach Barbara Brain and coach Cynthia Hummel 
VOTE ON NOVEMBER 2OTH FOR 
[~MOORE, MICHAEL 
REGIONAL DISTRICT ELECTORAL E 
(THORNHILL)  
THANKS 
THE SKEENA VALLEY GOLF & C.C. 
& THE TERRACE KINSMEN CLUB 
Would like to thank the following sponsors fc 
their generous help: 
BBR COUNTRY g PIZZA HUT 
THE NORTHERN MOTOR INN PNG 
BEST WESTERN TERRACE INN ROYAL CANADIAN LEGIO 
CANADIAN TIRE SAFEWAY 
CEDARLAND TIRE SCOTIABANK 
(LARICA SHAMES MOUNTAIN 
DAIR~ORLD SKEENA BROADCASTERS 
FINNING TERRACE LITTLE THEATRE 
GREAT WEST LIFE TIM HORTONS 
MOLSON CANADIAN VALHALLA PURE OUTFITTE 
NORTHERN SAVINGS WIGHTMAN & SMITH INSU~ 
CREDIT UNION ZELLERS 
pose for the cameras with the level one and two Canpower skaters. Vote For Change! -~ Canpower gives For more information, contact him at 635-8449, or e-mail 
mike moore@telus.net. See his webpage at 
-www3.telus.net/michaeLmoore 
hockey players Skeena Native Development Socie~ 
EmpIoyrnenf and Training Program's a skating edge TheSkeenaNativeDeveloprnentSoclety(SNDS),inpart- 
nership with Human Resources Development Canada 
(HRDC), provides employment and training services to First 
nations and Inuit People resident in our service area. 
SNDS services twenty-five villages and five urban centers. 
We offer advisory, planning, and funding services on an 1997 MM700 1999 Arct ic  Cat P/S 
individual basis for skills and job market trairiing and Pipes 2" track 2"track & pipes 
retraining, apprenticeship training, and employment readi- $180.71 a month $160.56 a month 
ness for the private and public sector. These services are 
offered to our clientele in both the urban and the rural 48 man incl taxes 60 man inc taxes 
MORE THAN 55 skaters registered for 
Canpower sessions in Terrace for the win- 
ter months. Canpower has proven to be a 
very popular sport. 
Offered through the Terrace Figure 
Skating Club. Canpower is a sport for 
hockey and ringette players who want to 
develop their on-ice speed and agility. 
Skalers aged five and up, work their 
way through three skill-building levels 
from stopping on a dime to skulling, 
crossovers, turning, skating backwards, 
speed and posture. 
Players never actually work with a 
puck but carry sticks - common to both 
ringette and hockey - to increase man- 
oeuvrability on the ice, 
All coaches are fully qualified and 
must take a Canpower instructive course 
to be able to teach. 
Terrace's coaches both recently upgra- 
ded their skills this summer in Vancouver, 
The next round of Canpower lessons 
starts in January and all skaters must re- 
gister for an lO-session package to pass 
Canpower Canada's predetermined guide- 
lines. 
Watch closely for registration in De- 
cember. Spaces are limited and usually 
fill quickly. 
d NOV.  2O 
ELECT 
FRASER m 
FOR COUNCI I , LOR 
"F IGHTING TO G IVE  YOU A VOICE  AT  C ITY  HALL"  
areas. 
these services ~ndude the folbw~ng: 1996 Arctic Cat P/S 1996 Phazer li 
/Private Sector (apprenticeships and targeted wage 
subsidies) 2" track stinger 1 1/2 track PSI pipe 
,/Youth Programming (youth initiatives, summer student $11 7.19 a month $108.76 a month 
employment, and the annual S./~unroe Scholarship 48 man inc taxes 48 man inc taxes 
Awards Program) 
,/Employment Assistanl Services (career counselling and 
job search) Contact the following Employment 1997MM600 Consignments 
Counsellors n your area to book an appdntment: 
Stinger & 1 I/2 track 1993 Phazer II 1 I/2 $3000 
Terrace- Cindy Tait at the Kermode Friendship 
Center at (250}635-4906 $139.34a  month 1993 Arctic Cat EXT 580 $3000 
Kitimat- Denise O'Neill at the Kitimat Community 48 man inc taxes 19925~L(  D I/2 $5500 
Services Society at (250)632-3139. 
Smithers - Kathy Anderson at the Oze L'Kanf No taxes on consignments 
Friendship Center at (250)847-8959. ::~ 
Houston- Karla Holland at the Houston Friendship AllUsed •Snowmobiles Financed 
Cenler at (250)845-2131 
Hazelton- Alice McDougall at the Upper Skeena ReqUlre 10% Down Payment. 
Development Centre at (250) 842-6110. = 
Prince Rupert - Caroline Parnell at the Prince See Us For Details 
Rupert Friendship House at (250)624-6721. 
To explore your options further and to assist you in your Ken~s 
decisions for your job andcareeror for more information Marine 
please contact the Skeena Native Development Society at 
,-soo-z21-,3ss, orl250)¢35-,500. 4g46 Greig Ave.. Terrace 635-2909 
i' -  arley i)a  ,idson 
Do Your Christmas Shopping With 
0f tl ets 
Saturday ,  Noven.ber  20 .  1999 
"oust  Inn  O f The  West  
Banquet  Room - Ter race  
9 a J I l o  - 
s List 
res 
's Clothing 
~,W" 
avidson 
, for Men 
5 p~.  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  Come by & Check .Out 
Something :fbr EveryOne! The 2000 Model n,kes  
1 
Terrace Men's Hockey 
OLDTIMER STATS TO OCT. 31: 
GP W L T PTS GF GA 
SRD Blues 10 6 3 1 13 46 36 
Terrace Timber men 7 4 1 2 10 42 20 
Terrace Subway 10 3 7 0 6 41 66 
Northern Motor Inn 9 2 6 1 5 37 43 
RECREATION AL STATS TO OCT. 31: 
GP W L T PTS GF GA 
Back Eddy Bullies 8 6 2 0 12 35 19 
Precision Builders 9 4 3 2 10 22 21 
All Seasons Lightning 6 3 3 0 6 21 23 
Canadian Tire 7 2 3 2 6 17 23 
Chapter One Aeros 7 2 3 2 6 21 18 
White Spot 7 2 5 0 4 16 31 
Blues, Bullies top 
hockey league stats 
IT WAS A battle of the 
old timer hockey division's 
best and worst at the Ter- 
race Arena Nov. 3 when 
the SOD Blues batlled the 
Northern Motor Inn. 
The Blues. wlto clock 
in with more than double 
the Northern's points in the 
October standings, beat 
the Northern 6-3 to add 
one win to their 6-3-1 re- 
cord, 
The Blues now also 
have 52 recorded goals for 
(GO) this season and only 
39 goals against through 
I 1 games of play. 
Tire Northern, which 
lost to the Timber men in 
a I-4 Ocl. 27 game, now 
boast a 2-7-1 record 
through 10 games this sea- 
son and sit in the base- 
ment of the four-team lea- 
gue. 
Terrace Timber men 
and Terrace Subway, just 
back from a 12-team re- 
g ional  tournantent in 
Prince Rupert, round out 
the league in second and 
third positron. 
The Timber men have 
always bcen tough conten- 
ders but the team has 
plenty of time to edge in 
on the Blues after playing 
short three games in the 
October standings. 
And after a 3-5 loss to 
the Blues Oct. 27, Terrace 
Subway is at risk of drop- 
ping in the standings with 
only three recorded wins 
through 10 games this sea- 
son. 
Recreational Division 
White Spot beat out All 
Season's Lightning 6-2 on 
Nov. 7 in the rec division 
for a much-needed fourth 
win this season. 
White Spot sat in the 
bottom of the rec league 
stats at the end of October, 
and has given up 38 goals 
in nine games this season. 
The Chapter One Aeros, 
which rests in fifth of six 
rec divisict~ teams, lost 2-3 
to All Season's Lightning 
on Nov. 6. 
Through nine garnes the 
Aeros sit at a 3-4-2 record 
this season and scored 27 
goals so far this year. 
Fonr of those gouls 
were tullicd Nov. 4 in a 4- 
2 win against the league 
leaders, the Back ELhly 
Bullies. 
Losing only three 
gt|nles this season, the 
Bullies dominate rec lea- 
gue play with 37 goals for 
and only 23 goals against 
to Nov. 7 this season. 
P rec is ion  Bu i lders  
Blues are in secotld place 
in season stats to the end 
of October+ with a 4-3-2 
record. 
The Blues battled All 
Seasons Lighting No,,,. 2. 
tied the Chapter One 
Aeros 3-3 Oct. 31 and lost 
1-2 to White Spot L)n OCt 
30. 
The Canadian Tire Ca- 
nadians, previously Skee- 
n~l Cable Sharks, scored 
an easy 5-2 win agmnst 
White Spot No,,,. 2. after a 
close 4-3 loss to All Sea- 
sons Lightning Oct. 28. 
RE-ELECT 
RICHARD McDANIEL 
COUNCILLOR 
Working Toward "]'he Future Of Terrace 
Interest are Temtce.  Lives in Terrace 
I. well conhnue to work wttl'i it~e+saMe energy and!ei~lh0gTdgiiri tb-+Pnak~ ' 
Terrace a better place to live and raise a:]:am'ily including ihe charge to 
raise funds for the new Multiplex if successful in the referendum. 
RE-ELECT RICH MCDANIEL 
Over the last 6 years has worked to make Terrace a better place to live. 
Worked for Youth • Worked or Seniors 
• Worked for All Citizens • Willing to Listen! 
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FINISH YOUR 
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY 
WITH HEALTHY GIFTS FROM 
Northern 
,, lll Healthcare 
• Treadmills from Hebb 
• Exercise bikes and fitness weights 
• Introducing Buckwheat Pillows & Neck 
Wraps by "My Therapy" 
• Hot/cold comfort 
• Therapeutic Pillows - Contour & Anti Snore 
• Nursing/professional unibrms & shoes 
*GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE* 
Open Till 9:00 pm Fridays 
Monday-  Thursday 9 - 6 prn 
Horthera 
Healthcare 
in the 
PARK AVENUE MEDICAL CLINIC, TERRACE 
TERRACE 
RINGETTE 
ASSOCIATION 
BOX 531 
TERRACE, B.C, 
V8G 4B5 
YEs I 
% / 
For a new multiplex on 
November 20th 
The 50 children registered in 
Ringette share only 2 ~ 
hrs/week of ice time among 
4 multi-aged teams, 
A positive vote for our 
community development. 
j , 
:call for::nomi tzatio,nsl: 
; : ;  , - i  + . . . .  . 
+C 9,. 
+ 
Working with forest sector partners, Forest P, et+ ewal BC 
has a long term connnitment torenew BC's forests 
and forest irtclustr); atnd to con tinue progress toward 
a rnoderlx sustainable forest economy. 
;;~9 
The [-ourth anrahq Forests Exce]lence Awards honour 
individuals and 8r0ul)s li'om around the proviltce 
who have nlade valu~lble contributions toforestry 
in British Columbia. 
Awards will be gwen in each +fthe Ibllowing 
calegot'ies: . Forest JManagentenl. Educalion 
i ; : i :  • Labour. CanonicaLly. Environment 
• Youth • Value Added - Foresl Service 
• Conm~unicationslMedi,~ [l +gionallProvincial) 
% Entry deadline is December I0, 1999 
:i:.!:::+i'~;::i-:,il Call 1-800-804-6948 for . . . . . o .  ~ 
:: information ~ttacl nondnation forms ~ ~  
or visil ww+¢.forestrenew:il.bc.ct~ R IH IWAI  B¢ 
St0r t inq  oh I owl ]s  
UndeO m seats and 
tailgate position 
• Exlusive roll-down rear 
or Lease f rom.usE  windows 
~299 *+ " Side-by-Slide TM second 
per month row CO ptoins' choirs 
Star t ing  as low as nr te l ]se f ram lUS t 
H6,995' e ~;219'p;P,.onth 
• 4-door models available 
• Standard LOt engine 
Purchase 
Financing 
,,,,o,+m+,,~++-++,,+'o.:'om"°'"+++°+°+ - - -  oncll 
2000 
. . . . . . . . .  : Mazdas 
Star t ing  os low as or |ease f fomJust  
 15,790', $209;;, moo,,, 
• Standard CI) player 
• Sideirnpoct protection beams 
St0r t ing  as lawns  orLeose  f rom jus t  
$23,555'o ¢299,?nP+,  
• Newly designed grille, 
rear exterior nnd interior 
St art intJ as low as or lea, ,e from Just 
 35,790' 
• P0tented Miller Cycle entjine 
.8-w0y adjustable heated leather front seats 
TER c"CE Terrace Motors Toyota 
~ 491211wy. 16W. Dcmler#5957 1-800-313-6558 
' 635-6558 
TERRACE 
EM FORD 
"Qua l i ty  Care  a t  
your  serv ice"  
New & Used Cars/Trucks 
Complete Service & Parts Dept. 
4631 Keith Avenue 
Out of Town 
1,800"463" 1128 
Hockey  Scht ick  e +m 
~ .EF, You OU+HTA 
!~_HAVE -/ou+, E~E~ 
. : . . ' :  : ; : . ' , "a  
AND WHAT Be~ ~ ~R k 
PLACE TO HAVE THEM)  
EXAMINED THAN F"  
/ 
i 
Al ia% ~++~it~(<~  IJlII'IS ;IVHIhlIIIp l+tl ll:t,ll l +1+ In,lilt;l',+', h,dl,+?~ lif rill I ql,++ ;+IIIHI MZl,lf;lh Irnr+l td+IVl'<rtl+l,e ;' tt+++l+ t<+f l~ hll111fl+ i i , 1, + + 
. , .  I + [ +m )111 t I t l  t I r Ih  
m,Jrd ; [ fl B ~, $+.i,+/t+ IIH ;I lid,+ Ol ~ HI ~,rj+ ;'++ P~IMd.I Persona l  Leame l ]a le ;  (+flt+,, ;iV,lllahh+ or} H,f;+d b.;l+V, ` fj,,+ +, L++V i,, ;lp+ I 
thiS' d r,+, 4~ <tHll+th', (l ibel h+;lhe +Pill+'+ ,f+;l'+;IPJff' +qt;tl hPw+Ip (+llh +J;ItH ,I', 200~ Mazda MPI/qrmld+,3 +(l~kJJVTiJAJ!+Jh+ i', S $ / (O2 +hFl t+ lilt IIRtI, ', l+'l 'lhly I+I'IVJ'II+ 
of $+5o ,ind lhlWn p i lymenlo f  S I  O[)i} imtl l ldp,,  fo'Pqhl;l++d p 1) [ <d ~+Wfl)l 21]~II] Matda  lhnteg+ St  HP;II{I,pI ¢IIt~P.~+IOA~I){II v+I. 122; i  +h++h ;ll+itl(t++.  ',+,<t+~rll 
d++llO,,+{ el ~JbO ;+tell <lf)wrl iK+yfllt+;d o1 ++ 9!15 qm+ heft+,+, i¢l+lqhJ .m,l V0  + hf Slq+++ PO01] Met+rill a2n  14 +ml.1+,t II 41%tt l^Ao0)  l:+ $I / l i )2  Wh+lh ll)lllJln,l+ 
%¢'( Ut+ty l]ppl+'+d Of S+}!+l] +l+td 4+{++11 pa+lol+f+l UI $3 t+l+il f ltqltldi,+ ftL'll]tll all{tP[) t o l$ Iq51 2l]Oo Mazd+ MIIl~+nhl S lllffldpi l P,II++ 7~I[~11711% SP++I+:+p Whl<tl 
'¢+l~+~+++ff+ Mff:IltlJ+llel+0Mt fll+!+(JO ;tt1{l l][Awn P;IyI~I'+H o+ $+) ++(J0flll[ll+l]i:'+ h',Ititl la(HlP [ I (  fll $/+lr+l 2l]O0 m,lZd*l n3al]oV6rruck tuqodH #jJtnlJSfJAll0f~h~ 
$13 :+12 WttlttHr1~Judl+m ~++c+Irllydvpt+~llFfl S+]oa+~+ll] d/+Wllp;lyltl++fltuj$? ~(]1)!+lKhHJe~ [llP+l]hla+itl h i} j of $1 i lbh). +t l l l l~Okm per yl+atln,h+a(lefeMfi lhuq~ 
app ly  addlnof+al 8 t  l+ut km +inpptl+,+ |'utLh+l%l+ ~I+++Ap ,fn+r~ i l ldUlJ+ S +'lJ+l Jot t., if+ S~[I.~ lot +.n,v allU ~ l  ,osrl tar Iful.k lff+lqhl ;fled Pt)  | [++,lpllml~ it1+llf[ l~p 
ta les  arid nltmr ~te,~ler O1alqf+s Plth~ ~)+MIPt 0h'l r t;pflnledM+ flit l l : , i~ ~4~+ yotlr d+]thff ill+ lJPt;il+S (l int/+ {;ilnllfl j jl C t, ljll;lJlfl+41 
THORNHILL MRZDR 
3040 Hwy 16 E 
Phone 635-7286 
D704 I 
by .Tarnle Wayne and Graham Chevreou 
;THA1-S R IGHT,  LENS- ~, ;We used to have hitn on 
MASTERS YOU ~ '>retainer. but we found i t  / '  
~NIMRODIll WHERE WELL)  was cheaper to pay him by 
the insult. ~ 4  !F IT  YOU W"ITH GLASSES) ;' "
'WHILE  YOU WAIT .  ~ ~ - ~ ' ~  "~j  "~ 
No~ "s A uto 
Re~nish ing 
'COLLISION REPAIR & PAINT 
CENTRE 
"UNITIZED BODY REPAIR 
*I.C.B.C. REPAIRS @ 
"FRAME REPAIRS 
P lease ,  Ccd l  
635-3929 
1-800-463-1128 
4630 KEITH~ TERRACE - NEXT TO GREYItOUND 
FAX: 635,3081 
i i i _ 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Disp lay ,  Word  C lass i f ied  and  Class i f ied D isp lay  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat hol iday falls 
on u Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all d isplay and classi f ied ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or k, lastercard. When 
phoning in ads olease have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Wee~ (Slandard & Advertiser) $~ 3,38"(,~. GST) 
3 w~e~s (Slarldard & Advertiser) ~25,6~*(~ CSl) 
'Additional words (over 20) 20¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11,48 per column inch Pickup ~5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAWANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEIVIORlUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) ~ e.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $13_.72 per column inch 
For regional  coverage place your d isplay ad in the 
weekend edit ion of the Weekend Advertiser. 
105 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
. -  . .  . -: 
C TiON 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 616 COMMERCIAL 
105 ANNOUNCEMENTS 628 FOR SALE OR eENr 
t to ANNIVERSARIES 636 HCUSES FOR RENT 
120 B~RrHDAYS 64U MISC FOR RENT 
125 CHUnCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 RCOM & BOARP 
13S ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATION 
145 IN MEMORIAM ~;6U SIORAGE 
150 LEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
t S50FIlTLIARIES ACCOMMOOAt iONS 
160 TnNDERS 676 WANTED TO R ENT 
t 65 tHAN KS 6no WAREHOUSES 
PEeJONA~ REAl EStAtE 
210 BUSINESS nERSONALS 70S ACReAGES/tOTS 
230 [osr & F(~JND 715 COMMERCIAL P~OPERW 
240 PERSONALS 730 Fan SAtE BY OWNER 
HERCHANDISE 735 HOUSES 
315 AucnoNe 74 S MOBILES 
aJo COMPUTERS 7S5 OPEN HOUSE 
355 fURNITURE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AUTOMORVE 
365 MISC. EOR SAtE 810 CARS FOR SALE 
380 TIMBER 81S TRUCKS FOR 5AtE 
395 WAFFLED eECREAnONAI 
PETS / FARM SS4 AIRCRAFT 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 
425 UVESTCCK 858 AT'~S 
43.5 PETS 862 BOARS / MAnlNE 
866 MOTORCYCLES 
INDUSIRY 870 RV'5 CA~PEnS 
460 EQUIPMENT 874 RV~S 5rH WHEELS 
470 LOGGING/TIMBER 
480 MACHINERY 878 eV*S MOTORHOMES 
8a2 RV ~ENTALS 
EMPLOYMENT 890 SNOWMOBILES 
SlO BUSINESS 
OPFORTUNIrlES $EeWCE$ 
.520 CAREERS 908 SUSINESS 
530 EDUCATION OPFORTUNnles 
S4O HELP WANTED 910 BUILDING SERVICES 
S7O lb~ORl~ 912 CARPENTRY 
SSO WORK WANTED 9t a CHnD CARE 
REMM 920 CONSTRUCTION 
604 APARTMENTS 932 HANDYMAh 
608 BASEMENT SUITE 936 JANFFOnIAL 
612 CABINS/COnAGES 944 MISC SERVICES 
D 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right Io classily ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and Io determine page oration. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that il is against Ine provin;ial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital slatus and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords Ban stale a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or rejoot any adverllsement and to retain any answers directed to 1he News Box Reply 
Service, end Io repay Ihe customer the sum paid for the advertisemenl and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instrucllons not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Inslruotions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss, 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publlshur within 30 days after the first publication, 
I1 is agreed by the advertiser equesting space thai the liability of Ihe Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to 1he amounl paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrecl insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by Ihe incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Na~e Address  
Phone Start Date. 
CLASS IF ICAT ION. .  
VISA Q MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD 
1 
6 
11 
16 
13 .59  
25 .e9  
14.66 
26 .96  
C l ip  & Ma i l  Th is  Form To:  
Terrace Slandard 
321 0 C:tlnton St.. Terrace. B.C. VSG 5R2 
7 
12 
17  
13 .80  
26.11 
"l 4 .e7 
27 .18  
.# of Insertions - -Ter race  Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
Credi t  Card No.. Expiry Date 
S 
13 
16 
14 .02  
26 .32  
15.09  
27.39  
9 
14 
19 
14,23 
2e .54  
15.30 
28 .14  
PER SPACE 
STANDARD 
s 
lO  
15 
13 .38  
25 .6e  
14 .45  
26 .75  
15 .52  
28 .36  
For  Iorlo~lr ~ld . )loUise u~o ~1 s~p~lr~t e shoe|  
Phone Fax 
636-7283 638-8432 
150 LEGAL 
NOTICES: 
ATTENTION DESJARDINS 
clan: I have awesome pictures 
of a kermodei Bear for great gift 
giving Ph 638-0446 before 
Nov. 191h or Sew-it-Seams 
638-0095. Lamb 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. Unit- 
ed States Waiver grants legal 
American entry. Why risk 
embarrassment/employment & 
travel loss/opportuni- 
ties/fines/jail/deportation? For 
assistance 1-800-347-2540. 
"After Hours At 
Ebony's" 
Book Your Party Now 
1-888-638-1070 
k NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
~ & HEAUNG CENTRE 
"Improve the quality 
on your life" 
Aromatherapy • Barb Whiting & 
Ellen Black 
Reflexology •Barb Whiting 
Polarity Therapy, Prana, 
Crystal, Spiritual, Shamanic, 
Therapeutic Touch, Relki, 
Joherie • Healing Team. 
Qualified Practitioners. 
I Chris Arnold 
Congratulations on III 
chieving your Bochelor III 
o~Science Degree- J |  
Psychology, Ihrough II 
California Coast J |  
niversity. All your hardlI 
ork and determination I |  
has paid off. I! 
~': ; • "~i .~  " • 
:.-~...ii!;,. ~. ~ ~. :, • 
~k~ Love Mel # 
k4 ~4 
" TO " 1,4 )4 
)4 t4 
,," MR. &MRS. I~ 
I*~ )4 
" L. KUEHNE ,, )4 )4 
" BEST  " 
ON YOUR ;I 11 
. h' 
,," ANN  
1,4 H 
H 
,," Love from Family !i 
" & Friends " 1,4 H 
)4 ),~ 
VISION 
INTEGRITY 
HAL 
STEDHAM 
FOR 
SCHOOL TRUSTEE 
WILCOX, 
Haro ld  Norman 
• ~ ~  ~.  
Beloved husband of Yolly, dear [other of Quentin Angie), I(evin (Hon~) and ~Jevoled g ond[a. 
Iher of Halolie, Danny, Nicole Tfevor and Jeffrey. ~uch loved blothe o[ Haze Kom sops), 
Dorothy ((Iover~ele), Myrno (Pitl Meadow), Yera (Solmal Arm) pn~{ Hark (Arilono) end runny 
nieces end nephew. Predeceased byhis molbor end folher and b ol'~e s Lorzen and Kenne~, 
Harold ~ll be sadly missed by his family and friends. 
Harold wes born in (hilliwark, B(0n April 20,1925 ond fits family moved 10 Ksmloops sh0rdy 
offer. He wcs m0tried in1956 to Yolly ad in ] 968 moved with iIFamily 1o Torr0ta to slarl o 
vending business. He worked in die bosiness wi~ Yolly, HuLk 0nd ;rein and it grew lo ent0m- 
pass o 10tge 0rou in the narlhwesl. He sol~ the business and reliredin 1990 
Harold wes a dev01ed husband, father 0nd grondfelher and his li[e was his family. He dis0 
enjoyed the outdoors an~ spenl much lime fis~ing 0nd hunting. 
l~ank you lo Dfs. Fourie and Kenyon. The family w0ul¢l espedelly like 10 ackn0wledge the 
wonderful nurses in Emergency oodMedkal/sufgital Unitwh0 cared for H0rold ~th kindness 
end compassion lhroulihool his illness. 
A memorial service look place on Hovember I, 1999 el J~otXay s ~unerol Chapel. I[ desired, in 
memotiom donalious may be made Is the Dr. R.E~. tee Hospital Foundation, 4720 Houglond 
Avenue, Te.oce, B(, V8G 2W7 
Missing you is easy we do it every day, losing you islhe heartache lhel never goes away. 
INGRID JOHNSON 
Born Apri l  4 ,  1912 in 
Roros, Norway 
Passe~ away'October 
31, 1999 Terrace, B.C. 
Ingrid was predeceased by 
her husband Olav in 1964 
and is survived by her 
daughter Thyra; sons Ralph 
(Loma), Otto, Chris 
(Dianne); grandchildren 
Thyra, Sheila, David, Jack, 
Jim, Judy, Kelly, Lou; sister 
Mabel (David); brolhers 
Edwin (elBa), Sigfred Mi- 
nnie), Alfred (Ruby), Allan 
(Betty), Stanley (Molly), Ben, 
James (Ann). Also numerous 
great-grandchildren, nieces 
and nephews. 
Funeral services were held 
Nov. 4, 1999 at McKays 
Funeral Chapel. Marvin Void 
officiating and laid to rest in 
the Terrace Municipal 
Cemeteryl 
Our family wishes to thank 
Dr. Hsu, Dr. Buck and all the 
residents and staff at the 
Terraceview Lodge for 
kiendships made and the 
loving care given to Ingrld 
during the past 4 years. 
JOHN GEORGE BAHR 
October 09, t ~09. October 25, 1999 
John George Bahr was born on 
October 09, 1909 in Berlin, 
Germany. As a young man he 
enjoyed gliding, and he later 
became interested Jn beekeeping. 
He had studied h0rtieulture and 
gardening and made it his life-long 
passlon. He had a great love for 
these things. During World War II 
he was stationed in Scandinavia s 
a meteorologist. He was a weath- 
erman for the Luftwalfe (air force). 
In 1952, the Bahr family boarded 
the Beaverbrae and sailed from 
Bremen, Germany, to Quebec City, 
Canada. They moved near 
Lethbridge, Alberta, where the 
entire family worked for two sea- 
s0ns hoeing, Spacing, and harvest- 
ing sugar beets, It was hard work 
and low pay. John moved with his 
family to Calgary where they 
stayed for almost three years 
before moving to Old Remo, British 
Columbia. He lived Ihere for forty. 
C ~  CALLING FOR TENDERS Fo,"'~.~ (~ 
Sealed Tenders for the following Red Sand Lake/Pine Lakes contract will be received 
by the Oislriet Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District. 200-5220 Keith 
Avenue. Terrace. British Columbia on Ine dates shown below: 
Contract: BMOt R05.001 Located: Approximately 11 km and 26 sm North of Terrace 
on Iho West Kalum roae. within the Kalum Forest District. for maintenance and 
security, 
Viewing date: November 23, 1999 leaving Kalum District Office al ere0 a,m, 
(weather permitting), 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting abid is mandatory. 
OeadUne for receipt of tenders is 1:30 p,m,, January 10, a000, at which time all ten- 
ders will be opened. 
Tenders are Invited from qualified conlraetors only, A qualified contractor is one who 
has successfuity completed work ol a similar nature within the past five years and has 
background experience as described In the contract package, Experience includes 
site and trail maintenance, construction and site security. Contractor must be eligible 
Io enroll as a sub-issuer with Ihe Government Agents Office 1o sell eCFS Recreation 
Camping Passes, 
Tenders must be submitled on the forms and in the envelope supplied which, with the 
particulars, may be obtained at the time of the viewing from the Forest Officer con- 
ducting the viewing trip. Tenders will not be considered having any quaUtying clauses 
whatsoever and the lowest or any lender will not necessarily be accepted. The work 
will be administered by the British Columbia Ministry ol Forests. 
All In0uiries should be directed to Carl Johansen, Forest Technician.Contract 
Coordinator, at the above address. Phone 250 638-Sl 00 or fax 250 638-5176. 
Conlract award is subject o funding being available st the time. 
v~l~m Province of elitish Columbia 
Minislry of HeaUh arid 
n -~ ' - . .  Minislq¢ Responsible for Seniors 
,-Jur~ll L)n DIVISION OF 
L.UIJUIVlIJI/% VITAL STATISTICS AGENGY 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby gwen Ihat an 
application will be made to Ihe Director 
of Vital Statis~cs for a change of name. 
pursuant t0 the provisions of Ihe "Name 
Act b~ me: 
NAIgE OF APPLICANT ILl FULL: 
Andrew Paul Jones 
ADDRESS: 4705 Elaugland Ave. 
CITY: Terrace, B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: V8G 1G8 
TELEPHONE;(250} 635.1927 
as Iollews: 
TO CHANGE ~Y NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Jones 
GIVEN NAMES: Andrew Paul 
TO: 
SURNAME: G0oawin 
GIVEN NAMES: Andrew Paul 
Deled This 12th Day ol Nov., 1999 AD. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT application has been made to amend Zoning Bylaw No. 143i-I 995 and 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map)of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
T_HE SUBJECT AREA: 
The downtown area as indicated on the accompanying map. 
four years, experiencing several November 20, 1999 Forever in our hearts. floods and even a brush fire. 
: John watched his family grow in i ~ '  " ~ 'I'~ "; t all directions. The family grew from 
two sons (Jurgen and Dieter) and 
one daughter (Anneliese) to thir, 
N O ' ~ I ' 7 " ~ M B E R  2 0  teen grandchildren and twenty-one 
greal.grandchildren. 
John and his wife Gertrude were 
married for sixty-lhree and a half 
MULTIPLEX ~ YES years and one day: They both' 
loved the Lord and he was the old- 
est living chader member of Zion 
Baptist Church in Terrace; ! ! ! ! !  i ( i l l  ! 
John passed away vet/peace, 
,d~ Be_  ~r,.r: c, fully on October 25, 1999. We will tonal of LJIJI I / miss him dearly. 
Ki t imat -St ik ine  ITER,~A~'EI John was predeceased by'. his 
wife, Gertrude; his brother, Herbert; 
sen-in-law, Ewald Rauschen- 
berger; and his great-grandson, : 
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Tyson Rauschenberger,~m 
Thank You 
AY N EMBE II The entire Bohr Family II 
Merchants Madness Late-night Shopping II v¢ould like to express a II 
II heartfel~ "Thank You" II 
~,~ SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27 ~ Ilbr the excellent care III II that Grandpa, "Opa" II 
~,~t .Kermode Christmas Parade, 6pm , ,~  II Bahr received through-II II ou~ his final stay in Mills II 
=~ Music, food, fun, Santa at the Park, 7-9pm ~r  II Memorial Hospital, II 
II All the Doctors, that II 
II look of  him, II care par- r~ Parade Route..Start on Park at Eby, left at Eby to Lakelse, L-~'J II ticularly ICU nurses, II 
'~  left at Lakelse to Kalum. Left at Kalum to Davis. Left at Davis ~ II and main floor nurses II 
II did a very professional Ii 
job.' .~.,L~ 'l to end in the Farmers Market lot, See you therel ~ I I k ,  I I I  
l 
Public Notice 
Winter Burnin  
r 
Effective 8 a.m. Wednesday, November 10, 1999 and until further notice, 
Winter Burning Conditions, as described in Section 24.1 of the Forest Fire 
Prevention and Suppression Regulation (B.C. Reg 169/95) are in effect for 
Categories 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 Open Fires within the Prince Rupert Forest 
Region and Queen Charlotte Islands (Northwest Fire Centre area.) 
The Prince Rupert Forest Region extends from Endako in the east to Prince 
Rupert in the west and from Tweedsmuir Park in the south to the Yukon bor- 
der in the north. The Northwest Fire Centre area includes the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, which is part of the Vancouver Forest Region. 
For more information on outdoor burning, please call the BC Forest Service 
at 1-888-797-1717 or the Northwest Fire Centre at (250) 847-6600. 
: 210 BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
, 425 LIVESTOCK: 
. '2 
C.B~/ CALLING FOR TENDERS FOR (~ 
L~ HELLS GATE SLOUGH TIMBER SALE LAYOUT r~'~ v
COMTRACT 8BFOODKM-040 
Sealed Tenders Ior the Hells Gels Sfou0h Timber Sale Layout Contract No. 
SBFOODKM.040, under the Small Business.Forest Enterprise Program, will be 
received by the District Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200.5220 
Koilh Avenue, Terrace, B.C, VOG 1L1, un I g:00 a,m; on November 25, 1999. This 
contract will require the layout of approximately 50 hectares of Timber Sales In 5 
blocks, 
All Inquiries Should m direclod io nicherd Krupp; Contract Coordinator, at he sioove 
address, Phone (250) 63B-St OO. Contract parliculare packego can be obtained atthe 
Kalum Forest District Office between 8:00 a,m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, 
No lender will be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever, and the low- 
est or any lender will not neceeserily be accepted. 
Contract award Is Subject to lunding bein(:l ave able ar the time. 
F FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
(Extension) 
lPursuant to section 19 (4) of the Forest Practices Code of British 
lCalumbia Aci, the approval of the 1998-2002 Forest 
/Development Plan !or Sire Gan Forest corporation's Forest 
Licence A16886, has been extended to Sep ember 19, 2000,. 
The: Original :term of this Forest Development Plan was 
September 20, 1998 to September 20, 1999. 
For [urther information, please contact Tim McClenaghan, at 
(250) 635-6956 or in writing at Post Office Box 220, Terrace 
B;C. V8G 4A6 
NOTICE  OF  I I~TENTION TO APPLY  FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Helrnuth and Marlene e. althaus of Tatogga 
Lake Resort, occupalion Resort Owners intends to make appli- 
cation for a Residential of land generally situated Tatogga Lake, 
Iskut, B.C. and more specifically described below: 
(b) Commencing at a post planted *tract of land situated 
adjacent Dstrict Lot 75e, Cassiar District. 
The purpose for which the land is required is Residential Use 
Only. 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the 
Senior Land Officer, British Columbia Assets and Land 
Corporation, P.O. 5000, Smithers; B:C. V0J 2N0 Telephone; 
(250) 847-7331 
File No: 6406697 
Dated: .ELO.y.,...!.9~ 
Be advised any response to this 
advertisement will be considered part 
460 EQUIPMENT 
REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS 
OF INTEREST 
and 
REQUEST FOR QUALIF ICATIONS 
r '  I : + 470 I :  : : II 
LOGGING/TIMBER 
FOR LEISURE FACILITY 
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP 
Expressions of Interest are invited from qualified contractors or 
developers who are Interested in participatlng with the Distdct of 
Houston In a public,private partnership tO ponstruct a pool and 
fitness area ~ap~proyIded by the MUhld~ea~.A~'t:.:ofLBrltish, 
The construction of the new pool ancl fitness area shall be 
consistent with the concept proposal presented in a July, 1999 
"Feasibility Study on a Multi-Purpose Recreation Facility" 
prepared by Professional Environmental Recreation Consultants 
Ltd. 
The District of Houston will establish a shod list of up to 3 
potential private partners from the submissions received, 
Preference will be given to potential partners with the following 
qualifications and experience; prior experience with major 
projects, preferably aquatic centres; been in business for at least 
the past 5 years; demonstrate financial capability; experienced 
"nanagement team; knowledge and experience with PPP. 
Evaluation cdteda and submission requirements are Included in 
the Request for Expressions of Interest and Qualifications 
Issued for this project on November 2, 1999. 
Request for Expressions of Interest documents and the July 
1999 Feasibility Study can be obtained from the District ot 
Houston at 3400 - 11th Street, P.O. Box 370, Houston, B,C, 
V0J 1ZO, Phone: (250) 845-2238 or Fax: (250) 845-3429, 
Attention: Bill Beamlsh, Chief Administrative Officer or Darrell 
Lessmeister, Director of Parks & Recreation. 
Closing date is Friday, December 17, 1999 at 4:00 p.m. 
• ;230LOST&:::. 
: :FOUND : :  .:: 
Provincial Parks 
Management Direction Statements 
BC Parks invites you to participate in the preparation of 
Management Direction Statements for a number of new and exlst- 
ing parks in the Skeena District. (Management Direction 
Statements describe permitted uses and management s rategies for 
these parks over the next several years.) 
The following porks are included: 
* Babine River (~15,,t00 ha along Babine River) 
Bulkley Junclian (133 ha near Hazetton) 
Burnt Cabin Bog (659 ha near Tello,va) 
• Call Lake (60 ha near Smithers) 
Diana Lake (233 ha near Prince Rupert) 
Driftwood Canyon (23 ha near Smithers) 
• Driftwood Exlension to Babine Mountains Park (~6,500 ha 
southwest of Babine Mountains Park) 
• Ethel F Wilson (29 ha noi-th of Burns Lake) 
Kitwanga Mountain (720 ha near Ki~anga) 
Kleanza Creek (269 ha near Terrace) 
Lakelse Lake (362 ha between Terrace and Kitimat) 
Nelalzul Meadows and Waterfall (297 ha northeast of Hazelton) 
' Nilkltlo~a Sites (7 ha on Nilkltkwa Lake) 
s Pendleton Bay (37 ha on Bablne Lake north of Burns Lake) 
e a R inbow Alley (110 ha be~een Bablne and Nilkiiwa Lakes) 
* Red Bluff (148 ha on Boblne Lake north of Tophy} 
* Ross Lake (307 ha near Hazelton) 
Seeley Lake (24 ha near Hazelton) 
Tyhee Lake (33 ha near Telkwa) 
The intent is to allow the public and interested groups to review the 
draft plans and provide comments. 
Your input is valuable in helping to determine the management 
guidelines for these protected areas. 
For more information, please conlact: 
Peter Levy, Park Planner 
BC Parks, Bag 5000, Smilhers, B.C. VOJ 2NO 
(250] 847-7320 
+  BRITISH 
LOLUMBIA 
Ministry of Environment,/.ands end Porks 
J,d~ B~LSll FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN . . . . .  t i~  J I t.OLUh,,]B~t~ (Review And Camnlen t Extension ) F~,! 
I The District Manager of the North Coast Forest District has approved under Section 27 (5), an extension tothe review and comment period of the West Fraser Mills Ltd.'s 2000-2004 Forest Development Plan. The previous advertisements requosled written comments by December 30, 19eg. The revised review and comment period has been extended IoJanuary 31,2000. 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
RE: THE ESTATE OF 
PAMELA ANNE BIFFLE 
dece.ed, 
Fon~. erly d Temxe, Biillsh Columblo 
"reditors and others having claims 
against the estate of PANiEI.~ ANNE 
BI]:FLE are hereby notified under 
section 38 of the Trustee Acl that 
particulars of ihelr claims hould be 
sent ~o the undersigned Executor at 
#200.4630 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G t $6, on or before 
December 9rh, 1999, after which 
dote the Executor will dlslribSte'the 
estote among the parties entitled to 
it, having regard to Ihe claims that 
have then b~n received. - Wen~ 
Abigail Schmldt, Execulor. Warner 
Ban&fro Brown, Dolicitors. 
FREE BOOKI! "Sex for Life" by 
Dr. Saul with purchase of one 
jar of MAXIMUS Natural Cream, 
Clinical trials and testimonials 
available. Marks Plaza Pharma- 
cv toll-free 1-877-747-6664 
INTERNET USERS only. Make 
extra money part time or full 
time. Possibilities are endless, 
Call Nowl Ray or Elizabeth 250- 
638-0053 or 250-638-0005 
KATHY'S PET CARE loving 
care for your pets and house 
while you're away. 250-638. 
7824 
SKYLINE MOTEL Special 
Rate. $30 + tax one person, 
Add $3.00 pp, $3.00 extra bed. 
Excluding Iong-weekend/Spe- 
cial event. Free Room-coffee, 
local phone, movies, indoor 
swimming pool. Hottub/sau- 
na/coin-laundry/queen bed. 
Monthly/Weekly. 250-374- 
8944/Fax:250-374-8950. 1763E 
Trans-Canada, Kamloops BC. 
Bring this ad, expires March 
15/2000 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve .corn  
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIYE & PERSONAL 
UTED #1 IN CAIHADA 
|VANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE I ON 1 
i -900-451-4055 
24 HIES. $2.99/mln - 18+ 
LADIES' SEIKO gold colour 
watch with the inscription on the 
back "Love Jim" Lost at Lakelse 
Lake Provincial Park picnic site. 
Has great sentimental value. 
Call 638-7251 (home) or e35- 
6273 (work). No questions 
asked, 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet, Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
:240 PERSONALS 
A REAL gentleman. New here. 
Tall, handsome, listens and 
communicates. No children 
seeks shapely female under 46. 
Photo? Respond to Box #45 c/o 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
St. Terrace BC, VSG 5R2 
"ARE YOU single? Visit the 
Newest Meeting Place 
www.DreamMates.com 
BC'S LARGEST chatline. Over 
4000 men & women call a day, 
Connect live or just listen Use 
free trial code 5030. Call locally 
310-CHAT. www.trylive- 
links.corn 
GANAOA'S LEA DING PYSCH- 
lOS Live & Confidential,..'99 
Predictions Daily Crisis, Rela- 
tionship? 24hrs/18+/$2.89 min, 
Mystical Connections 1-900. 
677-5872. 1-877.478-4410 ( 
credit card only). 
GENEROUS GENTLEMAN 
seeking attractive lady. Must be 
D&D free. Total discretion ex- 
pected and assured. Reply re 
File #44 c/o Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton, Terrace, BC, VeG 
5R2 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA a0proved. Medical vacuum 
pumps er surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve Impotence, FREE 
brochure, Call Dr, Joel Kaplan. 
312,409.5557, Insurance reim- 
bursement, Visit website 
www.drioelkaplan.com. 
WE PAY you to lose weight. 8 
people needed Immediately, All 
natural, doctor recommended. 
Nutritionally based, 604-736- 
0480, www.su0cess.herbal- 
Ife.com/40ver 
FREE RANGE pork & lamb by 
the half or whole and geese. 
250-798-2214. 
WANTED- unwanted horses. 
Will pick up, Call 250-694-3448 
LAB RETRIEVER pups. 
Registered, vet checked. First 
shots. Mlcrochipped. $320 
each. 250-963-0026 
MALE, MID-40'S, Is very fit, is 
interested in meeting female for 
friendship, stimulating conver- 
sation and more, Discretion as- 
sure& Please reply to file#36, 
c/o Terrace Standard, 3210 
Clinton, Terrace, BC, V8GI 5R2. http:/www.slnsandfurpetsupplle 
&cam 
SINGLE, SHORTER man, in MINIATURE SCHNAUZER 
his mid 50's is seeking a love ,^.. . . . . . . . . .  
and cornpanionshlp from a PR~PaP'~=io u r., HavePibe,en ~e' 
Y g .  - 
younger, attractive, woman, wormed and had first shots. 
She must share his love of na- Phone Brenda at 250-632- 
ture and the out doors. If Inter- 3869. 
ested please send personal into 
and recent pholo to: Starting 
Over Again, Box 568, Telkwa, 
B.C. V0J 2X0. 
33 CUBIC foot commercial re- 
fridgerator. 2 glass doors. 4 ad- 
justable shelves. In good run- 
ning condition. $600 O.B.O. 
250-638-0633. 
BEAUTIFUL COUCH & Love- 
seat, Ivory & burgundy & green. 
New condition. $1,000.00 250- 
635-4737 
FRIDGE, STOVE, built in dish- 
washer for sale $175,00 for 
each. 250-635-2928. 
MOVING NUST sell, Beige sofa 
& chair, Excellent condition, 
$2e0 abe. Lamp $5. 250.635- 
0833. 
YARD SALE. Camper, truck 
cap, hardwood flooring and 
more. Saturday Nov. 20, 9 am 
to 3 pro. 4521 ParkAve. 
4 NEAR new Bridgestone 
Blizzac Winter Tires, low profile, 
off of a 95 Camero, 95% thread 
215/60 Rt6's, $125.00 each or 
all 4 tires for $450.00 (250) 635- 
6429. 
BIRCH FIREWOOD for sale. 
250-638-0136 
GREAT CHRISTMAS present: 
8 plate collection, Songbirds of 
Europe (Europaiische singvogel 
van ursula bond) less than cost. 
Phone 250-635-5221. 
POOL TABLES, Restaurant 
equipment. Call Rob 250-635- 
6331 
USED COIN operated washing 
machines $250. Ph 635-2838. 
i 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
MUSICAL 
INSTRUl NTS 
Phone 635-5333 I 
Ask For Tony I 
FOR SALE Birch firewood by 
the logging truck load. Phone 
635-4202 after 6:00 pm 
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS in 
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler loops. 
250-573-2054 
MAIL ORDER SHOP AND 
SAVE: dog and tropical fish 
supplies $5.99 shipping. Phone 
for free catalog. 
NINE PUREBRED German 
Shepherd puppies ready to go. 
$200 each includes 1st shots. 
Also for sale, one purebred 
adult female German Shepherd 
$200. Excellent watch dog, 
clreat with kids. 250-392-6527 
ROTTWEILLER PUPS for sale. 
6 weeks of age. Asking $200.00 
each. Phone 250-635-6326 
after 6:00 p.m. 
1987 TOTEM triaxel log trailer, 
new brakes. Codified until May 
2000. Peerless 5th Wheel. Dog 
logger. 2-34" back windows 
sleepers. 250-846-5659. 
D&L DOUBLECUT Sawmills. 
Inventors of a new thin curve 
circular design. Affordable low 
maintenance productive and ac- 
curate. Can cut up to 48" dia- 
meter. 250-791-6557 or 250- 
396-7640 
IT'S HERE - The "BOSS" snow- 
plow. The best in plows and 
equiment from Vplows to san- 
ders. Available at Larry's Truck 
Centre, Williams Lake. For into 
call 1-888-398-7788, 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan, 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC. 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
Birch firewood for sale. Phone 
638-7290. 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866 
FOR LEASE: 2,000 sq. ft. resL 
taurant in Fraser Canyon. 160 
seat capacity. Credit references 
required. Call (e04) 867.9277 
for viewing appaointment. Clos- 
incl Date November 19, 1999. 
HOME WORKERS NEEDEDll 
To assemble our products. For 
free information send S.A.S.E. 
Distinctive Crafts, 8-7777 Kee/e 
St. Concord, Ontario, L4K 1Y7 
or call 1-888-771-7409 
LIKE TO ski? World's #1 best 
sub franchise in Rossland, BC 
3km from Red Mountain Ski Re- 
sort, Serves community of 
4000+ high tourist destination. 
Great growth potential. 
$169,000. 250-362-7155 
LOCAL ADVERTISING busi- 
ness for sale. Well established, 
low overhead, unlimited paten- 
tial for growth, 250-638-1292 for 
more into or f&x 250-638-1204. 
THINKING ABOUT starting 
your own business? Deal only 
with proven company with 
strong track record. Area dis- 
tributor needed to service es- 
tablished accounts. Low start 
up cost - big returnll Unlimited 
market, No selling. Earn paten- 
tial $46,000 per year. Min. in- 
vest. $14,800. For into 
brochure: 1-888-335-7533. 
WWW.INDEXONLY.COM Dis- 
trict licenses Internet business 
opportunity. Initial Investment 
$8000 includes laptop, full sup- 
port, ONLY one license per dis- 
trict. High income potential. 
Sales background helpful. (604) 
612-6473 
BEEF, LAMB & Pork for sale, 
c/w/f. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Beef $2.05/Ib, Lamb $2,79/Ib, 
Pork $1.39/Ib. Naturally raised. 
Delivery available. Hamblin 
Farms Meat. Houston, B.C. 
250-845-2133 or 1-800-665- 
6992. 
Large, busy 
downtown full 
service salon. 
Owner Retiring. 
To view or for futher 
information please call 
REPORTER/PHOToGRA- 
PHER needed for Kitlmat's 
weekly community newspaper, 
the Northern Sentinel. Car and 
camera required. Fax resume 
with cover letter to Malcolm 
Baxter, editor, 250-693.9373, 
phone 250-632-6144 
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CUSTOM MEAT CUTTING. 
Domestic & Game. Curing & 
smoking, sausage making, sau- 
sage making spices & suppbes 
for sale. Harnblin Farms Meres, 
Houston, 250-845.2133 or 1- 
800-665-6992. 
GENERAL LIVESTOCK haul- 
ing, cattle, horses,sheep. Li- 
censed and insured for Canada, 
USA. Hay hauling and sales. 
250-694-3448, cell  250.692- 
6559, fax 250-694-3769. Jeff 
Giesbrecht TransDort, Burns 
Lake, BC> 
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TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industry. Network Techni- 
cian. Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst. Office Ad- 
ministrator. For program or 
student loan Information, from 
our CDI College (Abbotsford 
Campus) Call toll free today 1- 
888-229.1555 
Part-Time • Required Immediately 
The Houston Health Centre invites applications 
for the part-time position of Community Nurse 
1. Successful applicants must have current 
RNABC status and will provide nursing for 
patients on an emergency, day care and 
ambulatory basis. The incumbent will be 
required on a part.time basis, which would 
include on-call duties. 
Interested applicants please forward your 
resume by November 24, i999 to: 
Hanne White~ Administrator 
Houston Health Centie 
Box 538, 
Houston, B.C. V0J 1ZO 
Telephone: (250) 845-2294 
Fax: (250) 845-2005 
Cassiar Mines & Metals Inc. is reactivating a por- 
tion of the former Cassiar Mill to reclaim stock- 
piles. Start-up is tentatively set for early December. 
Mill staff is required for the following positions: 
* Shift Foremen • Senior Mill Operators 
• Concentrator Operators 
• Mill Patrol Operators 
• Packaging Machine Operators 
Former Cassiar Mill e~ployees will receive pre- 
ferred consideration for these positions. Pay rates 
and salaries are competitive with other mills in 
Northern B.C. Shift work will be in three week 
rotations. Free single status accommodation only. 
Please apply to: 
Process Manager 
Cassiar Mines & Metals Inc. 
PC Box C-9 
Jade City (Cassiar), B.C. V0C 1FO 
Tel: (250) 778-7888 Fax: (250) 778-7889 
School District No. SO (itnidu Gwoii/Queen Charlotte)iaviles 
applications for the p0silion of Moinlenance Supervisor 
to be based in lhe School Board Office in Queen Chorlotle. 
Starting dote is January' i0, 2000. 
The Maintenance Supervisor is responsible for all dislrid facililies, and 
will have general dirertion of lhe capital projects, new school 
construdion, mainlenence, custadi01, housing and grounds function in 
the Distrid. 
The successful appliconl is expeded Io possess the following 
qualifications: 
• A strong technical/engineering background; 
• Experience with boilers; 
* ltlanagement experience in construdion and moinlenance of 
buildings, grounds and custodial work; 
• Proven adminislralive and organizational skills; 
• Excellent interpersonal, team building, huron relali0nsskills; 
• Dem0nslrated leadership and communication skills; 
• Experience in a similar or relaled posili0n. 
The Dislrict offers a comprehensive salary and benefil package. 
Interested persons should submit a leller af application Iogother wilh 
a detailed resume including three references by November 26, 
1999 to: 
Mr. Patrick M00res, Superintendent of Schools 
School Disldd No. 50 
(Haida Gwaii/Queen Charlolle) 
PO Box 69 
Queen Charlotte, B.C. VOT ISO 
Telephone: (250) 559-8471 
OPERATIONS MANAGER 
Reporting to the General Manager, this position 
mamges the credit union's financial functions, 
deposit and lending (both commercial and 
consumer) portfolios, to ensure the effective and 
consistent provismn of quality b,'mking services 
to members. Providing leadership to branch 
staff, the incumbent will ensure the effective 
utilization of human resources and promote 
motivation, enthusiasm and professiottalism. 
The incumbent will oversee and evaluate the 
results of marketing campaigns, review and 
evaluate overall lending and deposit procedures 
and systems, represent the credit union at the 
community level, and maintain up-to-date 
knowledge in banking and management. 
The succ6ssful candidate will hold a post- 
second,'lry diploma or degree in business 
administration or a related field, or have an 
equivalent contbination of training and 
experience. The Operations M,'mager will have a 
nfinimum of eight years' experience in 
progressively senior positions in the financial 
services industry, including a solid background 
in consumer and commercial ending. The 
position requires demonstrated ability to provide 
direction, supervision, leadership, and 
motivation and to communicate effectively, both 
orally and in writing. 
Interested applicants should f(>rward a resume in 
confidence by Wednesday, November 24, 1999 to: 
~ llULKI,I~,Y VALI,EY CREDIT UNION 
P.O. Box 3729, 3894 I st Ave. 
Smithers, B.C, V0J 2N0 
Fax: (250) 847-2818 
Btllkley Valley Credit Union//larlks all applicants for/heir responses, 
however, only t/lose selected.for Interv/ews will be contacted, 
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Northern Hearing 
& Safety Training 
A PRIVATE POST SECONDARY TRAINING INStiTUtiON 
WCB OFA LEt/EL 1 
Tues Nov 30, Sat Dec 11 ~- / .~  
WCB OF#. TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
$75 
FALLING & BUCKING 
NOV19&20" $200 
WXMIS ",$50 
Anytime on computer. 
WE SELL FIRST AID SUPPLIES AND RESTOCK FIRST AID KITS 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or 
more per week, assembling 
product in the comlort of your 
own home. send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. 
West, Suite 541 ref 683 Missis- 
sauqa, Ont. L5K 2R8 
EARN MONEY at home with 
your computer. Proven money 
making methods. Get started 
now. Send SASE to ENB, Box 
4768. Quesnel. BC. V2J 3J9 
EXPERIENCED COOK re- 
quired for Neighborhood Pub. 
Must be able to get along well 
with other staff. Good knowl- 
edge of food costing and control 
essential. Wage negotiable de- 
pending on experience. Applyln 
writing to Box 882 OlD The Trib- 
une. 188 N First Avenue. Wil- 
liams Lake BC V2G 1Y8. En- 
close resume and references. 
FRIENDLY OUTGOING person 
needed to demonstrate food 
products in grocery store setting 
" in Terrace. P/T'. Please send re- 
sume to file #43 c/o Terrace 
Standard, '3210 Clinton, Ter- 
race, BC. V8G 5R2 or 
ACTOR'S WORK Academy. phone/fax 250-545-4283 
The Graduate Progranl Full 
time six-month film acting pro- 
gram• Part time classes begin 
monthly. Visit our website for 
complete informatio~ 1-877- 
345-6228 www.uni- 
serve.corn/awe 
APPLICATIONS ARE now be- 
ing accepted for a part-time (20 
hours a week) Foster Parent 
Coordinator for the Granisle, 
Houston, Smithers and Hazel- 
ton region. Minimum quialiflca- 
tions include three years experi- 
ence in child welfare; good 
communication statistical and 
report writing skills; skills in 
facilitating adult training; self 
evaluating-self motivating. Ex- 
tensive travel, evening and 
weekend work required. Valid 
BC Drivers License and vehicle 
essential. Resumes & covering 
letter by November 25, 1999 to 
G.Mosley, 301-3680 East Hast- 
ings Street, Van. BC, V5K 2A9. 
Fax: (604)-775-1183 
COASTAL LOG scaling course 
in Prince Rupert. Limited space 
available. 16 days practical 
training. Great job opportunties. 
For more information call 250- 
334-7782. 
SERVICE TECHNICIAN 
Electronic Futures is now accepting applications br the 
above position. 
°And individual with an interest in computers including a 
variety of software and operating systems is essential. 
°And individual with the technical ability to analyze and 
repair compuler systems. 
This individual should be highly motivated and quick to 
learn. 
References required.' 
Drop off your resume to: 
/HicroAge" 
OPERATED BY 
ELECTRONIC 
FUTURES 
4710 Keith Avenue Mall 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4K1 
We are looking for a caring home environment for a brain-injured man in Terrace. The 
• FamilyCare Home provides care, for a maximum of two long-term care clients, within a 
home-like atmosphere. In this role, you will be responsible for meeting the physical, 
social and emotional needs of client(s) in your care. Interested individuals and families 
must successfully complete a screening and approval process, including a criminal 
records check. Compatibility between the client and prospective family care home 
operator is essential. 
For further information regarding the process and remuneration, please contact: 
David Dennis or Caroline Hill at (250) 638-2272. 
Please submit your request to: Dave Dennis, Manager, Continuing Care Division, 
North West Health Unit, 3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, BC VSG 4T2. Fax: (250) 638- 
2264. E-math dave.dennis@nwch.hnet.bc.ca or caroline,hill@nwch.hnet,bc.ca 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 4:30 p.m., November29, 1999. 
628FOR SALE OR 
: RENT This contract opportunity, reporting to the Manager, Continuing Care, will see you: help 
identify/develop community volunteer and low-cost services that will enable the frail, 
elderly and disabled to remain independent in their own homes; co-ordinate with 
available community resources to increase awareness and accessibility. 
Qualif ications & Experience: ° 2 years of experience in community development; 
ability to work autonomously • strong organization, interpersonal and communication 
skills • proficiency in NT and Excel • valid driver's licence and access to a vehicle. The 
successful applicant will be subject to a satisfactory criminal record check. 
Your application must clearly identify how you meet the posted qualifications. 
Please direct all inquiries, quoting competition #CCI:Ol to: Dave Dennis, Manager of 
Continuing Care, North West Community Health Services Society. 3412 Kalum 
Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T2. Tel: (250) 638-2272; Fax: (250) 638-22511 E-mail: 
dave.dennis @nwch.hnet.bc.ca 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 4:30 p.m., November26, 1999. 
Applications are being accepted for a permanent, full-time position, located in 
Smlthers. Salary: $21.49- $26.81 per hour. 
Reporting to the Chief Licensing Officer, you will be responsible for: administrating and 
implementing the Community Care Facility Act and regulations for adult and child care; 
inspecting, licensing and investigating new/existing community-care facilities; ensuring 
health, safety and care standards ere met through education, recommendation and 
enforcement; participating In community development. Extensive travel is required, 
Qualif ications & Experience: • relevant degree and 1 year of experience, a diploma 
plus 2 years of experience, or a certificate with 3 years of experience, typically 
achieved through training as a Registered Nurse, Public Health Inspector, Social 
Worker or Early Chi ldhood Educator ,  strong administrative, interpersonal and 
written/verbal communicat ion skills = must be self-directed and able to work 
independently • solid decision-making and problem-solving abilities • must have valid 
driver's licence and may be required to use own vehicle on Society business. The 
successful candidate will be subject to a satisfactory a criminal record check, 
A job description may be obtained upon request. Your application must clearly Identify 
how you meet the posted qualifications. 
Please direcl all inquiries, quoting competit ion #NW99:55 to: Jack le  Wann, 
Human Resources, North West Community Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum 
Street, Terrace, B.C, VSG 4T2, Tel,' (250) 636-2220; Fax: (250) 638-2251; 
E-malh jaokle,wann @ nwch.hnet.bc.ca 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 4:30 p.m., November 26, 1999. 
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY Compa- 
ny is looking for an experienced 
counter sales perso~ and a 
small engine mechanic/counter 
sales person. Excellent wage 
and benefit package. Please 
apply to Box "M", c/o The Ques. 
nel Cariboo Observer, 188 Car. 
son Ave.. Quesnel, B.C, V2J 
2A8. 
MAKE EXTRA money for 
Christmas Join "AVON" now 
introduce a friend and receive 
$100.00 "FREE" products. Call 
Sharon (250) 638-7699 or 
TOLL FREE 1-877-638-1300. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
would you like to enjoy the life. 
style of Vancouver island? 
Leading designer and manufac. 
turer of mobile forestry equip- 
ment is expanding and requires 
engineers. Must be well versed 
in Auto Cad with good organize. 
tional and interpersonal skills. 
Degree in mechanical engineer- 
Ing reqired. Supervisor mini. 
mum five years experience in a 
manufacturing environment In. 
cluding supervision of projects 
an~ personell Project 
design/drafting and project co. 
ordination in a manufacturing 
environment. Product super-t- 
training experience and knowl- 
edge of mobile systems an as- 
set. Production Scheduling Co- 
ordination and optimization in a 
steel fabricating roaching and 
assembly plant. Submit resume 
with a cover letter including sal. 
ary expectations and references 
to: Madlll Equipment Canada 
Box 4300 Nanaimo BC 
V9R5M6, attention: Manager, 
enqineerinq. 
MILLWRIGHT: VANDERHOOF 
Specialty Wood Products is 
looking for a self motivated indi- 
vidual with equipment main- 
tenance skills. Finger jointer, 
planer and moulder experience 
will be preferred. Respond by 
fax to 250-567-3909 
PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR: 
Vanderhoof Specialty Wood 
Products is looking for a self 
motivated individual with super- 
vising experience. Experience 
with finger jointers, planers, and 
moulders also an asset. Re- 
spend by fax to 250-567.3909 
PROFESSIONAL TRUCK driv- 
er wanted for full-time work 
based in Osoyoos BC, start 
mid-Nov. Requirements: 2 year 
OTR experience, be able to 
cross Canadian/US border, 
bondable, possess positive atti- 
tude, motivated, chip truck ex- 
perience an asset. We provide 
good wages, benefit pkg, new 
equipment, home daily, (250) 
489-1413. 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
in care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket,, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace BC, 
VSG 5R2. 
SMITHERS GOLF Club re- 
quires golf professional to 
own/operate prop shoo. Smith- 
ers has 18-hole championship 
course, 500+ members, serves 
10,000+ population. Box 502, 
Smithers, V0J 2N0, phone 250. 
847-3925, fax 250-847.3966, 
cam@bulkley.net. For informa- 
tion package contact before 
Dec. 10 
SPECIALIZED LOG scaling 
course. Starting Dec. 1st. 
$1100,00, 450+ hours of class 
anti practical time. Call Rodger 
at 250.754-3476 
TICKETED AUTOMOTIVE me- 
chanic wanted for shop on 
Queen Charlotte Islands, Ac- 
comodatlon available. Please 
phone for more info, 250-559- 
2312 or 250-559-4575 
WANTED 3RD driver to share 
car pool from Terrace. Leave 
Terrace at 6:45 am (Four corn- 
ers), Leave Kitimat Works at 
4:30 p.m. Call Ed at (250) 638- 
0155. 
HAVE GRADUATE engineering 
degrees, will tutor Math 11&12, 
Physics 11 & 12 for $15.00/hour. 
Call Sid at 250-635-2695. Free 
consult for grades 11 and 12 
science fair oroiects. 
WILL DO tutoring for math 
grades 4-9. A.B.E students 
welcome. 250-638-0871 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
Ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Call 635-2126. 
Now in two locations. Terrace at 
635-2126 or 638-6969, (cell) or 
Williams Lake 398-9041. 
5-TON TRUCK 
LOOKING FOR WORK 
**Will move you across 
town, or the country, 
**Completely closed in 26 
FI, box. 
**Very reasonable rates. 
**For FREE no obligation 
quote call Joe 
Ph: 250-615-0120 
Fax: 250-616.0i 25 
Toll.Free: 1.800,665.7226 
KYAHWOOD FOREST PRODUCTS 
(Jr) 
Invites tenders for the truck hauling of 
lumber products between its plant at 
Moricetown, B.C. and the Northwood Inc. 
Sawmill in Houston, B.C. 
Preference will be given to those proposals 
that specify employment opportunities for 
aboriginal peoples. 
Tender packages may be picked up either at 
the M0ricetown Band Office or the 
Houston Office of Northwood Inc. 
Closing date for submitted tenders: 
4:00 p.m., December 10, 1999. 
kyahwood 
Kyahwood Forest Products (JV) 
The Provincial Networking Group Inc. 
is currently accepting applications for the following position: 
Employment Support Worker 
(Adults with Disabilities) 
Part time (21-2¢ hrs. per week). 
Duties: Responsible for providing employment screening, job 
search assistance, job training, and on-the job support for 
adults with cognitive/physical disabilities, Other duties include 
conducting employer surveys, maintaining and developing 
employer contacts in the community, writing employment pro- 
posals, and maintaining client files and reports. 
Qualifications: The successful applicant will have a minimum 
of a Gr, 12 diploma and will be well organized, patient, outgo- 
ing, and highly motivated, Must have Initiative and be able to 
work independently as well as within a team context. Excellent 
communication and problem solving skills are essential, as is 
a positive attitude and good judgement, 
Employees are required to have a valid BC driver's license 
and reliable transportation with business insurance. Ability to 
work flexible hours is required, The successful candidate will 
be required to undergo a Criminal Record Search, 
Rate of pay: $15.00 per hour starting rote for qualified individuals. 
Applications must be received by 4:00 p.m., Nov, 19, 1999. 
Mall or Fax resumes to:The Provincial Networking Group Inc., 
#304.3228 Kalurn St,, 
Terrace, BC, V8G 2N1 
Fax: 635-1698 
Attn: Win, Anderson 
Only those applicants hotflisted for an Interview 
Will be contacted, 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 250- 635- 
5136 or 635-6428 or 635-1846. 
1 BDRM bsmt suite on Bench 
for quiet N/S. Refs required and 
deposit. Utilities Included 
$525/month (250) 638-7223. 
1 BEDROOM apartment avail- 
able. Dec. 1st Includes frlage, 
stove, blinds, washer, dryer, se- 
cured entrance and paved park. 
Ing, $550.00 monthly& damage 
deposit, Requires good refer- 
ences, no smoking or petsl Call 
250-635.1622 or 250.635-2250. 
Centrally locatedl 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635.6428, 635-2424 or 615- 
0345. 
2 BEDROOM $550/month. Hot 
water paid. On John's Road. 
Available immediately or Dec. 
1st 250.635-5537 or 250-615- 
0226. 
2 BEDROOM apt, in duplex in 
town. Reasonable rent. Sorry, 
no pets. Quiet tenants, please. 
Ref. recuired. 250-638-1648 
2 BEDROOM, 4820 Lazelle f/s, 
w/d, blinds, patio. Close to 
town. Security entrance. 250- 
638-0046. 
3 BEDROOM suite in Thornhill 
close to schools, laundry facili- 
ties in bldq. 250-638-7290. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 2 
bdrm apartment, newly renovat- 
ed. Laundry facilities, storage 
room. $500. 250-638-1115 or 
250-615-9772 
CLEAN, QUIET, 2 bdrm side by 
side duplex in Thomhill. Very 
small pet ok. Gas furnace. N/S. 
$500/mo. 250.635-4200 
EXEC, 2 bdrm apt in wood 
green. F/P, F/S, W/D, 2 full 
baths. Mstr. Bdrm upstairs. 
$695/mth. Coldwell Banker, 1st 
Terrace Realty, Steve, 250-638- 
0371 or 250-638-7144 
FULLY FURNISHED bachelor 
suite in quiet area includes all 
utilities, washer and dryer. No 
smoking, no pets. Available im- 
mediately $475/month, $225 
dama.qe deposit. 250-538-0541 
FURNISHED ONE bedroom 
apt. (Triplex). 1 acre of land 
Utilities included. $500/month. 
250-635-2582. 
NEW 2 bedroom duplex close 
to swimming pool, F/S, mini 
storage. W/D hookup, Ref req, 
damage deposit, no pets. 
$650/month 250-638-0370 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $3601month + 
$180 Sec. dep. Phone 250-635- 
2065. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd. 
615-7665 or 635-5653. 
!• l : "  i"1 i, i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ::. .UN.NGTON J 
1" APaeTMeNrS m; 
1~ TakingApplicalions Ill~ 
'111 Now I11' 
111 fort&2. " II' 
III  roonn suites III 
ira. Clean, quiet renovated suites III 
qll '~ple pa,~ing III 
II1' Lauhdry, fadlities on each floor II1: 
m. Close]0 s~ools & downtown Ill" 
l i t  • On busroute " III ~ 
I l l ' S~ent~ Ill: 
Ill, on sitemanage.nlent , Ill 
m • N° pets " m 
Ill' References requhad " [1[; 
~1~ To view call JU" 
' • i 
Summit  Square  
Apar tments  
1 8, 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospilal 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monica Warder 
Call: 635-4478 
Would you llke a landlord 
who treats you as a valued 
cuslomer? If so, try usl 
Availeble imnledialely. 
Beautiful 3-Bedroom and 
2-Bedroom Suites' in duplex, 
Bright and Clean. 
Washer/Dryer. 
Beautiful fenced yard wilh 
garden, Close to schools. 
$80g/montfl - 3 Bdrm, 
$650/monlfl - 2 Bdrm, 
(Utilities indudedl You pay 
only TV and phone) 
Call 615-3120 
i 
SPACIOUS, ATTRACTIVE, 
one bedroom suite available to 
non-smoker now Quiet Ioca- 
tion. Private entrance. F/S, 
W/D. Partial gas heat. Hot wa. 
ter and cable incl. Ref, req. 250. 
638-8751 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appliances, gas 
fireplace, mini storage. No pets, 
References required, 
$750/month. Call 635.4954. 
TWO BEDROOM in quiet rural 
location on edge of town, Pets 
welcome. $400 month, Avail. 
able Dec. 1st, 250-635-9102 
UNIQUE BACHELOR A.frame 
house with loft bedroom. Non- 
smoking. $400 month. Avail. 
Dec. 1st call 250-638.8656 
VANCOUVER, HEART of 
Downtown Executive lofted stu- 
dio suites in new high-rise. Su- 
perlative location, spectacular 
views. Monthly or extended 
stays @ $1350 ÷ util. Well fur- 
nished and equipped, T.V,, mi- 
crowave, H/W floors, secured 
UG parking. Contact Dawn @ 
1-604-938-4502 
www.vip-homes.com 
Email: roehlig@direct.ca 
"PARK MANOR APTS'~ 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 ruth, includes heat. 
Close to swimming Fool & 
downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
One block from swimming peal. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-347'5 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
for non-smokers. No pets. 
$550. Light and heating includ- 
ed. Damage deposit and ref. re- 
quired. Phone 250-635-8277 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Avail. Dec. 1st. Close to school 
and town. Lots of light, NfG fire- 
place. Recently renovated, 250- 
635-3616 
2 BEDROOM ground level bsmt 
suite, only 2 years old, f/s, in- 
cluded, W/D hookup, Available 
Dec. 15. $630 month. Call 250- 
638-8544 or 250-615-7734 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent, for 
one single person. No smoking. 
One bedroom for rent for single 
gentleman. With kitchen facili- 
ties. 250-635-5893, 
BASEMENT WITH A VIEW: - 
ideally suitable for professional 
male. Fully furnished private 
basement, quiet neighbour- 
hood. Fireplace, laundry facili- 
ties, utilities include. Shared 
kitchen upper level. N/S, N/D. 
References required, Call for 
appointment o view. 250-635- 
4762. 
ONE BEDROOM cabin, avail- 
able Dec. 1st. $415/month. 250- 
635-2319 
AFFORDABLE LIVING in this 3 
bdrm 1 1/2 bath end unitcondo 
with basement. Located in fami- 
ly oriented Cedar Grove com- 
plex. Payments less than rent at 
$64,000 OBO. Appliances in. 
cluded or will rent for $7OO/mo 
incl hydro, non-smokers, no 
pets 250-635-2717. 
$800 RENT to own: Build your 
equity with a mobile home or- 
dered from the factory to fit your 
lifestyle. Phone Gordon for de- 
tails @ 250-638-1182. 
1 BEDROOM house in Thornhlll 
for rent. No pets, $395/month 
plus deposit. Call 250-635.9530 
2 BEDROOM house gas fire- 
place. F/S, large lot, southslde; 
No pets. Available immediately, 
$600 month call 250-635-9415 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE on 
Queensway. 5 appliances, Ga. 
rage. No yard. No pets, Non- 
smokers, $550/month. 250-635. 
7411. 
2 BEDROOM mobile home on 
property. Fenced yard. N/G, 
W/D, quiet, 250-635.9490 
2 BEDROOM townhouse. 
Clean, quiet, F/S. No pets, Ref, 
required. Suitable for profes- 
sional couple. 250.635-3796, 
2 BEDROOM unit, and a newer 
3 bedroom unit with N/G heat, 
Available Dec, 1st, Damage 
deposit, references requiied, 
250-635-2932 or 250.638.1053 
2BDR, 2 bath suite avail 
Frtdge, stove, washer, dryer, 
freezer, hardwood flooring, 
basement, $7O0/month, 38dr, 1 
1/2 bath suite avail. Immediate. 
ly. 1100 sq ft, Fridge, stove, w/d 
hookup, storage, $600/monthl 
Quiet people with good refer, 
ences and no doge can call 
250-638.8639, • i~ 
(::668TOURIS,r i 
-: ACCOM.  ..... , , , , .+ + , + , • ,+ • 
4 BEDROOM, 10 year "old 
I~omo, 3949 Sande, good lay- 
out, oak cupboards, built-in vac, 
2 full baths, double garage, 
storage shed, large landscaped 
lot with fruit trees, a steal at 
$128,000 call 250-635-9530 
m 
• . . z0s ,  
ACREAGES/LOTS 
• .+ .+ +.. ALMARLIN BUILDING 
321 9 Eby Street 
Tel: (250) 635-7191 
Ground Floor: 
2,625 sq. Ft. 
Second Floor: 
1,1 30 sq. Ft. 
REASONABLE 
RATES 
3 BDRM townhouse, fairly new 
with basement, walking dis- 
tance to downtown Terrace. klo 
pets, ref reqd. Available Dec.lst 
Phone 250-636-7140 or 250- 
632-5918. 
3 BEDROOM house in the 
horseshoe. N/G heat. F/S, Avail 
Dec. 1st, $700/monlh Refer- 
ences required. Call 250-635- 
3004 leave messaqe. 
4 BDRM unit in town close to 
schools. Avail Dec. 1. Damage 
depsoit and ref. req. 635-2932. 
4 BEDROOM, 2 1/2 baths, In. 
cludes F/S, W/D hookups. 
Large yard. Close to schools 
and hospital. Damage deposit 
and ref. required. Available 
Dec. 1st. Please call 250-635- 
3832 to view. 
5 BEDROOI~I ocated in the 
Horseshoe. NG heat, close to 
schools, dishwasher, no pels, 
non-smoker, Applications avail- 
able, ph 250-635:2159, after 
4'.00 o,m. -.+~ o~o~: :r .:.v.,(.:J 
AVAIL.. DEC;'_lst;. 3 bedroom 
home on 5 acres located on 
bench in Thornhill. Loft style 
family room with gas fireplace. 
Attached garage. 4 appliances. 
Wood stove. Contact Garry at 
250-624-4894 
AVAILABLE TO rent Nov. 1 in 
Terrace. Large 2 bdrm suite on 
acreage, f/s, w/d and utilities in- 
cluded, 10 acres. Call 250-632- 
5873. 
AVAILBLE NOV. 1st 3 bed- 
room modern home. Irg family 
room, office, fenced yard, ga- 
rage $950/month. Ref. required, 
TAKING APPLICATIONS to 
rent, 2 bedroom house, 5 ap- 
pliances, fenced yard, close to 
everything, N/S, Pets welcome, 
$750 month, ref and dame, de- 
posil required. Avail. Dec, 15, 
99. call 250•635-1681 
TWO BDRM Duplex one side 
avail, in quiet area, Avail Dec. 1 
$550 month + deposit. Call after 
6 pm 250.638-8503 
11X26 SHOP. Wired, water, 
concrete floor. 10' door. With 
10x26 workshop, separate met- 
er. $175/tnonth, 250-638-8544 
1995 (14X70') SRI home; many 
extras; w/14x36 carport, 14x30 
ft, addition, Large fenced Io1 
wilh trees. 24x40 ft. work- 
shop/garages; 8 ft,x12 ft. stor- 
age shed, Sunset Lake Drive, 
T0pley, B.C. Call 1-250-696- 
3346. 
SUNNYHILL 2 bedroom mo- 
bile, large addition, new paint, 
carpets, washer & dryer, fridge 
& stove available immediately, 
no pets, drag deposit and refer- 
ences. (250} 635-7519. 
THREE BEDROOM in quiet, ru- 
ral location near town. F/S. W/D 
hookups. Pets welcome. 
$550/month. 250-635-9102 
TWO BEDROOM trailer onpri- 
vate property on Braun's Island, 
close to bus stop, lots of park- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  recently refur- 
bished. (7Ox30), W/D, sundeck. 
carpeted joey shack, pets wel- 
come. Large play area, new gas 
furnace. Gas. Hydro, phone ex- 
tra. Phone Betty 250-615.0272 ' 
BEDROOMS FOR rent, fur- 
nished or unfurnished, on 
Braun's Island, close to bus 
stop. ALL cable channels, pets 
welcome• Own fridge, share 
cooking, bath, W/D. Private en- 
trance. No party animals 
please. Phone Betty 250-615- 
0272 
SKI SUN PEAKS BC (45rain 
from Kamloops) Fully equipped 
Condos & Chalets. Hot tubs, 
Saunas, Ski in/out, sleeping 2- 
32. Kids 12 an~ under w/adull 
full price ticket freeI Stay 6 
nights & gel 1st night freel TOP 
OF THE MOUNTAIN accomo- 
dations and management 1- 
800-585-8634. www.mwsolu- 
lions.cam/top, Emaih sunpeaks 
@direct,ca 
WORKING COUPLE W/2 child- 
ren. Wanting to rent home in 
Cedarvale/Usk/Gossen Creek 
area. Phone 250-638.7830, 
"WANTED": REASONABLE 
accomodation small cabin near 
Terrace. Working man with pro- 
fessional working dog, Pow- 
er/water not necessary. 250- 
809-6607. 
Email: iohanslam @holmail,com 
1800 CUBIC meters standing 
cedar $80,000 or 3300 cubic 
meters standing mixed timber 
(1800 cedar, 1150 hemlock, 
350 spruce) $100,000 or entire 
property including the above on 
69 acres, 1 km ocean frontage, 
$125,000 Roy Webber, North- 
coast Realty, 250-627-7551 
47 ACRES in Kitwanga. 3-bdrm 
home + two small cabins, All  
three buildings heated by out- 
door furnace. Established gar- 
den and berry palches. Very 
private location with river bar' 
dering and creek running 
through. Asking $75,000. Call 
250.849-5407. 
WSherry Anderso. ~ 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, 6 Conveyonclng 
wills, 
Mobile Home 
Trans~rs, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
Notarizatiens k4ember 
NEW LOCATION 
# 104"4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C., VBG 1S6 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
~._ Fax: (250) 635-5926 
OUCH! $147,900 10 acres and 
3 bedroom renovated house in 
Terrace, New siding, windows, 
tile, carpets, good land with 
creek, subdivision possibilities, 
Owner moved, 250-542-6552. 
2-BDRM cabin at 5 mile on 
Babine Lake. Includes all 
furniture, dishes, and ap- 
pliances; electric and pro- 
pane. Extras include 8x10 
ulility shed, 2-person A- 
frame sleeper and hottub. 
Asking $110,000, Call 250. 
563,3779 for more=informaL 
lion. 
HOUSTON. 3-bdrm house, 2- 
1/2 baths, Ire-kitchen, formal 
dining. Beautiful family home for 
renVsale $950/month, $160,000 
Fully-serviced Building Lots. 
R4-Multi family zoned, Good lo- 
cation. $24-27,000. Phone 250- 
846-5264 . . . . . . .  
INTERESTING SMALL acre- 
age w/in city limits, great subdi- 
vision possibilities , older house 
on treed propertvl 635d 115: 
LARGE HOUSE on Bench, 
beautiful quiet street, 5 bed- 
rooms, 2 1/2 baths, $139,500. 
(250) 638-1287 . . . . . . . . . .  
REVENUE! REVENUE1 Tri-plex 
in downtoWn area -2-Three 
bedroom suites, 1:two bedroom 
suite, on double city lot. Has 
new roof, siding and flooring. 
Reduced to sell @ $145,000, 
Phone 250+638.1902. 
FOR SALE 
4 bedroom, 1600 sq.fl. 
home on 1/2 acre Iol in 
town, large living room, 
dining room and laundry 
room. Spacious front & 
back decks. 
View 5104 Medeek. 
Asking 
$129,000 
Phone Brian, Kathy 
or Loft at 
638-0663 
1-10ACRELO+ I 
1- 35 ACRE LOT ~ I 
] -4 ]  ACRE L?T, .  ~ I 
lO"kh~"h'o~:il:~,5[!tov~n, Gas,'-'Telgphor/e ~&' Hydro'" J 
.... 635-5868 .,,,/ 
] ~' " ~r~ ; ¸ 
• ...... 1608 
II HOMESi~ " "~" J~OJ~| [i, . 
, Residenlted BlyWall 1956 Hart Highway t : ,  u.uv u~n~- .,,~.-.=, . " .  
PRINCE GEORGE, BC I ~ i mnm.=,: m~ ~. . .~o  ":v 
. ~.~. '~ . :~  . . i ; i ,  ,, ~ J, 563 5412 ~+~+~ ~ eo~i~+ii i+i i  ,+:~ 
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3 BEDROOM renovated ranch- 
or: oak cupboards, N/G fur- 
r~ace/hot 'watedfireplaco, go. 
rage, large lot, quiet area, 1475 
Maple Street. Asking $98,000. 
For appoJnlmont to view call 
250-635-9530 
4 BDR, 1 1/2 bath house on full 
basement near Uplands School. 
Large landscaped lot, n/g heat, 
wood, fireplace, modern colors. 
Asking $147,000. Drive by 4024 
Munroe or call 250-638-8639 to 
view. 
EXCEPTIONALLY DESIGNED, 
professionally built, large home 
offering luxury and comfort on 
10 acres, 10 niinutes from 
downtown, $379,000,00, Phone 
250-635-5555. Courtesy to Re- 
alters. 
IU ILDER 
New Premium 
Home in 
Up-Scale 
Neighbourhood at 
3519 Cory Drive 
.in closer in master bedroom 
tar finishittg of brick arid vinyl 
le cer garage 
n overage finishing walk g must see 
,' Reduced To 
• GST 
, View: 
4OI~AES LTD. 
)97  
f 
~/T~LCOME~ 
• W.  9ON 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. are: 
Tanya 
615-0330 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
lust had a new 
baby, are getting 
married, or start- 
ing a new busi- 
ness, just give us a 
call. 
J 
? , vv?vvv  
'11 yrs old '2 acres 'landscaped 
• ' "'5 bdrrns 'den 'full bsmt 
'3200 sq.ft. '5 appl, *2 hl. wtr lanks 
, .Sd.,:,,;J 
~ ~ ~  For a copy of lhe MI.S 
i~,,,.%~! .,.~ Listings Catalogue 
~ ~ ~ Call KATHERINE 
615-9592 
I s, TERRACE REALTY anytime or email 
638.0371 kalherine_hicks@hotmaiLc0m 
How 
are  we 
doing?. 
When we fai l  short o f  .~Jur 
~wpectatton, please tell us. 
When a newstmper story 
does not seem to re.l'lect 
fair ly what  was said, let our  
editors kt~ow. 
Wlwn we are unable to 
soflw J~mr comldalnt , we 
etlcourage yort to submit  it 
to the: 
/,11.(7, I ' a '~  COU.ct l  
90(~ 12#1 W, Geor~lta St, 
Vancoul~,r It.C. Y611 ..]]7 
114/1~c¢ (604) 68J.2571 
o o+u + +urmo+ge+ments+rl 
these trailers can be as low as $220/mo (OAC) 
Why' Pay Rent?t For more details call 
Katherine Hicks 6'!  '9 92 
77~, IL C I~,ss C.unctl uvlg cvvuled In 
19~r ~ an lndelm;denl R*tqeu, 
In .h i  to protect rue ~abllc fmm I~t~ 
Itla~l~r~lc), or 
U nfil{rtl I,.~s I l l ld to I)nJtnole qll~ll ly 
j.urnalL~m. 
damage deposit, agreement 
250-636-2311. RETIRED MAN willing to share -~1 
IN TOWN, 4 bedroom house. 3 2 bdrm house. Min from bus. 2 x6 EXTERIOR WALLS - - - J~~T ~,~ 
I t  t PATI0 [.A SCR bathroom, fenced backyard, Util., laundry, sat. dish, phone , - ] . L~-_ I~  . . . . . . . . . .  k. garden shed & wine cellar, incl. $325/mth. F/M. sm OK. No ~ : <'i - ' ~ , . . . .  r*-O,N;,G~L~-{] "J "~- -~"=;  
,~ ,,,,0TL, ~ i M~TER BEDGOWN ~ 0E0~DOM m3 I |',l"=g'.O" Q .6"'1~'-6" closed garage door. F&S, pets. Ca11250-636-7203 .o,0o.,+.,,+., °,o,++..+., ++.,+ / , ,S  { I • (21d49) ()t,~lMI ! ~ ($E~IMI S"3"'~7~6" LIVINBROOM f~l,21uJ~ I $850/mth. 635.7939 660 STORAGE , / ,,,,~;_.11 ,,+,,,+ I~'% -, / iI 
ow i -  43S,tO MI ' .t.t_ NEWER, COZY, 2 bedroom du- ~- .... ~ ~r~ ~ '  """~/1" ~ I 
ptex on cozy street for clean. STORAGE/SHOP Auto ga- ., =RB,.~IJ  }; LI~,,.,, ,0,,, I 
quiet person(s). No pets, no rage door in horseshoe. ~ ~Pl~'~u,,u."°" ~]l'.!!~=t~.. i r - - -u, ,u, ,  _~1~  i~/  
parties, ,o smoking. $700 16Wx30Lx12H $300 month, fin. I t t t~+ '~; l~ Io  +0.o. / 
month. Avail. immed. 250-635- ished inside. 250-635.7507 
+ . ,  + +us  . .O0 .TOU. , .+-  ++I -  
thornhill. Couple or single ACCOM. ~!' " 
person, Partially furnished. 4 -~ SECOND FLOOR PLAN " - / - '~' i  l 
new appliances. $450/mo hydro BRANI~ I~EW quality suites in UNIT 'A' J UNIT 'B' 
incl. Very private and quiet. Rel. sunny Scotsdale. Arizona. Now sso SQ.FT. (62.0 M') I 60t SQ•FT. (55.e N') I I I 
Req. 250-635-2839 offering discounts to all Cana- v.-.' "".'~. I-- ...... ! . . . . . .  I I J [LJ L.._ ~ J ~J 
TAKING APPLICATIONS for 3 omn Travelers. Rates starting at "~;-~ ~'~ '~" MAIN FLOOR PLAN -,~":. ',4 .,~(...'~,E,~ "' ,+','9..~ ..~.. r.~.,'~ . . . .  
bedroom upstairs suite in $119/nt CamdJan. Call 1-888- .:~,k..t~...~, , , , : . "  0~:~,'-.,.'~ "~ ~':",.~ , ;. ~.~..:L:3;'J.~.~..~P~w~u~.., UNIT 'A' , UNIT 'B' , '~  
up/down duplex. Prime, quiet 401-7666 and ask for the Cana. ~ ,  " ~ ' ; ' - ~ ~ : ~  ~ 6SSSQ, FT . (BO,OM) 670SQ.FT,(62,2M) 
location, close to schools and dJan Rate. ~, ~ . - ~ ; - -  _- _ _ _ ~: ~ ~" 
downtown. No pets. References ':':~' ~ ~ ~ ~  ~,~ 
and damage deposit required, jq l  ~.~,~. .  WIDTH-n8 ' -0"  (14.6 IN) 
250-635-9340 or 250-635-4528. ~ ~ TOTAL UNIT 'A' DEPTH- 4s'- 0" (t33 M) 
~ '  ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~21s °'FT' (H2'9 M') PLAN NO' 8"3"206 ~J~ "  r 1 
•iiiS ~ TOTAL UNIT 'B I / TOTAL 2486 SQ FT, [230,9 M z) J 
~ ' "  " • . : _ ' - -=:  " i  :+ -" "'+ .~  ',~. ~; . .~ ,+ t27t  SQ.FT, (t10.0 M ) ~ ,  ' J 
House Plans Available Through . . ,  . 
On tmle end on budget 
 'ertace Bzd.Men & Marble ~ 1~ Home renovations, New home construction~ SALES AND INSTAUATIONS 
~ ~ ~  Cam. So, Our Showroom J.~ . C e r a m i c  Tile, Narbla and ~'J C°mrnerciaJ c°nsfructi°n e R°°fing *~1 ~ 
G/as s Blocks ;~  -i- Certified Blue Max® rigid loam/concrete instaJlolion "L + ++ +} 
I~W ~; ! .  ~ " ;  ! ~:~0.~|  6 ] . .~04D22 ~eJ ~ BARTON CONSTRUCTION LTD.  ili il IN : i ,  +:: terrace.builders@osg.net : \ f f '~   I~l 
~ii++!ii!i~i!i~iiiii!+ii[O&OED!:..--,/:: ~_ 1-800-470 DOlT I.IMTj~,~ " ' ~'G~YC"'S'~Sm Ht GENERAL CONTRAC'rO, 1~ ~ 403eMolz Plaza, ~.~ 'L Building o Reputation for Ooalily ,jr- 
r ' Torr0ce, l~C, VeG3Z9 ~ '~  Tel/fax 635-6244 ~~ : i~, ,  RASli+~!;: 3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 ,.,,,,,,,~.,,t ~;~, s a. 
+= ,m[; ll,9O ' ,u.,,.,..u,,.o,,,, s , , , , . .u ,  30  MIGHTY! i ADVERTISlNO BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTiSiNG ~' 
[~F~i~, ;  m'[~_rl~.~___'~Wj'Dry~TerraceStandard i~ 
SERVICES LTD. Business Directories Terrace Standard ^ 
i SQJ~. ldOBU[AR "CHIMNEYS "MOSS REMOVAL & ZINC $~r~oo Home Improvement $ O0 
• FURNACES .AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS vvper  week** Business Directories per week*  * 
"BOILERS *AIR DUCT CLEANING ~,  • plus GST . plus GST , , , ~1~ 
• FIREPLACES "OIL STOVES Based on 13 week contract Based on 13 week contract 
• DRYER VENTS "SEPTIC & GREASE TRAPS 
• EAVESTROUGHS e JEN AIR CLEANING ~ A  "IkT"""~,'~ n l '~  - -  ~ 3210 Cllnton Sl., 
Phone 635-1132  TANDARD Terrace638.7283 taxi 638.0432 Fax: 638-8432 b~ 
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LARGE 2 bedroom duplex, 5 
appliances, radiate heat plus 
gas fireplace. Hardwood floors. 
plus garage, Asking 
$111 000.00, 250.635.1754. 
: 745 MOBILES 
1977 GLENDALE 14x56 mobile 
home, two bodroome, 12x32 
partially finished addition, I 
bathroom, large living room, 
wood stove, gas furnace w/d, 
f/s. Vinyl sided. Nice park. Pets 
OK. 250-638.0282. $23.000.00 
REVENUE PROPERTY Newly 
renovated Up/down duplex. 2 
bedrooms each unit Large lot 
at 3871 Pine Street. Priced to 
Se11:$100,000 call 250-635- 
9530 
)HRYSLER 
770 WANTED 
810 CARS :FOR 
L" l " .  I S A L E  :+ 
. . .  . 
JUST  mN!i 
FREE Sheila Love 
MARKET 635-3004 
EVALUATION ~F~,441~(of Terrace 870 RV'S : 
CAMPERS #2-4728 VESTA STREET 
New 3 bdrm victorian style home 
on the Bench Vaulted ceilings, 
n/g fireplace, garden doors onto 
deck, efficiently designed kitchen 
with ample counter space. 
$129,000 MLS 
#25-4832 LA~ELLE AVENLrB 
No snow to shovel or lawns to 
mow. Cozy 2 bdrm condo. Master 
suite features 3-pc ensuite, 2 
walk-in closets, and patio doors 
onto (leek. Priced to sell. $7,l,500 
MLS 
; -,'" H -+ + F 
Just Listed- Custom built 4 bdrm 
home in upper Thornhill. Oak 
flooring, n/g fireplace accented 
with oak mantle, modern kitchen 
w/island and bayed re)ok, 3 
baths... $169.900 MLS 
..:~ . :. ,:.'7.~ ~.~'..~ 
~ -  .~';;~;::-.~;t.<:::!i ~:'.~ 
" i:::i!~ ~ : 
914 CHILD CARE 
:0 R D :: 
Best Seller! 815TRUCKS FOR, 
::: :: :SALE  " 
- 7:: .:' , • : ,  ' . " 
Re/Max of Terrace 
congratulates 
Dick 
Evans  
on this, 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the month of October. in recognition of 
this accomplishment, Dick is pleased to 
make this month's donation to the Terrace 
Hospice Society. Gm 
• ~.+:~+i: ...... " '+" ::+'+ ,++~+' ' :+:~'+~+:+ 
Lakelse Lake 1st Ave Lakelse Lake 1 st Ave 
P~ivefe sPur.no i$. on opFed~led lecture, ot Ihi.~ Prefer1 (or stoning out  o r  revenue ~operty.this 
Eg+lm'ly. 01, her leolu.re$ i n t rude  on optic.led I 2 gorey  up+oted home hoslolsof (harm v~ith is 
I/Z)lorey homo: ~lh ~,+'p?,101e oaommod.onons enhon(d by Ihe pdvCe, Imed raging a long  vith 
on lhe,uppu, le~d. Arlomed g0rpge- 9.~ .w.¢ m p mrfle p~teo,om ~ir,~.mop.  eoufUul[y Ionu. o meandering eek in ~l beside on hol summer 
moped ,om rr0nr In MtR - lorOens end grton, dop. 0w~er is moving on+ isentouroginfl o in 
house. 0*ne~s ore moving onJ ca(outage offers to Ihe o~ing pri(e o[ 
Iolheo~ing p~ile ot $80,900 MLS 
$169,900 MLS 
- ;:;::,.., .~;. 
..... ~::ii!:. ~:;i::. ~' 
~ ~ ~ "  '~i:T . :.~?::i :-: :'. ... :. ~:,~. ~;~ 
~. :~!:~':: : ,~ : : : :~  
The Perfect Selting Just Lisled 
~ pellerl ~ ~ne ie the ffrfe(I ~liing. I I/2 $1mey 2.~.1 ecte~ ot Fivow.~h mo~mn homo..iogte~ 
u~le~ ~1~ pMl/o(r~ge.Wel Fk~ el only o law mlnules ~o~lh el fawn in Woodlond 
$174,500 MLS Polk Suklivisim 
$181,500 MLS 
Call Laurie Forbes or 
Shaunce Kruisselbrink at 
I~',d41~( of Terrace 
638-1.4OO 
3 BEDROOM mobile home, 
separate laundry, newly reno- 
vated on a large lot, 3927 
Sande Ave. Also has house on 
lot suitable for shed/workshop. 
Asking $66,000. Call 250.635. 
9530 
RELOCATE NOW before tl~e 
snow fliest! We have a number 
of quality pads available at 
Bouldorwood MHP. Call for de- 
lails about a $1000 moving dis- 
count today. Ask tor Gordon@ 
250.638-1182. 
CASH FOR TIMBER. Land 
cleaning also available. 
(604) 888-5605. 
1987 TOYOTA Camry 4 door 
standard. 4 rims and winter tires 
includod cassette, good cad. 
$4,500. 635.5312. 
1987 VOLKSWAGON Jetta, 2 
door, asking $3200. Phone 250- 
635.7322 
1989 BUICK Century, good 
condition. Electric windows, 
seats, great deal. $2,900. 250- 
635-2582. 
1989 PONTIAC Bonneville 
SEE. Not even 200 km on new 
transmission. Fuel injected, 
3800. Very clean interior. Pow- 
er windows, locks, seats and air 
seats. $5900.250-635-3794. 
1992 OLDSMOBILE cutlass su- 
preme LE. 87,000 km, Leather 
interior. PW/PD, A/C, sunroof, 
excellent condition. $11,000. 
Call 250-615-0178 evenin.qs. 
1992 TOYOTA 4 door Tercel 
L.E. 78,000 km, AM/FM cas- 
sette, mounted snow tires, 
$7,000.00 635-0625. 
CARS FROM $500 Govern- 
ment seized & surplus. Sold lo- 
cally, Call [or lisitngs. 1-888- 
342-3500 EXT. BB60 
FOR SALE: ESTATE SALE 
1995 Toyota Corolla 51,000 km, 
automatic with air conditioning. 
Like new inside & out, ap- 
praised at $12,500. First 12,O00 
takes it call 250-635-4954. 
1993 GMC S-15 Iongbox pick- 
up truck. 5 speed, good shape, 
rebuilt V6. $1500 old• 250-638- 
1011 
1990 NISSAN Pathfinder, XE- 
V6. 5-speed Manual, good con- 
dition, clean, 4 door, Kenwocd 
CD Player, 4x4, 285,000 high- 
way kms, $8800 OBO 250-847- 
3068 
1991 TOYOTA 4x4 pickup SR5 
series. Fully loaded except air, 
Top pf the line canopy, and box 
liner. $9995 obo. 250-638'0639 
'93 FORD Aerostar Van, Blue, 
7 seater, A/C, Exc. mechanical 
shape, 78,500 km. 4 Litre En- 
gine $12,000. call 250,624- 
3955 
TERRACE 
EM FORD 
Wants to 
buy your 
"QUALITY 
USED" 
vehicles. 
For the best 
price, call 
us first. 
4631 Keith Ave 
250-635-4984 
1-800-463-1128 
1996 FORD Explorer XLT Con- 
trolTrac 4WD. All options ex- 
cept leather and sunroof. Key. 
less, alarm, tilt, cruise, ArC, 
Power windows, locks, mirrors, 
seats,compass, ext. letup, pri- 
vacy glass, factory alloys/run- 
ning beards, JBL premium cas- 
sette w/cd changer, rear au- 
diD/heat/AC controls. Full war- 
ranty to May 2001 or 160,000 
km Excellenl condition 
$23.500 OBO. 250.638-6912 
1997 FORD F150 XLT super- 
cab 4x4 automatic OD trans- 
mission. 4.6 V8 Power seat, 
trailer tow package. Box liner, 
hood deflector. New tires and 
brakes. Immaculate condition. 
$23.900 phone 250-635-7311 
FORD PICKUP (150) Fair con- 
dition. Only 30 miles on new 
tires. $900 O.B.O. Cash only. 
"79 Oldsmobile Cutlas", Good 
tires & engine. New exhaust, 
rear bumper needs work. $600 
O.B.O. Cash only. Phone 250- 
635-3100. 
'84 SUBURBAN 2-WD. Reli- 
able work vehicle. HD roof rack. 
$1500. Phone 250-e46-5271. 
1980 FORD Econoline Camper- 
ized var~ good running condi- 
tion. Can show reciepts for re- 
cent work done. $3800 OBO. 
250-6~ 5-3133 evenin.qs. 
8' CAMPER . 3 w~y ffidge, 3 
burner stove & heater. Water 
tight. $2,100. O.B.O. 250-635- 
1408• 
OVER 200 new & Used R.V.'s 17 i 
new brands. 0 down financing, | 
trades, or we pay cash. F& best I
price in B.C. Call us flee 1-800- I
668.1447 or www.voyager.r¢.com | 
B.C. Interiors largest dealer I
Vayager R.V. Cenlre Hwy. 97 I 
Winfield, B.C. D1#9452. I 
CUDDLY KITTENS FAMILY 
DAYCARE has child(are 
spaces available. Located on 
Bench. Close to park. Large 
yard and indoor playroom. Lots 
of fun activities. Phone (250) 
635-1273 for more infcrmation. 
EXPERIENCED MOTHER of 
two school age children will 
care for your pre-schooler or 
infant in my own home. Excel- 
lent references available. 250- 
615-3162, 
LOOKING FOR an experienced 
nanny. References required. 
Preferably someone who 
speaks Vietnamese. Apply by 
resume to 3801 ELy St,, Ter- 
race, B,C. VBG 4~J6. . 
:~  Looking for,,~ ' 
Child Care? ~ 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information c  
child care opUons and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113, 
Skee~a CCRR is a program ofthe 
Terrace Woman's Resource CentTe 
and is funded by ~e MinisW of Social 
~ Development a d Economlc ~ecurity~ 
CAN'T MAKE your payments? 
We can help. By tomorrow 
things will be Looking Up. Cred- 
it Counselling Society o[ B.C. A 
non-profit organization 1-888- 
527-8999. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay. 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval, Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counselors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1.888- 
777-0747. Licensed and bond- 
ed. 
" " 
+' ~ ii', ~ 
IMPORTS 
m m m 
Your Picture 
Your Business 
944 i . r ,  .: 
MISCELLANEOUS 
' sERVICES:  : Your History 
PUBL ICAT ION:  TABLOID 
TO BE DISTRIBUTED 
TO 16,500 HOME 
IN THE NORTHWEST AREA. 
Fu l l  page  .......... $787.50  
Ha l f  ................... $392.70 
Quar ter  ............. $203.70  
E ight  ................. $105.00 
Family Pictures $35 each + GS'r Can Be Recorded And Preserved J 
Forever In Our Special Millenium or add your signature to our 
I SuppJementTo Be Published Millennium Register At The End Of This Year. for on~f $2.00 
DEADUNE IS THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1999 ~ 
I T~.~c~ ~ SEE SAM/STACY,~RK OR BRIAN 
STANDARD 638-7283 
I I 3210 CLINION STREET, TERRACE, B.C. FAX:  638-8432 
1991 Chev Camaro 
Beautiful Ride 
$9,995 
1996 Buick Century 
4dr Sdn, Auto, V6 
$15,995 
1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
fully 10a~~rds  & 
"'$29,995 
1992 Dodge Spirit 
4dr sedan, air, 4 cyl, auto. 
$6,995 
1993 Chevy Lumina 
Eurosport 
6 cyl Auto, low kms, tully loaded 
Was $13,995 
Now $11,995 
1993 Pontiac Grajld Am 
Ngw $11,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
GT 
4 cyl, 5 sAd, NC, fully loaded, spoiler 
Was $20,995 
Now $19,995 
1995 Chrysler Intrepid 
Full oad. V6, Auto, low kilometers 
Was $I 4,995 
Now $11,995 
1995 Chev Turbo Diesel 
Auto,.~r, Ext Cab, 4x4 
$23,995 
1989 Ford FM--~x4 
1995 Chev Beretta 
2dr coupe, 5speed 
$11,995 
1996~lo~~tbk  
1997 Subaru Legacy GT 
sedan, AWD, Auto, CD, only 38,000k 
$26,995 
1998 Ford Ranger Xtra 
Cab XLT 
auto, 6 cyl,kC, cruise, CD & alloy wheels 
$19,995 
1998 Ford Win dstar 
V6 Auto, NC, power windows, locks, 7 
pass., 10w km's, factory warranty 
$21,995 
1996 Chev S10 Blazer 4x4 
V6;Auto. NC 4dr 
$24,995 
1988 Dodge Grand 
Caravan LE 
V6. Auto, full oad 
$6,995 
1993 Honda Civic Spec, Edit, 
NC, 5 SAd, case. 
$9,995 
1994 Pontiac Sunrunner 
4x4, 5 speed 
$9,995 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
5 SAd, 6 cyl, fully loaded 
Was $12,995 
Now $10,995 
JUST 2 LEFT 
"99  HONDA CIVICS priced to c lear 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE e~ve~z 1-800-665-1990 638-8171 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
All Yamaha Generators 
In stock buy a 2600W & up 
a'n~ ieci~ve abel] Express Vu 
sateUite dish. 
J Get Your Sled In 
Now For Pre. 
Season Tune Ups. 
' :~96 VMax 6OOST ~ . 
12!i: tfmE &p;,~i~ : 
'96 Arctic Cat 
Powder Special , 
2"Tro,k I 
, $4,m.oo l 
!ff Yamaha MM600 B I  
track mtn bar & st!nger 
/ 
Used Snowmobile 
Trailer 
Double wide with shield 
$995.00 
pe;2 LoWm ege. 
i 
New Snowmobile 
Trailers In Stock 
Now 
DEBT PROBLEMS? We can 
help. Stop " Collection Calls. 
Consolidate Your Payments. Al- 
ternatives to Bankruptcy, Free 
Consultation. Credit Counseling 
Society of BC. A Non-Profit Or- 
.qanization. 1-888-527-8999. 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon re- 
quest, black tie or casual events 
Call us for pricing and reserve. 
tion information. 638-7830. 
RECOGNIZE THE 
SIGNS OF STROKE 
WHEN YOU 
SEE nlEF& 
CEE] m] 
Sudden ~m,  numbnm =Wor 
tln#ing inthe hc~, arm or I~ 
. t/iq~.l H~l'J ;{0]:11 qLv~l.ll 
Sudden Io= of'~L~on, 
pmJmlzr]y in one ¢'7= or double ~ion 
/' Ii Ill0lll :i II =l.l',J=f;1 [ I~ [rl 
T=mpor=ff Io~ orspeech 
or  trouble undentatdJn s sp¢¢r..h 
ANNIe! 
Suddm, ~wrc md unusual hea&~.h¢= 
Umteadlnm or  mudden falls, 
eqx.~afiy wkb my orthe alx~= dgm 
If you have an)' of 
these symploms, call 
[~or your medical 
emergency number 
Immediately, 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " " "" r 
i SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD.': 
:11 PASSmmR O XP ESSSERWCE I
J J Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to I 
I I Terrace and return, and all points in behveen. Pick- | 
1'1 up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C,O.D, and I 
11 courier =~,ice. . I 
I P.O. Box 217~ S,,=rt, 8.¢. • 
J Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
• ,, ~Depo l t  635-7676 
, . ,  . . . . . . . . .  • , . .  
TERSE 
'99 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
6 cyI,Auto 
$26,995 
'98 Dodge Caravan 
V6, Auto, Dual Sliding Doors 
$19,995 
'98 Dodge Durango 
V8 Auto, A/C, Leather, 7 
Passenger, Loaded 
$32,995 
'97 Dodge Neon 
Auto, Air C0nditl0nfng 
$13,995 
'97 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
Club Cab, SLT, auto, air, tilt, 
cruise, windows, looks 
$23,995 
'97 Jeep Gr Cherokee Laredo 
6 cyl, Auto, Air, windows, locks, 
Super Clean 
$27,995 
95 Dodge !~,~i ,~b 4x4 
v~~~T 
'96 Chrysler Town & Country 
leather, quad seats, Dual air 
& more 
$31,995 NOW $26,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$15,588 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
Laredo 
Auto, Air, windows, locks & more 
$25,995 
'94 Chrysler Concerde 
6cyl, auto, NC, tilt, cruise, 
windows, locks & more 
$13,995 
'96 Ford Escort 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks 
$9,995 
'95 Ford 4Whdr Xcab 
4x4 
V8, Auto, A/C, TUt, Cruise 
$15,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
All wheel drive, loaded 
$15,995 
'92 Mercury Cougar 
Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$8,995 
'97 Chevrolet 4Whdr 
XCab Z-71 
V8, Auto, Leather, Loaded 
$28,495 
'97 Pontiac Bonnevil le SE 
v6, auto, air conditioning, tilt, locks 
cruise, cassette, windows & nlore 
$22,995 
'96 Pontiac Grand Am 
2 dr, V6, 5 Speed, pw, pl 
$12,995 
'96 GMC Jimmy 
All wheel drive, fully loaded 
$28,995 
'95 Chev Tahoe 
350 V8 Auto, low km's, loaded 
$29,995 
'95 Chevrolet 4x4 ](Cab 
Diesel 
Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette 
$25,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8,Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JI.X, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
locks & more 
$18,995 
'97 Toyota 4 Runner SR5 
V6, auto, air 
$27,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V.6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
V6, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Was $17,995 Now $15,995 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed, 
$5,995 
'90 Toyota Corolla SR5 
2 door coupe, sunroof 
$5,995 
TER  CE 
4916 H W. 16 West 635-'1187 
1-800-313-7187 Din. 5958 
www,terraceautomall,com 
t 
l 
The Terrace SkmcJarct Wnrlnr, qrJnv Nr~v~mh~r 17 10OO - B15 
AVOII 
LINDA CARLSON 
635-9138 
YOUR INDEPENDENT SALES DEALER 
N Furniture Movinge 
ORTHWEST Express  
Local Or Out Of Town 
Full Service 
~' Inquire about U-Load Discount 
PHONE 635-7504 Cell: 615-9377 
,'. . , . . . . .  
;]NESS"DIRECTORY 
k Basedona13:weekc0nlract):: 
, • ; : :  
Shelly Hayne~.Marr~i 
I~::lepend~f c~nsullanl 
4818 Agor Aveeue 
Te.oc~, B.C. 
C~nc~a VeG I H7 
• F: (250)638.869! 
Homo Pottie~ •6cby S J~ - Pho~e C~ • F~'xJtolw-. 
C.~Ix~ ate Potties • ~/o~J~ £.o~ lullcml 
°I :, PRECISELY/RIGHT:?I truck & New Z8 ~t rra#~" g Your • Across town or the country lil r~ " Will assist or load for you I !  • Reasonat~le Rates l :  
 EOROE Telephone: ,~  88,, DOUBLE CLEAN 
Cell Phone: 615-7197 
OOLEY Fax:635.6762 CARPET CARE 
IICRC Certified Technicians in: 
G.C. MOBILE SMALL ENGINE REPAIR  _=,-CaroetCleaning ,-t-,, 
~,~e~ - Upholstery Cleaning '~ .  
Generators Chainsmvs ~ "- - Flood Restoration "%'V 
Oult:x~rr'Js [gwnrnowers ~ "Flbet Zone PIle lfifer helps testore PIM' ~#~ #J~#} 
Rider Lawnmowers Snowl0lowers "ltlghln~mity41rMomrsst~%oddq,t~g.o¥~rdi6t~d5 
~j t . .... :~i FINANCIALS ON TIME l:, ~aN0rff~r~ ML~.~/'.tzr. ,~j~ li I 
• Financial Statements ] I ) ' [  5g¢rSer'uice ~'1 / I  
• WCB Remittance o GST Remittance [i[ ,.~@]~,: • Full Bar Service for ~ ,~, 1] 
• Payroll I I ~-~ 50-500 people /'~.~,,~.: I!!:l ir I:11 ,*~ .::i*:': . Certified Bartenders ~ ' i  a l : l  • AccountsRecelvable/Payol0bs I~I I  : ~:i:" " Very Rea~onal01eRates ORESTJ. WA]~UK, C~A IIII ' J CallUsFor ~t l  
250-635-4229 l l~Mi  HgIsle Free Barl'eniding ia / i  
'! E-.ai,: owakaruk@kermodc.n,,t l lW ,,o.o=,.oso, I,,,11 
• ~ Action SPorts &Cycle Inc., Kitlnlat 
and, :  , i .  
. Slight &Sounds-Terrace: • ~: i i 
C0MA~UHITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British Columbia nd Yuko, 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
BORN 1949, BC SOCIAL 
CREDIT PARTY Happy 
50th Birthdayl 604-688- 
9018, 1-250-763-1570. 
PERFECT CHRISTMAS 
GIFT FOR HISTORY 
BUFFS! Paper Trails: A 
History of BC & Yukon 
Communit~g~spapers is 
a unique.bo0k chronicling- 
more than 100 years of 
newspaper history. Order 
your copy of this limited 
edition book ~y calling 
(604) 669-9222, ext.1 or by 
emailing info@bccommu- 
nitynews.com.Only $17.95 
plus tax & shipping. 
AUCTIONS 
UNRESERVED TRUCK 
and Construction 
Equipment Auction, Dec. 
6/99, Calgary, Alberta. 
Partial Listing: (70) 95, 96, 
and 97 Freightliners; (39) 
95 and 96 Stoughton 53' 
vans; 95 and 92 Cat DSH- 
LGP's; Cat D8L: g8 Bobcat 
753 and 763's; (3) John 
Deere 770BH; 2000 
Autocar T/A-T/A-w/Weldco 
30 ton crane; Grove RT 50 
ton. Ca Canadian Public 
Auctions at 403.269-6600. 
Visit our Home Page at 
hlt p://www.canadlan I~u bli- 
cauction,com. 
AUTO 
CARS FROM $500. 
Government seized and 
surplus, A(I makes and 
models. Sold locally. Call 
for listings. 1.800-734- 
6588 Ext BC40. 
AUTO PARTS 
REBUILT TRANSIVll S- 
SIONS. Manual transmis- 
sions, transfer cases, dif- 
ferentials, All rebuilt with 6 
months unlimited mileage. 
Shipping Canada wide, 1 
888-434-7481, 1-780-440- 
2355. Pro-Trao Gear, 
Edmonton, Alberta, 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CASH IN/CASH OUT. 
Coke, Pepsi, Hostess, 
M&M. Re-stock establish- 
ment unique vendors n 
your area. No selling. Full- 
time, part-time, I~linlmum 
nvestment $13,980, 1- 
888-503-8884, 24 hours, 
LUCRATIVE VENDING 
LOCATIONS. Arenas, 
Schools, Factories, Holels. 
Financing Avail,, 
Training/Contracts, 1-800- 
387-2274~ (604) 501-8363, 
EARN $300 PER WEEK 
with your computed Copy 
3,5" software disks from 
home. Send S.A.S.E. for 
free report and duplication 
rights, OmnI-X: 2372 
Yonge St,, #9, Toronto, 
ON, M4P 2E6. 
Kitimat - Tamitik Arena 
Saturday, November  27, 1 999 
6:00 pm 
..... hii:si iii-sAiE 
*s5.oo OfF 
(Single ]3ckel $20 • Family Pa*.k nf .l li{'kt'ls $60) 
Redeem this coupon to SAVE $5 OFF 
single price general adrrfissior~ ticket at: 
*No discount on Family Pack 
Not valid with any nthl.r offer , No cash value 
Subject Io available seating • No phone orders • All laxes int ludL.d 
I.. ..I 
Network  C lass i f ieds  642 - WEEK OF NOVEMBER 15/99 
These ads appear in approximately 100 I (~  O 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon %g ~ O 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
UP TO $30,000 or more 
per month, Canada's 
fastest growing concept in 
this billion dollar industry 
will be opening stores in 
your area. $117,000 Turn- 
key, Toll-free 1-877-266- 
8768 . . . . .  
DISCOVERY TOYSI Raise 
your famiiy/Jrlc0~e with 
flexible business sharing 
educational toys, books, 
games, software. Home 
demos, catalogues, 
fundraisers. Small Invest- 
ment. Contact Debbie, 
780-463-6252,  
ddgab@oanet.com. 
DO YOU WANT TO 
REACH OVER 3 MILLION 
READERS with your prod- 
uct or service? For just 
$290.00 The BC & Yukon 
Community Newspapers 
Assoclatio~ reaches over 
100 newspapers with a 
readership of 2,3 million in 
B,C, alone each week! We 
can also place your ad 
right across Canadal Right 
now if you advertise within 
B,C. you receive a FREE 
trial week in one of 
Ontario's 4 regfonsl Offer 
only until the end of 
October, For more infor- 
mation, please call Natalie 
Young at the B,C.Y.C.N,A, 
(604) 669-9222, extension 
3. or email: netclass@bc- 
communitynews,com 
CAREER TRAINING 
Exciting well paid careers 
in computer programming• 
We will prepare suitable 
applicants. Home Study 
Diploma Program. 
Financial assistance, loan- 
er computer systems and 
job placemenl tools avail- 
able. No experience nec- 
essary. 1-800-477-9578 
www.cmstraining,com. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Canada offers 
on-campus and correspon- 
dence courses toward a 
Diploma in Counselling 
Practice to begin this 
month, Free catalogue, cal 
24hrs 1-800-665-7044. 
A NEW CAREER? Train to 
be an Apartment/Condo 
Manager. Many Jobs-All 
areasf Free job placement 
assistance, 16 years of 
successf For lnfo/brochure 
681-5456/1-800.665-8339, 
www.rmti,ca, 
DISTANCE EDUCATION, 
The University College of 
the Cariboo now accepting 
applications for Executive 
Diploma Progra'ms in 
Human Resources, 
General Management and 
Management & Training. 
Qualifies as pre.MBA pro- 
gram, Limited space, Call 
(250) 371.5823 or visit 
www,cariboo.bc.ca, 
q 
EDUCATION EMPLOYMENT 
PARALEGAL PROGRAM OPPORTUNITIES 
(11 MOs) Register now for 
September 2000. Selkirk 
College, Trail, B.C. (250) 
368-5236. 
WORK FOR THE 
LARGEST EMPLOYER in 
the wor ld l  The travel 
l ourism & ~h~soitality ndus- ry'!' Diplon~a' pr6gl'a~s 
available; Adventure 
Tourism, Travel & Tourism 
Pre-Employment Flight 
Attendant Hospitality & 
Resort Mlanagement, 
Canadian Tourism College 
Vancouver (604) 736-8000 
Surrey 582-1 122 or 1-800- 
668-9301. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
TECHNICIANS RE- 
QUIRED: Your choice. 
Two busy expanding cen- 
tral Alberta Chrysler deal- 
erships require techni- 
cians. Diesel, computer 
and diagnostic skills an 
asset, but not essential. 
Remuneration guaranteed, 
minimum $21. per hour, 
plus benefits. Contact 
Wayae Shaw at Eagle 
River Chrysler, Whitecourt• 
Fax 780-778-8950 or call 
780-778-2844 and or 
Wayne Poh at Pioneer 
Chrysler Jeep, Wetaskiwin. 
Fax 780-352.4201 or call 
780-852-2277, 
SERVICE ~ANAGER and 
journeyman mechanic with 
Chrysler experience re- 
quired. Salary to be based 
upon experience. Please 
apply In person with re- 
sume or fax to 780-865- 
7374. Hinton Chrysler Ltd,, 
247 Gregg Ave,, Hinton, 
Alberta. 
BAKERY MANAGER RE- 
QUIRED, Excellent pay, 
benefit package and ad- 
vancement opportunities. 
We welcome applicants 
with experience In pur- 
chasing, merchandising, 
sales skills, inventory con- 
trol, price file ma ntenance, 
training, planning, cus- 
tomer service and public 
relations. Apply In person 
or phone 1o: Manager, 
Chris Leipe, Freson I.G,A,, 
108 Athabasca Ave,, 
Hinton, AB, T7V 2A5 or fax 
resume to 780-865-5151. 
Phone 780-8~5-4801. 
OILFIELD CERTIFIED 
Journeyman Metal build- 
Ings, pipe insulation, sheet 
and metal ~ork. Overtime 
and living allowance. Paid 
travel time. 10% holiday 
pay. $17-1g,/hour, Willing 
to relocate? Fax resume 
and references to Slave 
Lake 780-849-3425. 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATE- 
LY heavy duty truck me- 
chanic for shop in northern 
Alberta. Must have at least 
3 years experience or jour- 
neyman ticket. Fax resume 
to Rick Penchuk at 780- 
523-5910. No phone calls 
• please, ~ . . . . . .  
GROWING HEATING and 
a/c contractor, Wal-Tech 
Plumbing and Heating, has 
a year round job for a de- 
pendable service techni- 
cian with experience in 
residential/commercial 
heating and cooling com- 
fort system repair. Earn 
$25./hour and benefits, 
holiday pay. For interview 
call Clint Walls, Manager, 
403-934-5448. Fax resume 
403-934-6065. 
MAXIMIZE YOUR IN- 
COME, Earn money to buy 
your dreams• Exciting op- 
portunity wilh one of coun- 
try's largest telecommuni- 
cations cos, No degree re- 
quired only motivation. 
Full or part time. For infor- 
mation call 1-877-703- 
8278. 
EQUIPMENT 
SNOWPLOWS. Fitted for 
loader-buckets, forklifts, 
Swivelling, Custom de- 
signed, Save time. Save 
money. Plow your own lot 
without delay! Contact Jan 
S. or Doug E, (604) 514- 
8326, 
FOR SALE VIISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS INTO BOARDS, 
planks, beams. Large ca- 
pacity. Best sawmill value 
anywhere. Norwood 
Industries, manufacturer of 
sawmills, edgers & sktd- 
ders. Free Information 1- 
800-566-6899, 
MARINE 
YAMAHA- MERCURY 
OUTBOARD CLEAR: 
ANCE; 2HP - $605, 4HP - 
$995, 6HP - $1295, 9.9HP 
- $1600, 20HP - $2125, 
PlUs many more, Stingray 
Power & Marine. 1-888- 
224-1144, 
PERSONALS 
LONELY? ALONE? CON- 
NECT with bored house- 
wives, singles, couples 
and gays rn your town 
tonight. 1-900-830-2222 
Code 43. Adults only, 18÷. 
$50 max charge, 24 hours. 
CONDOMS BY MAIL 
Quality Brand Names, 
Discreet Info Package from 
PaW Resources P,O, Box 
1568, Depot 3, Victoria, 
B.C, V8W 2X7 email: pbw- 
co ndorri @ hotmall.com ; 
Fall Speclalsl Heath Unit 
InqUiries Welcome. 
Serving 8 provinces, 
for25words To place an ad call 
$ 6.00 each this paper or the BCY- 
additional word CNA at (604) 669-9222 
PERSONALS 
ADULT ENTERTAIN- 
MENT, Order the best 
videos by mail and pay 
less. FREE Vi~eo Offer! 
FREE Catalogue. Discreet. 
HMC Video 5288 Parc, 
101-C, Montreal, Quebec, 
H2V 4G7. 
MEN'S DIVORCE HELPI 
Save thousands on legal 
tees while protecting your 
child's custody rights. 
Men's Divorce Centre, free 
call: 1-877-BREAKUP, 
d.d~pt. GEE. 
REAL ESTATE 
NEAR WATERTON PARK, 
Alberta, 2240 acres prime 
cattle and recreation, 
panoramic view, fabulous 
investment. Buy all or part. 
Must see. Jack Folsom, 
Sutton Group 1-403-626- 
3232, anytime, 
SERVICES 
ORDER YOUR MAGIC 
cloths for Xmas Rinse. 
Wipe, walk away. Agent in. 
qulries invited. Small n- 
vestmenl, 250-835-4616 
Fax 835-8742 Email: 
realex @shuswap.net. 
SKIING 
BIG WHITE - Opening Nov 
25th. Deluxe/Luxury 1-4 
bdrms, ski in/out, hot tubs, 
Gas F•P., From 
$89/n...Book Xmas "It's 
The Snow"- 1-888-676- 
g977 or www.condosunlim. 
ited.com• 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
FUTURE STEEL BUILD- 
INGS - Pre-engineered 
Steel Buildings. Custom- 
made to suit your specifi- 
cations. Factory-Direct. 
Call 1-800-668--5111 ext. 
132 for free brochure. 
TRAVEL 
SPECIAL WINTER RATE - 
$59 Vancouver $59, 
Vancouver Centre 
Travelodge. 1304 Howe 
St., Vancouver, B,C., (604) 
682-2767 Direct. 
TIMESHARE RESALES, 
To buy, sell or rent world- 
wide. World's Largest 
Reseller. ERA STROMAN 
SINCE 1979. Buyers call 
1.800-613-7987. Sellers 
call 1-800-201-0864. 
I n t e r n e t 
www.stroman.com. 
TRUCKS 
"O DOWN O.A.C." 
Guaranteed credit ap- 
provals, Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
ulllllies Repo's, broken 
leases, heavy duty equip- 
ment. Take over pay- 
ments, Free delivery. Call 
The Untouchables now. 1- 
800.993-3673. Vancouver 
327-7752. 
SAVE ON TRUCKS & 
CARS, New & Used. 
Guaranteed instant credit 
approval, Free home deliv- 
ery with 0 down, Call today 
24hrs 1-877-212-3282, 
F0rC Dodge~ GM, 
V.S. 
Single Ticket $20 . Family Pack (4 tickets) $60 
Tickets available at: 
Act ion  Spor ts  & Cyc le  Inc .  - Ki t imat  
and 
S ight  & Sound - Terrace 
Sponsored by: 
m 
STANDARD 
POG~ & DRUG 
i~i!~i~i~i~:~ i : ~ ~  =============================== ~i!~%~i!~i'L 
 -/err.ace a - catrcc  
KOALA 
SUN SALON 
come tan at 
Terrace's newest "HOT SPOT" 
Across f rom Spee Dee Printers 
Tel: 635-4544 
TERRACE'S LOST & 
FOUND KEY DEPOT 
635-5549 0, 1-888.560-5549 
I ' ik: : : : , : . . ,  . 
: f i l l  
HAIR CUTS, PERMS, COLORS, RI-LITES AND UP DOS 
Are You reoc~ For Chris~as & The Year 2000 
BOOK EARLY SO YOU CAN LOOK YOUR BEST 
4621 Lakelse Ave. 
(next fo Hava Java) Terrace, B.C. 
Hairstyling for the whole Family 
61 5 -0092 
MON-FRI 9:00 a.m. - 7 :00 p.m, 
SAT 9:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m. 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY r4EEDS 
: 25~y~rsl 3901 Dabble St., Terrace, B.C. 
Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 
635-7835 
Ul t imate  So lut ion  
E lec t ro lys i s  
Sandy Smart, Electrologist 
#202-4650 Lazelle Ave 
r~. 
I 
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x Mandarin Oranges 
S lb. Box. 
SAVEat least $3,00 tl 
Edwards 
Coffee 
Assorted varieties. 737 g, 
FIRST ONE- Combined 
varieties. 
SAVE at least $1,51 
~ ,, , ~ , ~ . ~  Purex 
~,~= Bathroom Tissue 
b ~, ~. 2Ply, 24 Ro,, 
FIRST ONE, 
i ; 
24 ,, ~ 24 .  •, 
VISA' 
~lBml  
PIE 
~,EVENT 
Blueberry, Apple, Cherry, 
Rhubarb Strawberry or 
Pumpkin. 8 Inch. 
SAVE at least $2,96 on two 
i 
